WITH ONLY ONE EXCEPTION, THIS IS THE MOST REMARKABLE TAPE DECK IN THE WORLD.
WITH ONLY ONE EXCEPTION, THIS IS THE MOST REMARKABLE TAPE DECK IN THE WORLD.
But without exception it's the most remarkable cassette deck.

Today, a thousand dollars or more is standard fare for a professional quality cassette deck. But when Pioneer designed the new CT-F1250, they not only raised the performance standards of high quality decks, they also lowered the standard price.

Metal tape capability is something most new high quality cassette decks have in common. But while many of them have just been modified for this advancement, the Pioneer CT-F1250 has been specially designed for it.

Instead of the two heads found in most metal capable tape decks, the CT-F1250 has three. And it's these three heads that keep us way ahead of the competition.

Our new "small window" erase head makes a big difference in making sure all metal tapes are wiped completely clean. And our Uni-Crystal Ferrite recording and playback heads give you greater frequency response and better wear-resistance than the ordinary ferrite and Sendust alloy heads you'll find on most other tape decks.

But you don't get distortion-free recordings just by using your heads.

Instead of the single capstan tape transport system you'll find on some tape decks that are nearly twice the price, the CT-F1250 has a closed-loop dual capstan system, similar to that found in our remarkable RT-909 open-reel deck. This system keeps the tape in perfect contact with the heads at all times. So you are assured of getting everything that's on the tape. Nothing more; nothing less. What's more, the CT-F1250 has a Quartz-Locked Direct Drive capstan motor that senses the slightest deviation in speed and automatically corrects it to keep wow and flutter down to an unbelievable 0.03%.

It's engineering innovations like these that make the CT-F1250 so remarkable. But equally remarkable are the features that make the CT-F1250 so easy to operate.

Like our specially engineered Tape Calibration System that lets you quickly set bias level, Dolby adjustment, and record equalization for the best possible signal-to-noise ratio, the lowest distortion, and the best high frequency response.

And our 24 segment Fluroscan meter that works on Pioneer's own microprocessor to give you a more accurate reading of what you're listening to. It even has Peak, Peak Hold, and Average Buttons that let you record without fear of overload.

In addition Pioneer's CT-F1250 has a digital brain with a memory that controls four different memory functions. Plus pitch control. Mic/line mixing. Independent left/right input/output controls. And more.

By now, it must be obvious that the CT-F1250 was designed to push up the limits of cassette deck performance. But only Pioneer would do it, without pushing up cassette deck prices.
But without exception it's the most remarkable reel-to-reel.

Today, many audio manufacturers are putting a lot less into their tape decks and charging a lot more for them. But when Pioneer designed their new RT-909 open-reel tape deck they made certain it had every conceivable feature an audiophile could expect.

And one feature that was totally unexpected. A reasonable price.

Even if you pay $1500 or more for a so-called "professional" quality tape deck, you'll probably still be getting a conventional single capstan tape transport system that is prone to wow and flutter.

Pioneer's RT-909 has a specially designed closed-loop dual capstan system that isolates the tape at the heads from any external interference. So you get constant tape-to-head contact. And constant, clear, accurate sound.

And while many of the expensive new tape decks have old fashioned drive systems that drive up heat and distortion, the RT-909 doesn't. Instead, it has a far more accurate DC motor that generates its own frequency to correct any variations in tape speed. And keeps wow and flutter down to an unheard of 0.04% at 7½ ips.

What's more, the drive system of the RT-909 is unaffected by fluctuations in voltage. So a drop in voltage doesn't mean a drop in performance. The RT-909 also has a logic system that ensures smooth, accurate speed change.

Most professional quality tape decks are designed for use outside the home. So the convenience features most audiophiles enjoy are nowhere to be found. The RT-909, on the other hand, offers automatic reverse, automatic repeat, and a timer controllable mechanism that lets you record a midnight concert even if you can't stay awake for it.

Examine our heads and you'll see Pioneer engineers at their very best. Our playback heads, for example, have a new "contourless" design that makes them more sensitive. They increase frequency response upwards to 28,000 hertz, and extend it all the way down to 20 hertz. So you not only get greater range than any other tape deck, but also any other musical instrument.

Of course, these features alone would make Pioneer's RT-909 quite a remarkable tape deck.

But the RT-909 also has a Fluroscan metering system that gives you an instantaneous picture of what you're listening to. A pitch control that lets you listen to music in perfect pitch even if it was far from perfectly recorded. Four different bias/equalization selections so you can use many tapes and get maximum performance from them all.

Obviously these advancements are very impressive. But there's still one thing even more remarkable than the technology we feature. It's the price we feature.
SC-2 gives your cartridge more than The Finger!

The famous SC-1 stylus brush (standard of the record and hifi industries) now has a synergistic fluid called SC-2. SC-2 Fluid enhances and speeds cleaning and yet protects diamond adhesives, cartridge mounting polymers and fine-metal cantilevers against the corrosive effects of many other "cleaners."

The Discwasher SC-2 System. Stylus care you can finger as clearly superior.
Introducing another Sony only. The MDR series open-air headphones. The smallest, lightest stereo headphones available today. Or tomorrow.

With our lightest at 40 grams, you will barely know you're wearing them. Yet the sound is dynamite.

Through a remarkable new audio breakthrough, our engineers have succeeded in reducing big-headphone technology down to the size of your listening channels.

The MDR series headphones' airy spaciousness delivers absolute clarity through an ultra-small driver unit that produces more than three times the energy of conventional circuits. And a new high-compliance diaphragm accurately reproduces the 20 to 20,000Hz bandwidth and improves low-range response.

That means you can listen to the heaviest of music for hours. Lightly. And know that you're hearing every nuance of the original recording from deep bass to the highest treble.

Listen to our new MDR series headphones. They're light. And heavy.

Entry No. 35 on Reader Service Card
WEAR A CONCERT.
Discover the incredible accuracy of Sennheiser HD 420 Open-Aire® headphones. By combining exotic materials with advanced electroacoustic technology, we've done for personal listening what our world-famous studio microphones have done for professional recording. In a new ultra lightweight design surpassing even the performance of the HD 420s predecessors (which were also top-rated and rave-reviewed). With improved transient characteristics. Smoother, more extended response. Clarity surpassing even the most expensive speakers. And comfort so great, the only thing you'll feel is the music.
Try a pair of HD 420s (or our top-of-the-line 430s) at your Sennheiser dealer. Hear what it's like to wear a concert.
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THE 400 SERIES FROM SIARE:
FOR ALL THE SOUND THERE IS TO HEAR

DELTA 400
$799.95* EACH

FUGUE 400
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*Manufacturer's suggested retail price
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The continuing story of TDK sound achievement.

Part Four.

In previous chapters we've told you about the technological breakthroughs that make TDK tape so outstanding. We've shown you how TDK tape is wound on a perfectly circular hub clamp assembly for the smoothest possible flow of sound. But the perfection of the first two phases would be wasted effort if tape travel were inconsistent or slowed down by excess friction. Part Four, the TDK bubble slip sheet, is one of our unique answers to reducing friction. On it rests TDK's reputation for smooth-running sound.

TDK engineers painstakingly studied tape travel. They found the edge of the tape comes into direct contact with the cassette at several points. At any of those critical spots, the tape can be slowed down, tilted away from the parallel, side-tracked or damaged. The need to reduce friction was evident. And it had to begin where the tape edge makes contact with the shell.

The TDK slip sheet first came into existence as a flat piece of paper. Our engineers knew it had to do more than reduce friction. It also had to maintain constant tape speed and perfect tape winding. Two formulations met the exacting TDK standards. Ultra-thin paper coated with silicone. And teflon coated with a fine layer of graphite. To further diminish the area of contact between tape and slip sheet, our engineers created the bubble concept.

Each TDK bubble slip sheet is computer-designed with twenty bubbles of varying diameters. Each bubble slip sheet is manufactured to micron tolerances to guarantee uniformity in height.

In operation, the TDK bubble slip sheet maintains a constant running angle for the tape, minimizing friction. Tape winding is even and consistent. Your music is recorded and played back in a safe, reliable environment.

Music is what it all comes back to. That's why TDK considers all parts in a cassette equally important. And why every effort is made to achieve a perfect interplay between them. It's an achievement you'll hear every time you play your favorite music on TDK.

Music is the sum of its parts.
The secret of Onkyo.
You’ll find it in all four of our new stereo tape decks.
Let Onkyo transport you to a world beyond electronics... to a world of more perfect sound. Where you’ll hear music of such stunning purity and richness, that you’ll forget you’re listening to an audio system.

That’s the secret of Onkyo... and Onkyo’s dramatic success. The unique ability to take you several steps beyond pure technology... to experience more exciting sound. And you’ll find it in all four of our new stereo tape decks.

The Onkyo TA-630DM is an outstanding example. It achieves performance heights only hinted at in the acclaimed Onkyo TA-630D. In 1979, independent testing confirmed that the TA-630D outperformed all 19 cassette tape decks in its price range... placing first in both sound quality and value. Now even more innovations have been added in the TA-630DM, to widen Onkyo’s lead still further.

Not only have we designed-in metal tape capability... using a newly developed high-performance hyperbolic S&S sendust record/playback head... but we’ve also fully redesigned the record system electronics to take fullest advantage of metal tape’s much improved dynamic range.

The feature-laden TA-630DM also employs Onkyo’s exclusive “Accu-Bias” control system... which assures that every recording you make is superior... regardless of tape-type or brand.

Built-in tone generators in the TA-630DM let you sense each tape’s unique bias requirements... guiding you to the precise setting for optimum sound. Brighter high notes are the reward.

The TA-630DM’s Dolby* noise reduction system, with switchable MPX filter, even lets you decode Dolby* FM broadcast signals for more brilliant off-air recordings.

Other important features include...

- memory rewind, full auto stop, a timer start/stop function, and two large peak level VU meters.

Throughout, the system has been engineered for extreme reliability and long service life... from its precise and rugged phase-locked loop (PLL) servo DC motor drive system, to its richly designed electronic control systems.

- Equally impressive is the elegant new Onkyo TA-2050... an advanced two-motor stereo cassette tape deck featuring “Accu-Bias”, a Dolby* noise reduction system with switchable MPX filter, full metal tape capability, and soft touch controls. It too delivers more perfect sound.

The TA-2050 utilizes a full logic direct drive motor transport for exceptionally high reliability with minimum wow and flutter. A separate motor handles fast forward and rewind functions. A special Hard-Permalloy record/playback head... and a ferrite erase head... provide optimum performance with all types of tape, including metal.

Two valuable features of the TA-2050 are its instant muting and automatic fade in/fade out control systems... which permit far more professional recording effects. Musical passages can be “cut-n” or “cut-out” instantly. Sound passages can be “faded-out” or “faded-in” smoothly. And cassettes can be reeled right to the end... then rewound a short bit to overlay a professional “fade-out” effect.

The Onkyo TA-2050 also features a memory-stop/memory-play system, a timer mode selector, special “peak-hold” meters for added precision and convenience, and full remote control capability with the optional RC-5 remote control unit.

Many of the same innovations are found in the Onkyo TA-2020... a surprisingly affordable stereo cassette tape deck with “Accu-Bias” and metal tape capability.

The Onkyo TA-2020 features a servo-controlled DC motor, large VU meters, a Dolby* noise reduction system with built-in MPX filter, and a convenient timer/pause button for unattended operation.

Richly engineered to Onkyo’s uncompromising standards, no other stereo cassette deck in its price range provides such sound quality.

The Onkyo TA-1900 represents an incredible achievement... in both performance and economy. It puts full high fidelity metal tape stereo within easy reach of even the entry level audiophile.

The TA-1900 features simplified soft-touch controls, three position Bias/EQ switches to maximize tape performance, Dolby* noise reduction circuitry, a Hard-Permalloy record/playback head, a ferrite erase head, and a DC servo motor.

Without exception, the Onkyo TA-1900 is the most affordable quality tape deck in audio today!

Styling of all four new stereo cassette tape decks is superb. Brushed silver metal with elegant appointments. The TA-630DM resembles Onkyo’s top-of-the-line TA-2080... while the other three models debut Onkyo’s dramatic new slim-line design.

Onkyo USA Corporation 42-07 20th Ave., Long Island City N.Y. 11105, (212) 728-4639

*TM of Dolby Laboratories
Edward Tatnall Canby

“What is the future of classical recording?” With that somewhat grandiose question I recently began a late-summer trilogy on a subject particularly dear to my music-audio heart, which loves the ancient LP record as a very old friend, a friendly medium that, as we all know, can never, ever, be purely digital, any more than, say, you can motorize the horse. Digital is a horse of another color altogether and, in spite of all the talk, is not yet with us. We still have the LP and will continue to make use of it during what I have called the Great Interim, until a true all-digital disc system appears at last to replace the LP forever.

A bit of recapitation. In August I promoted what is surely my most important thought in this series to date: Why classical music is so important in the audio field and in the consumer hi-fi industry, considering that it makes up such an insignificant proportion of total recorded music sales. I’ve said my all on that subject and will say no more. See the August issue.

In September I took an oddball look at the immediate future of our present hi-fi sensation, the audiophile LP record, a worthy collective endeavor so full of happy contradictions that I can’t see how it can avoid phasing itself out before very long, by virtue of its own success. How can you have a specialized, special-care, limited-production disc that becomes so popular that it proliferates into near-mass production? How can you perpetuate a special kind of disc for hi-fi listeners when in truth all first-line records should provide first-line quality?

And so the audiophile LP simply will become the expensive first-line standard LP disc as everybody and their brother applies undoubted competitive skill towards successful production of better quality LP records at much higher prices. Inevitable, what with such as Columbia and RCA now joining the club, not to mention literally dozens of smaller outfits. Fun and games, as we always say, and I am all for it, whatever the chosen designation. We have needed a genuine, competitive improvement of quality in the finished LP disc for a long, long time.

In September I took an oddball look at the immediate future of our present hi-fi sensation, the audiophile LP record, a worthy collective endeavor so full of happy contradictions that I can’t see how it can avoid phasing itself out before very long, by virtue of its own success. How can you have a specialized, special-care, limited-production disc that becomes so popular that it proliferates into near-mass production? How can you perpetuate a special kind of disc for hi-fi listeners when in truth all first-line records should provide first-line quality?

And so the audiophile LP simply will become the expensive first-line standard LP disc as everybody and their brother applies undoubted competitive skill towards successful production of better quality LP records at much higher prices. Inevitable, what with such as Columbia and RCA now joining the club, not to mention literally dozens of smaller outfits. Fun and games, as we always say, and I am all for it, whatever the chosen designation. We have needed a genuine, competitive improvement of quality in the finished LP disc for a long, long time.

which right now is producing first-quality LP records at a price you won’t believe if you haven’t paid it — mail order.

There is absolutely nothing we can’t do in the area of better quality if we really want to apply our skills, engineering and merchandizing, with the proper acumen, and it does not really matter whether the price is extra high or extra low. It can work both ways.

I am, of course, speaking still within the present standard operation according to the LP system. The entire audiophile movement moves within that system and its very strict analog limitations. The LP is a real bottleneck but, I think, a benign one, like the bottlenecks we find in every flask of good wine. Surprising what good things can get past those narrow necks, when the product is right.

Frisco Discs?

While I’m at it, I must purvey another analogy concerning the audiophile disc. I am just back from vacationing in chilly San Francisco, the city of dizzy heights and extreme pitches. It occurs to me that the audiophile disc is much like a San Francisco phenomenon, I noted with amusement, since I have only seen the same in European towns of enormously greater age. Paved streets so steeply inclined that there are steps along side to keep pedestrians from sliding downhill on their backs. In San Francisco the cars don’t use the steps; they climb straight up, then veer crazily sidewise and park at an angle you don’t dare believe. To get in or out of either door, up side or down side, takes an athlete’s strength and a lot of courage. I really gasped as I watched two elderly tourists trying to turn their Cadillac around at the top of one such hill. The wheels were splayed out and...
The best for both worlds

The culmination of 30 years of Audio Engineering leadership — the new Stereohedron®

XSV/5000

One of the most dramatic developments of cartridge performance was the introduction of the Pickering XSV/3000. It offered the consumer a first generation of cartridges, combining both high tracking ability and superb frequency response. It utilized a new concept in stylus design — Stereohedron, coupled with an exotic samarium cobalt moving magnet.

Now Pickering offers a top-of-the-line Stereohedron cartridge, the XSV/5000, combining features of both the XSV/3000 and the XSV/4000. It allows a frequency response out to 50,000 Hz.

The new XSV samarium cobalt magnet accounts for an extremely high output with the smallest effective tip mass. The Stereohedron tip design is the result of long research in extended frequency response for tracing of high frequency modulations. The patented Dustamatic® brush and stylus work hand in hand with the rest of the cartridge assembly to reproduce with superb fidelity all frequencies contained in today's recordings.

Pickering is proud to offer the XSV/5000 as the best effort yet in over 30 years of cartridge development.

A fresh new breakthrough in cartridge development designed specifically as an answer for the low impedance moving coil cartridge —

XLZ/7500S

The advantages of the XLZ/7500S are that it offers characteristics exceeding even the best of moving coil cartridges. Features such as an openness of sound and extremely fast risetime, less than 10µs, to provide a new crispness in sound reproduction. At the same time, the XLZ/7500S provides these features without any of the disadvantages of ringing, undesirable spurious harmonics which are often characterizations of moving coil pickups.

The above advantages provide a new sound experience while utilizing the proven advantages of the Stereohedron stylus, a samarium cobalt assembly, a patented Pickering Dustamatic brush, with replaceable stylus, along with low dynamic tip mass with very high compliance for superb tracking.

So, for those who prefer the sound characteristics attributed to moving coil cartridges, but insist on the reliability, stability and convenience of moving magnet design, Pickering presents its XLZ/7500S.

Two new sources of perfection!

For further information on the XSV/5000 and the XLZ/7500S write to Pickering Inc., Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
Empire's EDR.9
The Phono Cartridge
Designed for Today's Audiophile Recordings

curved under, on the shaky verge of an upset. Phew! Those San Francisco streets and the busy cars that climb up and park precariously at the top represent the fast progress of audio and recording. (See how my mind runs on business even when I'm on vacation?) High powered and high risk, recession or no (see Whyte for August). I tried to walk straight up one such street like a car, but my feet were so bent and tortured I had to take to the steps. Hal The audiophile disc is like one of those steps, I said to myself, gasping for breath. A sudden, all-out burst of technological progress straight up, then forward on a dynamically flat and workable plane. That's where we are in audiophile discs right now. But note that the overall rate of audio progress keeps right on climbing at the same steep angle, and pretty soon the step finds itself back at grade, and so we need another sudden step forward. Get me? I rather like the analogy.

For The Present
Of course, for that next big step we'll have to find a new name. By then, almost every LP disc will be called audiophile, just as all beers are superior products (according to the label) including the low-priced supermarket specials. Just had a drink of the latter and it was lousy beer.

Now, folks, let us set our friends and relatives straight on this digital business. It used to be that my non-hi-fi acquaintances were incessantly after me, the "expert," as to what kind of a stereo they should buy at, say, $150 for the whole. Now it’s different. What they want to know now is whether these new digital discs will play on their present system. Yes, Virginia, they will! So it's obvious that my non-hi-fi acquaintances are not interested in our digital future. But they are all interested in saving their old investment. Now, does anyone know what the real technical facts are in this trend? The reason is that every LP disc now plays a signal processing circuit, the decoder, which is only about one cent per disc. But who's counting when the cymbal is twice as loud as the snare? Point is, we are not changing our equipment as much as we are学校的在我们之中。
We fit the same. But we perform so much better.

When it comes to fitting any audio or video recorder, there's no apparent difference between Fuji and any other brand of cassettes: we all fit the same.

But there, the resemblance ends. Because tapes are manufactured to very different quality standards with different materials and technologies, Fuji's performance is unique.

Take video. Our VHS and Beta cassettes improve performance on any recorder. Providing sharper pictures. More lifelike color. And freedom from noise and distortion.

In audio, our premium FX-1, FX-II and low-noise FL set new standards for accurate sound reproduction. And extended response.

Our revolutionary new Fuji Metal Tape goes even further. With ultra-wide response. Dramatically-improved dynamic range and sound quality comparable to studio open reel recordings.

So, whatever you're recording—on whatever brand of recorder—discover how good your machine really is. With Fuji—the tape that helps it perform so much better.

FUJI TAPE
One brand fits all. Better.

Magnetic Tape Division
Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Inc.
350 Fifth Avenue.
New York, New York 10016
(212) 736-3335
Parallel Yet Merging

Perhaps even more important is that the new digital recordings can also be and are being issued in the coded form, thereby bringing to the LP a great deal more of the digital essence than is possible through the standard audiophile LP. In fact, there is no reason why the audiophile movement and the encoded LP cannot merge, if this company does turn out to have the process itself might not be licensed out, even if this company does turn out to have a technological de facto semi-monopoly, in the manner of the Dolby-encoded cassette. These things get around, one way or another, when the need for them is real. We are desperately going to need a next (and perhaps final) LP step. This could be it.

John E. Volkmann

John E. Volkmann died on July 9, 1980, following a short illness. For over 30 years, Mr. Volkmann was in charge of advanced acoustic development and theater engineering activities at RCA, Camden, N.J. He specialized in the development and application of large auditorium loudspeakers and stereo sound systems and he consulted on architectural, electronic, and acoustic problems.

Design and development projects on which he contributed his expertise include: Stereo sound systems for the John F. Kennedy Center, Washington, D.C.; Radio City Music Hall, N.Y.; the Hollywood Bowl; Jones Beach Marine Stadium, N.Y.; custom loudspeakers for the New York World's Fairs of 1933 and 1964, and recording acoustics for Walt Disney's "Fantasia."

Mr. Volkmann pioneered the concept of variable acoustics which he applied to the design of RCA Recording Equipment. He was deeply involved in RCA Recording's recording of Walt Disney's "Fantasia."

Obituary
Performance and reliability. That's why 73 of the top 100 radio stations that use turntables use Technics direct-drive turntables. In a survey of those stations by Opinion Research Corporation, Technics was chosen 6 to 1 over our nearest competitor.

Why did station engineers choose Technics direct drive? “Low rumble” — as low as -78 dB. “Fast start” — as fast as 0.7 sec. “Wow and flutter” — as low as 0.025%. “Direct drive and constant speed” — as constant as 99.998%. Perhaps one engineer said it best when he described Technics direct drive as the “latest state of the art.”

ButTechnics state of the art goes beyond performance. Station engineers also depend on Technics direct-drive turntables because of “reliability and past experience” as well as “quality and durability.” In fact, the most listened to classical music station, WQXR in New York, has depended on Technics direct-drive turntables since 1972.

You'll choose Technics direct-drive turntables for the same performance and reliability that's made Technics the turntable top radio stations use. And there are eleven Technics direct-drive turntables from manuals, to semi-automatics, to fully automatics, to changers. Starting at $125 to $600 (Technics suggested retail prices). So listen to Technics and hear the Science of Sound.
Recording engineers rely on Crown amps to make better music.

THE BARN Recording Studio, Alexandria, Indiana.
So can you.

CROWN IN THE STUDIO

The recording engineer, who employs both art and science to create the final tape, does not listen to the music "live" while he is recording. He wants to hear the music in the same way you will hear it. So while he's creating the final recording, he listens to the output of his mixer board through a carefully selected speaker/amplifier system in the control room. The system is identical to those available to you at quality audio dealers.

BILLBOARD Magazine, each year, surveys U.S. recording studios to determine brands of equipment used. Year after year, the #1 power amplifier has been Crown, selected by more recording studios to drive monitor speakers than the next three brands combined.

MIX Magazine publishes equipment lists for U.S. recording studios. Again, the favorite brand of power amplifiers is Crown. Most interesting is the fact that as you consider studios with more sophisticated capabilities (16 or 24 track and up), the proportion of studios selecting Crown as their only monitor amplifier increases. The more experienced the professional, the greater is his reliance on Crown.

The music which is so important a part of your life was probably first heard by a recording engineer through a system powered by Crown amps. We think it makes good sense to use that same Crown quality when you're listening to that music at home.

CROWN AT HOME

The Crown Information Package tells all about Crown and its products, and is possibly the finest collection of audio information easily available to you from a manufacturer. In over 50 pages, we have included Crown technical papers on audio concepts, discussions of product design and operation, product reviews from publications, specifications, prices, dealer locations—and much more. Many illustrations are in full color.

To order the package, send three dollars with the coupon. If it's not worth it, send it right back. We'll refund your money.

Or you can, if you wish, simply check our number on the reader service card in this magazine, and we will send you—free—a listing of nearby Crown dealers. They have much of this same information for free. They are also very knowledgeable about Crown amps, and would be pleased to spend some time discussing your needs for a better system, and demonstrating our products. It's worth your time to visit them, just to keep up with what's new from Crown.

CROWN AND GOOD SOUND

Whatever your taste in music—symphonic, acid rock, chamber music, pop, baroque, disco, opera or c & w—it will sound more like it should with Crown amps in your system. Since the good sound of your kind of music is important to your lifestyle, you owe it to yourself to check out the equipment that makes it sound good in the first place—Crown.

1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46514

TO: Crown International
1718 W. Mishawaka Rd., Elkhart, IN 46514
Here's my three dollars. Please rush my Crown amp information package.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
P.O. Box No. ___________ Apt. No. ______
City __________________ State ____ Zip ______
Dear Editor:

I agree with everything Bob Curtis said in the July, 1980 article "Keep Your Car Stereo Safe" and I would like to add the following suggestions: 1) Mount speakers as inconspicuously as possible — although my car has four speakers, not one of them is visible. 2) Never ever park your car while music is pouring out because it will alert the entire neighborhood that you have a high-powered stereo. 3) Get a hideaway (even motorized) antenna, or lower your antenna as far as possible.

The point I’m making is — keep a low profile and keep your car stereo!

Alan Crawford III
Devon, Pa.

Auto Suggestion
Dear Editor:

In light of our recent research comprising literally thousands of staff hours with Discwasher’s scanning electron microscope, we feel that the September article “Close Up View of Record Wear” contains largely incorrect interpretations of the SEM photos. Our experience indicates that Mr. Davies has not photographed “holes” or “conchoidal fractures” but rather dirty records and vinyl pressing defects. We are in communication with another laboratory whose work with electron microscopy on phonograph records confirms our interpretation.

A detailed analysis of each photo would be too lengthy for this letter but a few critical points can be made here. The stylus contact zone is shown in many of the photos, and conchoidal fractures are absolutely impossible at positions significantly higher or lower on the groove wall than the stylus contact area. Yet Mr. Davies names all of the similar-looking debris in the picture as holes or conchoidal fractures. We can replicate his SEM photos with dirt on unplayed records.

Groove shading can be readily interpreted with experience, and the “lighting direction” of the electron beam clearly shows the “holes” to be shadowed identically to groove modulation ridges. Analysis by seven engineers from two different laboratories, all very experienced in SEM work with records, interprets the “holes” and “fractures” as actual mountains of debris!

Two of the photos are presented upside down, and three photos clearly show stamper-vinyl separation and flow problems. Nevertheless, we believe the presence of dust and debris unquestionably is destructive to record surfaces. Mr. Davies only reinforces the fact that cleaning with isopropyl alcohol does not pick up these destructive contaminants, but may actually “glue” debris to the vinyl.

Bruce R. Maier, Ph. D
Discwasher Laboratories
Columbia, Mo.

Hats Off to Prof. Lirpa
Dear Editor:

It seems what many audiophiles want is some sort of audio “nirvana.” Since most manufacturers are only able to offer real products, it is not merely refreshing to review the product offerings of Lirpa Labs, but damn near enlightening. (See April, 1980 issue.)

Could there possibly be a more different drummer than the one lashing about in Prof. Lirpa’s cranium? Professor, my hat is off to you.

Jay Mitchell
Columbus, Ohio

More on Record Wear
Dear Editor:

In the July, 1980 issue, there is an article entitled, “Keep Your Car Stereo Safe.” In the article, the author, Bob Curtis, mentions a type of alarm system that reacts to human touch. I have not heard of — a capacitor system which reacts to human touch.

I have not found anything like this for sale in all the years I have been buying alarm systems for car and home. If you have any knowledge of where I can purchase such a system, please let me know.

Eugene S. Sandow
Inglewood, Ca.

The Editor Replies: Mr. Curtis tells us that the Mosier Safe Company sells systems which react to human touch. Alternatively, you might try writing to Discwasher Laboratories (Security Distributing & Marketing), 5 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60603 about other firms which offer such a system.
Will you still respect your speakers in the morning?

Sure, they sounded great last night.

But the real test of a speaker system is the morning after.

Will your speakers sweeten your morning coffee with Vivaldi, or will they make you wish you'd never turned your stereo on?

Do your speakers make you glad you're alive, or do they serve only to remind you of last night's excesses?

Some speakers are impressive when played loudly. But a truly great speaker is equally, if not more, impressive at low listening levels. "Loud" is desirable at times, but a speaker to be lived with must do much more.

For years, and without fanfare, ADS has been building monitor speaker systems for some of the most demanding sound engineers in the music industry. ADS technology is uniquely able to accommodate their diverse and challenging requirements. This same technology, not surprisingly, produces some of the finest speaker systems available for home use.

The new ADS L730, for example, is a direct outgrowth of ADS' continuing involvement in digital recording technology. An unusual combination of extended frequency range, uncanny sonic accuracy, razor-sharp stereo imaging and true-to-life dynamic range, the L730 delivers untiring musical performance. Although the system is capable of shaking walls with clean, undistorted sound, you'll appreciate it most on those mornings when quality counts more than quantity.

The L730 is only one of many ADS speakers, all meticulously engineered and superbly crafted. Your ADS dealer will be happy to help you select the model which best suits your purposes. For more information and the name of the ADS dealer nearest you, please write ADS, Dept. AU-20, or call 1-800-824-7888 (California 1-800-852-7777) toll free and ask for Operator 483.

Analog & Digital Systems, Inc., One Progress Way, Wilmington, MA 01887 (617) 658-5100
Empire Phono Cartridges
The Dynamic Interface series of cartridges includes six models embodying engineering techniques which allow the cartridges to be used with optimum results in a wide variety of systems. Specific design achievements include a reduction of mass by 20 percent for better tracking, particularly with warped discs, inclusion of samarium cobalt magnets for higher output, electrical matching to the low-capacitance cables and phono inputs for smoother frequency response, and a two-point stylus-lock system for proper orientation. The top-of-the-line Model 600LAC has a specified response of 6 Hz to 50 kHz and separation of 30 dB at 1 kHz and of 17 dB at 12.5 kHz. Recommended tracking force is 1½ grams, and tracking ability at 1 kHz is 38 cm/s. Price: $175.00.

Beveridge Preamp/Power Supply
Model RM-1/RM-2 incorporates circuitry featuring wideband, accurate RIAA equalization (1 Hz to 100 kHz, ±0.05 dB) and over 120 dB of dynamic range. The RM-1 preamplifier uses only vacuum tubes in the signal paths, with solid-state circuitry to ensure operating point stability. Specified frequency response is 0.15 Hz to 600 kHz, ±0.05 dB, with a maximum output of 10 volts and 0.02 percent THD. The separate power supply, RM-2, provides 80,000 μF of capacitance to three regulated stages. Each unit measures 9 x 3½ x 9 inches. Price: $2,500.00 for both units.

M&K Speaker System
The Satellite-Volkswoofer system is a three-piece design incorporating the Satellite-1 units which are designed for minimum diffraction for good imaging and transparency, and feature group delay alignment via physical displacement and crossover circuitry to 0.02 ms for smoother transients and accurate imaging. The Volkswoofer is an internally amplified, servo-feedback system intended for biamplification and features a 50-W amp, switch selection of any of three response settings, and a separate volume control. Crossover to the S-1 is at 100 Hz, and response above that point can be selected from four separate input networks and adjusted by means of two high-frequency contours. Price: $895.00.

Adcom Power Amplifier
Model GFA-1 stereo basic amp is rated at 200 W average per channel into 8 ohms over a 20 Hz to 20 kHz bandwidth at 0.05 percent THD. A Balanced Bridge (TM) configuration is used for accurate and symmetrical output of both the positive- and negative-going waveforms, while the toroidal transformer minimizes stray magnetic field effects for lower hum and noise. Other specs, per IHF-202A, are a damping factor of 200 at 100 Hz, slew rate of 80 V/μS, and S/N of -90 dB at 1 W, “A” weighted. Features include built-in whisper fan, overload protection, and thermal sensing relay. Price: $400.00.
Test labs now use an extraordinary new instrument to evaluate record playback performance. A warped record.

Magazine test reports are usually based on measurements made with professional equipment and under ideal laboratory conditions. None of which matches the real-life situation you face at home.

Virtually all records manufactured today are warped. And even records that are slightly warped can make conventional tonearm and cartridge combinations typically 18 grams effective mass distort badly and even leave the record groove.

The test labs know this, of course, which is why they tried something different with Dual's 8-gram Ultra Low Mass tonearm and cartridge system. They added an innovative test instrument to their scopes and meters.

A badly warped record.

The results of this new test are not reported as percentages, decibels or other technical argon, but in clear and understandable language:

"Navigating the worst warps we could find the Dual/Orthofon combination proved very agile indeed, with nary a mistrack."  
*High Fidelity*

"...tracked the most severely warped records in our collection, usually so well that we heard nothing wrong."  
*Stereo Review*

"Even a severe warp that would normally throw the pickup into the air will usually give no more than a slight 'thump'... and most warps are undetectable by ear."  
*Popular Electronics*

"The Dual takes dead aim at the fiend of disc reproduction—the warped record—and response to record warps practically is eliminated at the source."  
*Stereo*

One test lab, after making the usual measurements, chose to just listen to music as reproduced by ULM.

"There is no way measurements, or mere words, can describe the acoustic presence of this record player... highs are crystalline, with a purity we haven't heard before. The bass is so clean that one can hear new sounds from records, such as the harmonic vibration of unplayed strings on the double bass... overall definition and transient response were outstanding."  
*HiFi Stereo Buyers' Guide*

You too can hear the difference ULM makes. Visit your local Dual dealer and be sure to bring your own "test instrument." Especially one that seems unplayably warped.

ULM.

A major breakthrough in record playback technology.

Write for our brochure describing all nine Dual ULM turntables. Prices start at less than $190. United Audio, 1202 S. Columbus Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10553.
Warbling Saxophone

Q. I play the alto saxophone and want to make cassette recordings of it. With each one of several top-flight cassette decks, an odd fluttering or warbling tone develops. The notes come out as though burbling through water. In addition to trying different tape decks, I've tried various types of microphones and tapes, and I have even tried recording at levels so low that the tape hiss is louder than the music. Nothing helps. Any advice would be greatly appreciated. — David Aitc, Newport, Vt.

A. Your problem is a baffling one, and I don't have a sure cause or cure. Possibilities are that the sax is somehow accompanied by a subaudible frequency that drives the record amplifier into "blocking," as sometimes also happens when trying to record a phono disc with substantial warp.

There are subsonic filters on the market which cut off sharply below 20 to 30 Hz. Placing one of these between the cassette deck and a preceding component such as a mixer might help. Another strategy might be to first record an open-reel tape and assuming this is successful then dub from the open-reel tape onto cassette. I have found this a worthwhile tactic when trying to make cassette recordings of severely warped records; direct recording from disc onto cassette resulted in a burbling sound similar to the one you describe.

Leveling an Organ

Q. Recently I purchased a battery/AC portable cassette recorder, which I use to monitor my electronic organ. However, I find that the recorded music is quite distorted. This distortion occurs at any organ output level. The recorder has auto-level control. No distortion occurs when recording music at any output level from a radio or TV speaker. In each case the microphone is placed near the speaker. Can you tell me what is causing this and if the condition can be corrected? — M. W. Van Lenter, Clifton, N.J.

A. My guess is that when you are recording from the organ you are dealing with a much bigger and better speaker than when you are recording from radio or TV. If the organ speaker delivers powerful bass notes, perhaps even sub-audible ones, they may well be overloading your cassette machine. If the auto-level control cannot be deactivated, I am afraid that the only suggestion I have is that you try another cassette machine, preferably one without auto-level control.

What's Digital?

Q. What specifically is digital recording? Does it mean that the recording was done on equipment equipped with digital accuracy, or does it mean something entirely different? — Scott Barber, Douglas, Wyo.

A. In conventional tape recording, the audio signal is recorded on the tape in the form of a series of bar magnets which are an analog of the audio signal. The higher the frequency, the more bar magnets per inch of tape; the greater the amplitude, the greater the strength of these magnets.

In digital recording, the audio signal is sampled about 45,000 to 50,000 times per second, and each sample is translated into a number that shows the value of the signal voltage at a given instant. These numbers are recorded on the tape. In playback, the numbers are reconstituted into a signal voltage.

Compared with conventional (analog) tape recording, digital recording permits lower distortion and much higher S/N ratio — something like 90 dB compared with about 65 dB (at best) for conventional recording. However, digital tape machines are still very expensive, some of them costing upwards of $100,000, so it will be a while before home digital machines are commonplace.

An important advantage of digital recording for commercial use is that it enables successive copies to be made of a master tape without loss in terms of S/N ratio. In contrast, when using conventional recording, noise increases about 3 dB with each successive copy, unless distortion is allowed to rise. Since commercial prerecorded tapes represent about a third or fourth copy of the master, the copy one buys may have 12 dB more noise than the master. However, if digital recording is employed at all stages up to and including the final one, where the digital recording is translated into a conventional prerecorded tape, this tape can have a much better S/N ratio along with low distortion.

Mating Plugs

Q. A few months ago I ordered a remote control unit for my tape recorder. When the unit arrived the male plug on the remote cable didn't match the socket in the deck, even though the plug was marked with the proper part number. The plug has only four prongs, while the socket has holes for eight prongs. What should I do? — Les Gueydan Jr., Metairie, La.

A. The fact that the remote control plug has only four prongs, while the mating socket has eight holes, does not necessarily signify anything wrong. Four prongs are probably sufficient to perform the remote control function. If the plug and jack fit each other, the control device should work.

Magnetometers

Q. Quite some time ago I read about a company that makes a pair of magnetic devices useful to the home recordist, consisting of a magnetic field strength meter with a zero center scale. Unfortunately I cannot remember the name of the manufacturer and his address. Can you supply these? — James Baumgartner, San Francisco, Calif.

A. Pocket-sized magnetometers, of two different degrees of sensitivity, are available from the R. B. Annis Co., 1101 No. Delaware Ave., Indianapolis, Indiana 46202.

Tape Tension and Dropouts

Q. With a Revox A-77 I am experiencing dropouts. I find the effect most disconcerting, and it ruins my listening, knowing that these dropouts will occur and waiting for them. After a while, I can't help listening less to the music and more to the dropouts — most upsetting! I have used tapes of...
If lately your favorite recordings sound like they’re gradually unrecording, it could be the tape they’re on.

You see the oxide particles on some tapes just aren’t bound on very well. And when the oxide particles come off, your music could come off sounding faded and weak.

Maxell, however, has developed a unique binding process that helps stop those oxide particles from taking a hike. We also polish our tape to a mirror finish to reduce friction, the major cause of oxide shedding.

So with Maxell, even if you play a tape over and over, the music won’t disappear before your very ears.

IT’S WORTH IT.
KM invites you to close your eyes.

At last, the small speaker with "big" sound that audiophiles have been looking for. Close your eyes and listen to the KM 52. Deep bass down to 38 Hz (-3 dB) in a 60 watt amplified speaker only 10 x 14 x 9 inches. Clean bass one full octave lower than any other speaker of its size, and an amazing sound pressure level of 105 dBA at one meter.

KM will open your eyes too. The KM Audio Linear Turntable combines stunning good looks with superb technical performance. Rumble is less than -70 dB; wow and flutter less than 0.06% (weighted). And KM's high-spec preamp provides subwoofer output, optional moving coil input and stereo processing with an eye opening price.

So, open your eyes and ears to the full range of KM audio equipment.
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Bias vs. EQ Adjustments

Q. I have noticed that some of the cassette decks have only a bias adjustment switch, while others have an equalization adjustment as well. I know what each one does. What I want to know is, which one of these controls has the biggest advantage as a fine adjustment. - John Stokes, APO 96358.

A. It might be best to begin with a review of the purpose of these switch-es. Some cassette decks have a single switch that adjusts both bias and equalization according to the type of tape used. Other decks have separate switches for bias and equalization. The latter design is somewhat more desirable because it offers more flexibility to those seeking flattest possible respose with a particular tape.

The purpose of bias current is to reduce distortion and to increase the amount of signal recorded on the tape. Bias is applied only in recording. The purpose of equalization, which is applied both in recording and playback, is to compensate for treble and bass losses that occur in the record-playback process. The amount of bias and the amount of equalization required vary with the brand and type of tape employed.

Bias adjustment usually has the greatest effect. Relatively small changes in bias can substantially alter treble response, as well as affecting distortion. It is difficult to say that one or the other has the "biggest advantage" because both are important, and they should probably be changed together to get the most accurate fine tuning.
BSR is proud to put an end to the seemingly endless debate over what style of turntable is the “correct” turntable—single-play or multiplay.

**Introducing the BSR Pro III Series—**

The BSR Pro III Series combines the precision and accuracy of the finest single-play and the ease and versatility of a multiplay. At a price well within the range of both.

**The tonearm—a story in itself.**

This may be the finest tonearm ever offered on a multiplay turntable. It has an extremely low mass carbon fiber head shell, designed to be used with today’s finest low-mass cartridges and measures an impressive 237mm from pivot to stylus. And, its sleek, rapier-straight line will give you unerring tracking performance.

**Two motors are better than one.**

The BSR Pro III Series 300 and 200 models feature a direct response FG Belt Drive turntable with a quartz-locked control system that references the speed of the motor to that of the turntable. Additionally, there is an independent servomotor that drives the tonearm only during cycle changes. This unique two-motor design eliminates complicated cams, trip switches, etc.—all of which can interfere with optimum turntable performance.

**Independent tonearm and turntable suspension.**

BSR Pro III Series turntables utilize a floating suspension system to isolate both the turntable and the tonearm. Mounted together on a separate subplate, independent of base, cover and controls, this eliminates most causes of vibration and acoustic feedback.

**Three-record umbrella spindle—short and sweet.**

Unlike traditional six-record multiplays, the BSR Pro III Series turntables are designed to play up to three records. The decreased height and weight of the record stack allows for a much more precise vertical tracking angle and overall turntable performance.

**Digital readouts.**

BSR Pro III Series turntables have a multifunction digital display, allowing you to determine both quartz-locked and variable turntable speed, elapsed time, stylus time and exact turntable leveling.

**Lateral cueing.**

The BSR Pro III Series has the only lateral cue control on a multiplay turntable. It provides fast and slow cueing in both directions, allowing for precise location of any portion of a record.

**Remote control.**

For total convenience, the BSR Pro III Series 300 has infrared remote control, which handles all major turntable functions, including volume control, from as far away as 40 feet.

**Look at the look.**

The BSR Pro III Series has a handsome low-profile design, with all electronic pushbutton controls conveniently placed outside the closed dustcover.

**Add it up—both sides win.**

Whether you’re a believer in single-play or multiplay turntables, we believe that the BSR Pro III Series offers exactly what you demand. We invite you to examine it at your audio dealer.
Current vs. Voltage

Q. I have never understood the statement and applied practice that, in the output stage of an amplifier, we are more interested in power than in voltage and therefore want a great flow of current rather than big changes of voltage. The way I see it is as follows: If power is the product of voltage and current, it does not make any difference which is increased. If we want a lot of current to flow through the loudspeaker, that is another story. Most present-day hi-fi systems have multiple speakers with crossover networks, and these networks incorporate capacitors in series with the voice-coil of the speaker. So what does the loudspeaker see? It would appear to see only the modulation voltage superimposed on the d.c. of the output stage. No current can flow through the capacitors.

The actual power is really that of the permanent magnet. The bigger the magnet, the higher the power. The greater the modulating voltage affecting the magnetic field, the greater the interaction.

Obviously, there must be something wrong with my analysis.—N. Brenes, Brooklyn, N.Y.

A. While an electrostatic speaker requires considerable voltage at low current in order to move its diaphragm, the conventional loudspeaker, employing a voice-coil, requires relatively low voltage at a comparatively high current. Both of these speaker types require power. The magnet in the speaker using a voice-coil does not supply power; that is the job of the amplifier to which the speaker is connected. The magnet supplies a steady field which is alternately aided and opposed by the variations in the magnetic field produced by the voice-coil.

The voice-coil is an electromagnet whose polarity reverses as the a.c. polarity reverses. This changing field is alternately attracted and repulsed by the fixed field of the permanent magnet in the speaker. Any electromagnet is created by what are known as “ampere turns.” The number of these ampere turns is found by multiplying the number of turns in the voice-coil by the number of amperes flowing through the coil. The strength of the electromagnet is directly proportional to the number of ampere turns.

You stated that voltage is the important consideration because a capacitor cannot conduct and capacitors are used in multiple speaker systems. As a matter of fact, capacitors can and do conduct current. (One might say that current flows “around” the capacitor, rather than through it as is true of a piece of wire.) Usually we do not think about the amount of current taken through a capacitor because the circuits with which we are most familiar are those in which the capacitor feeds a high resistance which will not draw much current. The resistor does draw some current, however, even when it is as high as you would care to make it.

To illustrate the point, assume that we have an 8-ohm resistor fed by a capacitor which, in turn, is fed by a suitable amplifier. Let us assume further that a signal is applied to the amplifier. In this example, we will assume that as a result of this signal, four volts appear across the resistor. If there is a voltage across this resistor, current must flow through it. Ohm’s Law shows us that the current under these conditions is 0.5 amperes. By definition, one volt is that amount of electrical pressure which will force a current of one ampere through a resistance of one ohm. Accordingly, we can see that if we have a resistor and can measure a voltage across it, that voltage could not be present without forcing current through the resistor.

Again by definition, power is the amount of work being done. The work, in the case of a loudspeaker, is the movement of the cone against the resistance of the air, of the suspension system for the cone, and of the voice-coil, plus the heat produced in the voice-coil itself. Work, or power, is expressed electrically by multiplying the resistance by the square of the current. It can also be expressed by multiplying the current by the voltage. Power can also be found by dividing the square of the voltage by the resistance. All of these methods will give the same answer, provided that all of the numbers are the same for all examples. No matter what method you use, you will see...
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that, in our example, two watts of power are being consumed when we have four volts across an 8-ohm resistor.

Channel Imbalance

Q. I have a question regarding balance control settings. At present I must keep this control at approximately its two o'clock position for proper channel balance. I never had to set the balance control that far from its center position when I was using a pair of relatively inexpensive speakers. The problem has come about since upgrading to more expensive speakers. Is this the result of some defects in the receiver so that it is not putting out equal power to the two speakers? Is it the fault of some malfunction within the speakers? — Terry Greenberg, Brooklyn, N.Y.

A. Perhaps the balance control itself is not accurate. To obtain equal output from both channels it might have to be adjusted, apparently favoring the right channel.

It is possible that something has gone wrong in your receiver since replacing the speakers — this would sometimes lead to one channel producing more power output than the other when the balance control is in its center position.

To determine whether the receiver is indeed producing equal power with the balance control centered, connect an audio oscillator into the auxiliary inputs of both channels simultaneously. Connect a dummy load to each output — with the speakers disconnected. Feed a small amount of signal from the oscillator, with the frequency set to approximately 1 kHz. Next, connect an a.c. voltmeter alternately across the left and right channel outputs. (There is no need to have more than approximately one volt appearing across each of the channel outputs.) Note the position of the balance control required for the receiver to produce equal output. Repeat this measurement using different amplifier volume control settings.

Of course the voltage output from the oscillator should be adjusted to compensate for these changes in the setting of the amplifier's volume control. The purpose of this latter set of tests is to determine whether or not the volume control tracks at different settings.

There is the possibility that you have more cable connecting one speaker to the amplifier than for the other. If the cable you have used is too light a wire gauge for the length of the run, you would lose more power in the longer cable than would be lost in the shorter cable. This would have to be overcome by offsetting the position of the balance control.

Never use the very thin wire that is often sold as speaker wire. It is inadequate even for short runs. For a short run between amplifier and speaker, use at least No. 18 gauge wire. If the run is 25 feet or more, use No. 16 gauge wire. If the run is more than 35 or 40 feet, use No. 14 gauge wire. All of these wire gauges can be had in the form of "zip" cord.

It is possible that your two speakers do not produce equal output when the same amount of signal is fed to each. Correcting it would require that you set the balance control to favor the one having the least output. To do so, disconnect the speakers from their cables — leaving the cables still connected to the amplifier. Physically interchange the positions of the two speakers, exchanging the present right speaker for the left channel, and vice versa. If the speakers are at fault, you will have to swing the balance control to its ten o'clock position, favoring the left speaker rather than the right speaker.

---

**NEW BASIC EQUALIZER $249**

WITH 9 ESSENTIAL EQ FEATURES:

1. Personalized EQ Test Record and Computer charts
2. EQ Tape Recording
3. Tone Monitor
4. Two Master Output Level Controls
5. Balance Control

Also available in black front panel.

FREE! 16-page Full-Color Brochure

Includes TEST REPORTS, complete specifications, Class A "HI" AMPLIFIER ENGINEERING REPORT, EQ COMPARISON CHART, and the "WHY & HOW'S" of equalization—an easy-to-understand explanation of the relationship of acoustics to your environment. Also contains many unique IDEAS on HOW the Soundcraftsmen Equalizer can measurably enhance your listening experience. Includes TEST REPORTS, complete specifications, Class A "HI" AMPLIFIER ENGINEERING REPORT, EQ COMPARISON CHART, and the "WHY & HOW'S" of equalization—an easy-to-understand explanation of the relationship of acoustics to your environment. Also contains many unique IDEAS on HOW the Soundcraftsmen Equalizer can measurably enhance your listening experience.
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What If It's Wide?

Q. I have noticed that several tuners feature switchable i.f. bandwidths. Is the ability to choose between receiving either strong, local signals with high sound quality (i.e. "normal" tuner) or distant, weak signals with low sound quality (i.e. "narrow" tuner) achieved at the expense of middle signals which fall into neither category? It seems that with a normal (non-switchable) tuner, some of these middle signals might be strong enough to achieve high-quality quieting, low distortion, etc., while in a switchable tuner the same signals would have to be received in the narrow (distant) mode, with its corresponding low fidelity, because the signal strength would not be high enough for the less sensitive, less selective wide (local) mode. Is my interpretation of the situation correct?—Greg Jones, Ann Arbor, Mich.

A. The wide bandwidth i.f. system is applicable in any instance where interference is not a problem, whether listening to a weak signal or a comparable strong one. Often the audible difference between the wide and narrow bandwidth is a subtle one, involving changes in separation and a slight rise in distortion (in the case of the narrow i.f. bandwidth). It is not a question of a tuner improperly receiving middle-distance signals.

Linecord FM Antennas

Q. I am interested in wiring a linecord antenna into my FM tuner, which has the usual 300-ohm antenna terminals. Would this be more satisfactory than the simple wire hank that I am now using? (Reception is local only.) — Name withheld.

A. Chances are that a simple folded dipole antenna will outperform either the wire hank or linecord antenna which you propose using. The linecord antenna does offer the advantage of compactness; there are no wires to string up on walls, etc. You can try one of these linecord antennas quite readily. Wrap a turn or two of thin aluminum around the linecord — this piece of metal should be extended in such a way that it can be put under one of the screws that connect the conventional antenna to the tuner. I suggest that you cut a slot into this aluminum so that it will fit under the screw more securely.

Because there is a small amount of capacitance between the aluminum and the linecord, the cord can feed signals into the FM set. The linecord must be oriented for best reception of any given station. The linecord itself is the receiving antenna; the power line itself does not come into play here because it is essentially shielded within BX armor.

In The Long Run

Q. Which is more likely to cause a degradation of performance: A long run of cable between amplifier and speakers or an equally long one between preamplifier and amplifier? — Bill Nabor, Mission Viejo, Cal.

A. I prefer to have a long cable run between the preamplifier and power amplifier rather than a long run between power amplifier and loudspeaker. In the latter case, much power would be lost, and from my experience low frequency and quality of lows would both suffer dramatically. In the former case, however, the worst that can happen would be a loss of some extreme highs. The output impedance of many preamplifiers is very low, often 100 ohms. Such a low output impedance means that relatively long cable runs are possible between preamplifier and power amplifier with no noticeable high frequency loss.

Perfect your reality.

It's pretty annoying to listen to music under imperfect conditions. Speaker colorations, inferior program source quality, and poor room acoustics can distort the sound and obscure your favorite parts. If you demand perfection, you need MXR's Stereo Fifteen Band graphic equalizer.

With two channels, each having fifteen frequency bands spaced 2/3 octave apart, MXR's Stereo Fifteen Band graphic equalizer provides precision control over your stereo system. The Stereo Fifteen Band graphic equalizer enables you to modify tonal qualities, roll off noise, and let important passages in the music come through loud and clear.

MXR Innovations, Inc., 740 Driving Park Ave., Rochester, N.Y., 14613. (716) 254-2910

Consumer Products Group
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It's been a long wait! About two years ago I first heard rumbles about Bob Carver's new amplifier design which he called (and continues to call) a Magnetic Field Amplifier. About six months later, I heard a prototype of this amp at a trade show and, like everyone else who heard it with me, had a temptation to peek behind Carver's display to see if there wasn't a large conventional amplifier hidden away somewhere that was actually delivering the big sound we were hearing. There wasn't (at least none that we could find without being too obvious about it).

Some six months after that, Bob Carver showed up at my lab with a preproduction model of the Magnetic Field Amplifier, just to give me an opportunity to do some preliminary measurements on the test bench and to do some fast listening. We ran into no problems in the listening tests. In fact, the amp sounded about as open and clean as any power amp I'd measured in recent months. But when we got it up on the bench, I discovered that with my load resistors (which at that time were slightly reactive), we couldn't quite make the 0.05 percent harmonic distortion claim at 200 watts per channel.

Manufacturer's Specifications
- **Power Output**: 201 watts per channel into 8 ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more than 0.05 percent THD.
- **Power At Clipping**: 250 watts per channel into 8 ohms at 1 kHz, 500 watts for 1 channel into 8 ohms at 1 kHz.
- **Noise**: Greater than 100 dB down, IHF A weighted. Harmonically related "commutation noise" is equal to or less than nonlinear distortion components, IHF A weighted.
- **SMPTE IM Distortion**: 0.05 percent.
- **Transient Intermodulation Distortion**: Unmeasurable.
- **Frequency Bandwidth**: +0, -3 dB, 1 Hz to 250 kHz at 1 watt.
- **Slew Rate**: 40 volts per microsecond.
- **Input Filter**: +0, -3 dB below 5 Hz.
- **Output Filter**: +0, -3 dB, 0 Hz to 40 kHz.
- **Display Tracking**: ±1 LED digit.
- **Display Ballistics**: Peak responding, 1 millisecond attack, 0.5 second decay.
- **Dimensions**: 7 in. (17.78 cm) W x 7 in. (17.78 cm) D x 7 in. (17.78 cm) H.
- **Net Weight**: 9.5 lbs. (4.32 kg).
- **Price**: $349.00.

---

Fig. 1 — Unusual speaker terminal arrangement of Carver M-400 amp.

---
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think we topped out at about 195 watts. Carver and I would have been perfectly content with that, but when I told him that the FTC might take a dim view of his rating the amp at 200 watts per channel, Carver, the perfectionist, packed up his amp and went back to the state of Washington to do a little more tweaking.

I suspect that his new power rating of 201 watts per channel is his way of telling me (and the FTC) that he not only licked the problem, but managed to sneak out an extra watt or two. I admire a dedicated designer with a sense of humor! And, happily, I admire the result of Bob's two-year effort. It is, to put it mildly, quite an achievement and one that is likely to change the way many of us think of power amp designs in the future.

The M-400 amplifier comes in a gold-anodized metal housing that's cube shaped. Nothing remarkable about that until you measure a side of the cube and find that it's only something around seven inches in each dimension. You can't appreciate that from the photo, but take my word for it, you will do a double take when you see this 200-watt (excuse me, 201 watt) per channel amplifier in person! Pick it up and you are in for an even bigger surprise. It weighs less than 10 pounds! There are no controls on the front panel, not even a power on/off switch. At the lower right of the panel, however, are two vertical banks of LEDs, each calibrated in dB for a single channel. Specific dB steps are at 0 dB (at the top), -5 dB, -10 dB, -20 dB, -40 dB and "infinity." The last named set of LEDs illuminates when power is applied, even if no signal
is being amplified, and also serves another important function. The pair will blink or "strobe" approximately twice per second with diminished brightness to indicate a possible short circuit in a speaker connection or severe overloading. The blinking will continue for periods of from a few seconds to several minutes, depending upon the fault. When proper operation is restored, the display reverts back to its power indication status.

The rear panel of the M-400 contains a recessed pair of phono-tip jacks for inputs, four color-coded speaker terminals, an impedance switch, and a fuseholder with a 15-ampere fuse. The impedance switch is a two-position slide type which is normally placed in its downward position for 4-, 8-, or 16-ohm loads. For mono operation, or for impedances below 4 ohms, the switch is moved to its alternate position.

We were warned in advance to be careful of the color coding of the speaker terminals. The black terminal of the right channel pair is chassis ground, while for the left channel, the chassis terminal is red. In other words, the two channels of amplification deliver out-of-phase signals. To put it another way, you would connect the positive terminal of the right speaker to the red-right output terminal, while the positive terminal of the left speaker would also be connected to the red-left terminal, even though that terminal is chassis ground. For mono operation, you simply connect the single speaker to the two outermost terminals, as illustrated in the diagrams of Fig. 1.

For the home user, none of this unusual arrangement poses any problem whatsoever, since speakers would be connected in accordance with the usual color coding and everything comes out in phase. For testers such as myself, however, care must be taken not to reference the black-left speaker output terminal to ground. The only unusual result of this bench setup is that we obtain out-of-phase outputs during bench measurement of the two channels simply because of our need to establish a ground reference.

How It Works

Normally, at this point in any test report, I try to explain, in brief, any special circuitry or theory of operation that relates to the product under test. In the case of the Carver Magnetic

OPERATION OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD AMPLIFIER

According to Bob Carver, President and founder of Carver Corp., there are two concepts associated with the Magnetic Field Amplifier that combine to give it its small size and weight. The first of these is the power supply which he calls a "magnetic field" power supply because energy storage is shared, to some extent, between the electric field that exists between the plates of the filter capacitors and the magnetic field that exists in the core of the magnetic field coil.

The magnetic field coil looks like a small transformer but its mode of operation differs from that of the conventional transformer. It has the ability to deliver extremely high power for power requirements that have a large crest factor, or high peak-to-average ratio, making it particularly suitable for musical signal applications.

The second concept is that the output of the amplifier is, in reality, the output of the power supply being switched on and off at a rate directly related to the incoming audio frequency. The switching is done by a so-called "commutator" which supplies an amplitude-modulated, step-like approximation of the audio signal to the output. This approximate waveform is then converted to a replica of the audio input by a small feedback linear amplifier. In effect, the small linear amplifier uses as its power supply rail the changing output of the commutator. Since the instantaneous voltage output of the commutator is very close to the instantaneous output of the power amplifier, the voltage drop across the output devices is small and the overall efficiency is high. This obviates the need for large heat sinks. Though more efficient than conventional amplifiers, the amplifier still requires cooling, and this is provided by the small chassis itself.

**Theory of Operation of the Magnetic Field Coil**

Referring to Figs. B1A, B1B and B1C, TR, is fired and turns on at time t, and turns off at time t. Current flows into MC, from time t, to time t.
Field Amplifier, everything is so new and unusual that such an explanation cannot be brief. Accordingly, in this report, I will simply disclose the results of my bench and listening tests which were conducted in much the same way as I would for any conventional amplifier. Readers who want to know how the amplifier works can read my accompanying description, most of which is derived from conversations with, and written material supplied by, the inventor himself.

Laboratory Measurements
To begin with, we were advised to measure the amplifier with its power cord not connected to our usual Variac, but directly to an outlet. The reason for this will become apparent if you read the accompanying article and, in simple terms, is because the phase angle between current (I) and voltage (E) can be rather extreme as power is delivered from the utility company to the amplifier. Thus, current may be very high while actual power consumed is much lower. This might tend to pop fuses which are rated at only 10 amperes in my bench Variac. All of this preface is simply to explain that at the time of measurement, my own local utility company might tend to pop fuses which are rated at only 10 amperes. Readers who want to know how the amplifier works can read my accompanying description, most of which is derived from conversations with, and written material supplied by, the inventor himself.

During this interval, current also flows in the secondary winding and charges C2 and C3 to voltage equal to V2 times the winding ratio of MC. Since the output is clamped at ±80 volts by D3 and D4, the difference between the reflected clamp voltage (V2) and V2 must appear, because of conservation of energy, somewhere. Ordinarily, the voltage drop (V1 - V2) would appear as IR losses in the primary. However, by winding a magnetic shunt into the magnetic field coil (similar to a ferro-resonant transformer), a deliberate and controlled leakage inductance L1 is formed. This causes V1 - V2 to appear across L1 in the form:

$$V_1 - V_2 = -L \frac{di}{dt}$$

The energy associated with that quantity is stored in the field of L1. The amount of energy thus stored is $\frac{1}{2}L_i^2$, where i is the current flowing at time t1. The amount of power that would otherwise be wasted is:

$$\text{Power} = \frac{1}{2}L_i^2 \frac{t}{t_1} = \frac{1}{2}L_i^2 \frac{t_2 - t_1}{t_1}.$$  

At time t2, the incoming 60-Hz line has fallen below the clamping voltage, hence D1 and D2 switch off. Once D3 and D4 are turned off, the tank circuit formed by L1 (the leakage inductance) and C1 (the commutating capacitor) begins to oscillate. However, since TR1 commutates off as soon as its current passes through zero, only one half cycle of oscillation can take place. Once TR1 has commutated off, the field surrounding L1 begins to collapse. Since the flux linkages of L1 are common with n2, a flyback voltage appears on the secondary and causes D3 and D4 to switch on again, clamping the output to 80 volts. At time t4, current is no longer maintained by L1, since the stored energy has been transferred to the secondary of MC1 and to the load. The same sequence of events takes place during the negative half of the input voltage cycle.

Commutator Details
A more detailed circuit diagram of the power supply, as shown in Fig. B2, reveals that the secondary of the magnetic field coil has multiple taps which drive three full-wave bridge rectifiers to form six different levels of supply voltage: ±25, ±50, and ±80 volts. A duty-cycle control circuit maintains these three voltage levels relatively constant, with some "softness" of regulation programmed into the system for good dynamic headroom of the amplifier. The output of

---

**Fig B2—Detailed view of secondary taps of Magnetic Field Coil.**

**Fig. B3—Conceptual explanation of commutator action.**

---

**Summary:**
- The amplifier was tested with its power cord not connected to the Variac, to avoid fusing at high currents.
- Measurements showed the current to be high, but the actual power consumed was much lower.
- A magnetic shunt was used to form a deliberate and controlled leakage inductance in the magnetic field coil, allowing energy to be stored.
- The tank circuit formed by L1 and C1 oscillates, and the output is clamped to ±80 volts.
- A duty-cycle control circuit maintains the three voltage levels relatively constant.

---
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puts for more than a few seconds will not do any harm. It simply shuts down the amplifier. Remove the signal and, after a few seconds, things pop right back to normal with the amp none the worse for the experience.

Harmonic distortion versus frequency for rated power output into 8-ohm loads is plotted in Fig. 3. Referring back to Fig. 2, we should point out that it was somewhat difficult to quantify distortion at low power levels simply because the Magnetic Field Amplifier's unique method of operation generates minute output components which Carver calls "commutation noise." Some of these components are harmonically related to the test signal, but in general are well outside the audio band. Thus, while our distortion analyzer may read distortion levels of 0.03 percent, if we interject a low-pass filter between the output of the amplifier and the input of our Sound Technology 1700 Analyzer we find that the distortion level drops to the residual value of the generator (about 0.002 percent) even if the cut-off frequency of the filter is set to around 20 kHz.

To further verify this point, we reduced the output way down to 1 watt — to reduce the dynamic difference between the signal peak and these residual "noise" components — and swept our spectrum analyzer over its widest range, linearly, from 0 Hz to 110 kHz. In the photo of Fig. 4, disre-

![Fig. 4 — Wide, linear spectrum analyzer sweep from 0 Hz to 110 kHz discloses that "commutation noise" occurs above the audio frequency range. (Scale is 10 kHz per horizontal division.)](image)

![Fig. B4 — "Filter" amplifier translates step waveform into replica of audio input.](image)

![Fig. B5 — Block diagram of Carver Magnetic Field Amplifier.](image)
Only Custom-Tailored Sound meets your taping needs.

If tape is the only sound that's right for you, to maximize your taping requirements, an ADC Sound Shaper® Two MK II frequency equalizer is a must.

When they designed the Sound Shaper Two, they had you in mind. Because, aside from being a superb all-around equalizer, it lets you work with tape the way you want. For example, now you have two-way tape-dubbing capability, a feature many receivers don't offer. You can "custom-tailor" a record and then record it the way you would have engineered it. And that includes your golden oldies because, with the Sound Shaper Two, you can virtually eliminate the surface noise which has accumulated over the years.

The entire ADC Sound Shaper line is impressive. The basic Sound Shaper One is a great introduction to frequency equalizers. And the top-of-the-line Sound Shaper Three, the Paragraphic™ equalizer, combines the ease and control of a graphic equalizer with the precision and versatility of a parametric. And, all Sound Shaper equalizers, except the Sound Shaper One, feature LED-lit slide controls, allowing for visual plotting of the equalization curve.

With the Sound Shaper Two MK II, you can appreciate the difference custom-tailored sound makes—over and over again.

Custom-Tailored Sound
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garding the logarithmic frequency notation, and read frequency linearly as 10 kHz per horizontal division. On that basis, the commutation noise peaks at around 28 kHz, well outside the audio band. Even at that, the peak measures about 75 dB below the 1-Watt level (reference spike at the left of the display). That works out to a percentage of only 0.0178 percent, whether you call it a distortion component or commutation noise.

Applying an A-weighting filter, we measured a signal-to-noise ratio (re: 1 watt output) of 81 dB or 104 dB below rated (201 watt) output. Overall frequency response was down 3 dB at 45 kHz, rolled off deliberately by Carver's built-in output filter. The amplifier had a very high damping factor. We measured it using a 50-Hz test signal and results were a DF of 170. Dynamic headroom was a higher than average 1.6 dB.

That means that under short-term musical peaks, the amp could deliver around 290 watts per channel without evidence of clipping! IHF IM and CCIF IM were both too low to be reliably measured. Slew factor measured slightly higher than the 40 volts per microsecond claimed by Carver. Allowing for the wide spread between LEDs in the display, we found these indicators to be reasonably accurate. As evidently happened to Bob Carver, we weren't able to read significant amounts of TIM when we tried to measure that parameter either.

One of Carver's claims concerning his amplifier has to do with efficiency. Indeed, for an amplifier to pump out that kind of power without heating up to well beyond the melting point of solder, it would have to be pumping most of its power into the load and not into the chassis (what there is of it) in the form of wasted heat. Here are some power consumption numbers to compare with those of any amplifier you may be familiar with: Under quiescent conditions (no signal applied), the amp's total power consumption is a mere 26 watts! When delivering 100 watts per channel to 8-ohm loads, total power consumption is only 550 watts. At full power output (290 watts per channel), total power consumed by the amp was only a bit under 800 watts. During actual use, when reproducing music signals, average power consumption would, of course, be much closer to the 26-watt figure, since average power output will be only a couple of watts per channel.

outputs of the commutators as shown in Fig. B3, but such an approach would obviously result in highly distorted sound reproduction. Furthermore, for signal levels between 0 and 25 volts, there would either be zero output or 25 volts of d.c. at the speaker!

Consequently, the time-varying, conjugate-output voltages of the commutator go to a pair of complementary transistors, which may be thought of as a filter, to remove the steps, or as a small 15-watt amplifier whose B+ and B- supplies vary in level with the audio signal, as shown in Fig. 4. Note that this amplifier, composed of A1, Q1, Q2 and associated drive circuitry is a linear amplifier, biased so that both Q1 and Q2 conduct simultaneously for small signals. A conceptually complete block diagram of the entire Magnetic Field Amplifier is shown in Fig. B5.

As indicated in Fig. B5, there is an assortment of protective circuits all designed to make the amplifier as fail-safe as possible. Carver also supplied us with details and descriptions of how some of these protection circuits work.

The Clipping Detector

This circuit senses the presence of high-frequency components that occur during clipping. It will allow some clipping to occur, but if too much occurs for too long (and at too high a frequency content), the circuit will shut down the amplifier for a while. The circuit, detailed in Fig. B6, has two inputs: the input audio signal and the output audio signal from the amplifier. So long as the output follows the input, the output of the differential amplifier, A2, will be zero. If the output fails to follow the input because of clipping or overload, A2 will have an output that is then differentiated by C1R1, and peak rectified by D1C1. This positive d.c. voltage is then time integrated by D2C2. The voltage appearing at C3 represents the "stress history" imparted to the high-frequency driver during prolonged clipping. Too much clipping will cause the trip threshold to be exceeded, shutting off the supply.

Voice-Coil Temperature Integrator

Referencing next to Fig. B7, this circuit represents a first-approximation analog of a high-fidelity loudspeaker's thermal properties. The audio output of the amplifier is rectified and filtered by D1 and C1. Average voltage on C1 is related to the spectral energy distribution and to signal amplitude. C2 charges through R1. The voltage on C2 represents, to a first approximation, the thermal stress history of the loudspeaker system, taken as a whole. The integral V1 dt, the volt-ampere-time product, increases faster for high frequencies than for low frequencies. (Tweeters break down more easily than woofers, generally speaking.) The logarithmic junction of Q1 is used to get the product of V x i (power) delivered to the speaker.

Over-Current Trip Circuit

If too much current flows in the 0.1-ohm resistors in the output circuit, transistor Q1 in Fig. B8 turns on Q2 which trips
LINN ITток LV II ($650.00)

This arm is the best of two worlds, being designed by Linn and manufactured impeccably in Japan, and it sounds correct. The design pays little attention to faddish trends in sleekness and has the aura of "high-tech" functionalism regardless of bulk. The wide aluminum tube and large counterweight give it a somewhat clumsy silhouette. Examined closely, however, the arm seems well thought out with silky smooth "direct coupled" bearings and a resonance free tube. The effective mass is quite low allowing use of high compliance cartridges in spite of the lack of fluid damping. The vertical force is applied by a spring at the pivots after the arm is in perfect horizontal balance. For some reason, wobbly floor vibration will cause more havoc with this design than typical unbalanced arms. The quick dial-in antiskeate is integrated into the base so that pressure is not applied unevenly to the tube causing a tilt of azimuth. The bad news is that cartridge changes requisite dismantling to protect bearing damage, but may be this is inevitable.

The Ittok works MIGHTY sonic wonders. The frequency balance of its sound consists of more full bodied bass and less high end hash. What the arm neither does is to vibrate in all manner of modes cancelling some musical information, nor, at the same time, add harmonic distortions which glaze over the treble region with hardness. The second listening impression is that of a "surgically clean" and silent sound stage. The discs play quieter and with reduced noise is reduced to a new low minimum. There is more precise attack and subsequent decay of instruments leading one to rave about its quickness and dynamic range. Furthermore, the arm is able to delineate various levels of harmonics without splaying sound into one conglomerated mass. Similarly, this control of vibration does not allow certain instruments to change projection of depth in the sound field with varying instrument loudness as do all other high class arms.

The third impression is of an increase in front to back depth, improved spatialities, and pin point imaging. One can quickly, DECISIVELY, localize individual instruments and voices even en masse — this is fully analogous, by the way, with changes produced by the FMI wire. Instruments are more stable and in better focus like going from a 10 power on a microscope to a more revealing and informative 40 power objective. Even so, there is a DELICATENESS to the quiet passages which are rendered as faithfully as loud ones. Listening to quiet woodwind backgrounds, such as Mozart Symphony #41, second movement, Phil. 6500 429, Rachmaninov Sym. #2, EMI ASD 2889, etc., reveals information not previously heard, plus the impression that the rear sound stage is just as accessible and transparent as the front.

The final judgement is that the arm approximates the sound of a master tape recording, by-passing the rattles of antiquated needle and groove technology. Once again, homage must be paid to Linn — can all this be happen-stanace? The arm is worth the money, cost effective, and a sonic joy. Unquestionably, the Linn Ittok reigns aristocratically as the best arm in Audiodom.

Audiogram ©, 1980. All rights reserved. No part of Audiogram may be reprinted without permission of the publisher. P.O. Box 27406, St. Louis, Missouri 63141 Subscription Rates: U.S. and Canada: 4 issues, $10.00; Overseas: 6 issues, $15.00.
Listening Tests

We hooked up the amplifier to our latest pair of reference speakers (KEF Model 105-II), which are of medium to high efficiency. We must admit that, having "seen" that commutation noise outside the audio band, we suspected that it might contribute some audible effect during our listening tests. It did not. Music reproduction was superb and completely free of any false bass coloration or muddiness. The amplifier handled the toughest transients we were able to feed to it with ease. To insure against introducing any sonic aberrations from our reference preamp, we switched back and forth using a tuner program source (created via closed-circuit in our lab) first fed to the amp via a preamp and then fed directly to the amp.

At no time did the amplifier shut down during our listening tests, despite the fact that we did occasionally push it to clipping or overload for brief periods. Needless to say, at such listening levels we couldn't stay in the room with our ears for very long and we seriously doubt whether anyone would want to listen to such levels on an ongoing basis. Reproduction remained accurate right up to the point of clipping, and there was none of that brittle quality that one often detects from amplifiers that are beginning to strain.

Carver prints a warning on his little amplifier to the effect that it is designed and warranted for consumer hi-fi use only and is not intended for industrial or pro-audio applications. I'm not sure why he did that, but I will predict with a reasonable amount of certainty that the incredible portability and small size of this amp is going to tempt many a professional to disregard that warning and use it "on the road" and in live performances. I suspect, too, that it will hold up under such "illegal usage." Even if it does shut down when subjected to unreasonable overload, my own tests suggest that it has so many levels of protection circuitry (none of which, by the way, affected sound quality as far as I could tell) that recovery will be swift and no permanent damage will result.

I must admit that for the better part of last year I was beginning to wonder whether Carver would ever get beyond the prototype stage on this revolutionary new amplifier. Now, having tested and listened to this mighty midget of an amp, I feel that the wait was more than worthwhile.

Leonard Feldman

Fig. B8 — Overcurrent trip circuit.

Fig. B9 — Shutdown circuit.

The power supply. R1C1 serve as an integrating circuit (with an approximate time constant of 200 milliseconds) to prevent shut-down during very brief overloads.

Differential Low-Frequency Trip

Since the output of the left-channel amplifier is 180 degrees out of phase with the right channel (see Equipment Profile), in-phase signals at the input to the left and right channels will result in a small signal at Tp1. Out-of-phase signals, on the other hand, will produce a large signal at Tp1. Accordingly, the low-frequency response at Tp1 is small for (L+R) signal components, and large for (L-R) signal components. Response for high-frequency signals is virtually zero for both (L+R) and (L-R) signals because of the bypassing effect of C1.

A dropped tonearm, for example, will generate large (L-R) signals, whereas musical bass tones generate primarily (L+R) in-phase signals. Therefore, a low-frequency shutdown is arranged so that it will allow high-power, low-frequency musical signals to pass through, but will shut down for high-power, low-frequency faults.

Additional blocks shown in Fig. B5 but not fully described here are a d.c. fault trip, an over-temperature trip (a simple thermal switch on the chassis) and a circuit which is a voice-coil over-temperature trip, the details of which Mr. Carver asked me not to divulge.

Basic Shutdown Circuitry

While several fault types will cause circuit shutdown, the shutdown circuitry itself is illustrated in Fig. B9. When a "trip command" reaches amplifier A1 (for whatever reason and from whatever fault detection circuit), its output goes high in voltage, turning on Q2 and charging C1. Q2 turns on and discharges the power supply capacitors through R5 and the LED that shines in the vicinity of the LDR. The R6C1 time constant determines the minimum amount of time that the power supply can remain in the shutdown state. Once the power supply capacitors discharge, the power supply will come on again. If one of the trip lines to A1 is still high, the power supply will try to come on again but will turn off almost immediately (in about 20 milliseconds) after rising in voltage only slightly.

It should be clear from all of the above that the Carver Magnetic Field Amplifier is an extremely sophisticated piece of audio equipment that, despite its long gestation period, has left little to chance insofar as long-term reliability is concerned.

L.F.
ONE OF THE WORLD’S GREAT POWERS.

THE PHASE LINEAR 700 SERIES TWO.

Over seven years ago, Phase Linear took the audio world by storm when it introduced the first truly high-power, high-fidelity amplifier: the Phase 700. Everyone was stunned at the incredible 350 watts per channel, with ultra low distortion. (In those days, popular mythology held that amps would never need more than 50 watts to a side. In fact, who had even heard of clipping?) Naturally, the skeptics scoffed. But audio critics and music-lovers worldwide were impressed. And for the first time, they heard recorded music reproduced in the home accurately. No muddy rumble at the low end. No harsh, distorted clipping of the highs. The era of great power amps had begun!

Today, it’s generally accepted that you need an amplifier with a massive reserve power to drive inefficient high-technology speakers and reproduce all the musical transient peaks without clipping. The amplifier with unquestioned ability to meet this criteria is the Phase Linear 700 Series Two.

GREATER POWER RESERVES MEAN GREATER HEADROOM

The Phase 700 Series Two is rated at 360 watts per channel, with distortion virtually inaudible at 0.09%. With this tremendous power, the Phase 700 can reproduce musical transients with ease, giving you almost unlimited headroom. As a result, your music sounds lively, with incredible realism. Even the deepest notes are clearly distinguishable.

INCREASED ACCURACY AND PROVEN RELIABILITY

The original Phase 700 was designed for home use, but it rapidly won the approval of the pros. Its proven dependability on the road made the 700 a favorite touring amp for super groups and sound reinforcement companies. The Phase 700 Series Two retains this legendary reliability, and improves sonic accuracy by utilizing an advanced BI-FET input stage. This integrated circuit keeps the output virtually identical to the input. Beautiful music in, beautiful music out.

The 700’s instantaneous LED output meters move at lightning speed, accurately monitoring the output voltage, with calibrations for 8 and 4-ohm applications. If you’re listening at quiet levels, you can activate a Meter Range Switch to upscale the meter by 20dB. You have a visual indication of output activity, in addition to the Electronic Energy Limiters that prevent damage from accidental overloads.

If you demand great performance, don’t settle for less than a great amplifier.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Output Power: 360 WATTS, MIN. RMS PER CHANNEL 20Hz-20kHz INTO 8 OHMS, WITH NO MORE THAN 0.09% TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION.
Continuous Power Per Channel At 1000Hz With No More Than 0.09% Total Harmonic Distortion: 8 OHMS -450 WATTS, 4 OHMS -550 WATTS.
Intermodulation Distortion: 0.09% Max (60Hz, 7kHz: 4:1).
Damping Factor: 1000:1 Min
Residual Noise: 120uV (IHF “A”).
Signal To Noise Ratio: 110dB (IHF “A”).
Weight: 45 lbs. (20 kgs).
Dimensions: 19”x7”x10” (48.3cm x 17.8cm x 25.4cm).
Optional Accessories: Solid Oak or Walnut Side panels. E I A. standard rack mount configuration.
Phase Linear Model 8000 Series Two Turntable

Manufacturer's Specifications

Type: Two speed.
Motor Type: Direct-drive, quartz-locked, PLL Hall-effect.
Platter: 12.2 in. (31 cm) dia. aluminum alloy die-cast.
Wow and Flutter: Less than 0.013 percent W rms.
S/N: Greater than 78 dB (DIN B).
Speed Deviation: Less than 0.002 percent.

Speed Drift: Less than 0.00008 percent/hour at 33⅓ rpm; less than 0.00003 percent/degree at 33⅓ rpm.
Time to Reach Full Speed: 0.6 S, less than 120 degrees rotation.

Tonearm
Type: Linear motor direct-drive, tangential tracking, static balance.
Length: 7.5 in. (19 cm).
Overhang: 0 in. (0 cm).

Height Adjustment Range: ±0.12 in. (±3 mm).
Headshell Weight: 10.5 g.
Usable Cartridge Weight: 4 to 14.5 g.

General Specifications
Power Requirements: 120 V a.c., 50/60 Hz, 35 watts.
Dimensions: 19.4 in. (49.3 cm) W x 6 in. (15.2 cm) H x 17 ½ in. (44.5 cm) D.
Weight: 26½ lb. (12 kg).
Price: $750.00.

Linear, or straight-line, phono tracking has long been the engineer's dream, and many attempts have been made to translate the idea into practice. Early models were not too successful as they merely replaced one source of distortion with another, but the use of modern technology with optical sensing has enabled designers to come up with at least two well-engineered models during the past few years. Phase Linear's 8000 Series Two turntable also employs optical sensing to keep the cartridge in the groove, but there's a difference. Instead of an ordinary drive motor, the arm is driven by a linear induction motor. The coils are positioned horizontally in a straight line, while magnets are mounted on the arm base. When a current flows in the coils, the arm is impelled along a rail — so there are no gears or linkages of any kind. As the stylus tracks the record groove, lateral deflections move the arm slightly towards the record center. If the movement at the stylus tip is not matched to the arm base, the unequal stress would result in mistracking and consequent distortion. However, the optical sensor prevents this by sending correction signals to a differential amplifier controlling the motor. The manufacturer points out that this system is sensitive to deflections from either side, and therefore warped records present no problems.

A separate d.c. motor is employed to control the cue-lift function, and no less than 11 ICs are used in the command link to the front-panel controls. The turntable drive motor itself is a “hanging rotor” type similar to the Pabst “inside-out” design where the coil assembly rotates instead of the motor shaft. It makes use of the Hall-effect principle and is quartz-controlled with a PLL circuit.

The unit is somewhat larger than most, measuring 19.4 inches wide, 17½ inches deep and 6 inches high. The arm.
which is made from highly polished aluminum, slides along two parallel rails at the rear. A counterweight and calibrated ring enable it to be balanced in the normal manner, and there is a locking clamp over on the right-hand side. Distance from pivot to stylus is only 7.4 inches, thus increasing the strength-to-mass ratio. A large control knob on the front panel allows the arm to be moved to the left or right, while to its left is the Start/Stop switch and the cue lift button. Then comes another push button for Repeat, and way over on the extreme left is a group of three buttons for speed (33 or 45 rpm), disc size, and on-off. An indicator light next to the speed switch shows when the quartz PLL circuit takes over. All controls are accessible when the dust cover is closed, and the cover is specially shaped to accommodate the large arm control knob.

The unit stands on four adjustable isolating feet. Because of the unique design, accurate balance is essential, otherwise the arm tends to slide one way or another. To facilitate leveling, a large flat spirit level is supplied; this is not intended to go on the motor board but on the actual arm rails — which, of course, makes more sense!

All Phase Linear products are styled in a distinctive no-nonsense way, and the Model 8000 is no exception. The aluminum top panel is finished in a satin silver, while the push buttons have neat brown surround trim, giving the unit a modern, streamlined appearance.

**Measurements**

For test purposes, an Adcom XC-E moving-coil cartridge was mounted on the detachable headshell, using the gauge supplied. Next, the isolating feet at the base were adjusted so the unit was perfectly level, and the tracking force was then set to one gram. Arm height is adjustable but I did not find it necessary to change the setting, and, of course, there is no anti-skating control to bother with.

The first test was for wow and flutter, and the figures were near the limits of the test records at 0.03 percent. (DIN 45-507). Rumble was as low as I have yet measured at -63.5 dB, using the ARRL weighting method. Tracking error was zero (no surprise there), and arm resonance with the Adcom cartridge was at 8 Hz with a rise of 2 dB. Speed was right on the nose, and I should mention that there is no variable control. Arm friction was very low indeed — especially in the lateral mode where, as already noted, a slight imbalance would cause the arm to move. Tracking force was set to one gram which was sufficient to track all sections on Shure's ERA — III test record and all bands on ERA IV. The lowest force possible with this cartridge on the best “ordinary” arm was 1.25 grams.

**In-Use Tests**

At the end of a record, the arm would lift and return to its rest, taking about six seconds (sensing is optical). To begin a disc, it can be moved manually, or the start button could be depressed and the arm would take the cartridge to the record and gently lower the cartridge to the run-in groove. Another method — which I preferred — is to use the front-panel remote control to place the arm where required and then press the cue button. If this happens to be in the down position, the arm cannot be moved this way, so there is no possibility of the stylus hitting the edge of the platter. The cue lift arrangement is obviously quite expensive to manufacture but it does work extremely well, and (predictably) there is no backlash whatsoever.

The only criticism I have concerns acoustic feedback, as I found it necessary to use separate isolating feet to cure this completely. However, in all fairness, the loudspeakers are not very far away, and this has occurred with many other turntables.

To sum up: The Model 8000 Series Two is very well-engineered, beautifully made, and a joy to use. While not inexpensive at $750.00, this turntable achieves very high levels of performance, including a best-ever measurement for rumble. It should also be pointed out that tracking all bands of the Shure ERA — IV test record is first-rate performance for any arm-cartridge combination. All in all, then, the Phase Linear 8000 Series Two can be recommended as one of the best designed and manufactured turntables available presently.

George W. Tillett
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Fact: calling this a "brush"

is like calling this a "radio"

we call it a Dynamic Stabilizer

critics call it a major innovation

True, the device on the front of a V15 Type IV cartridge bears a superficial resemblance to a cleaning brush. In reality, it is a complex, exquisitely engineered subassembly which performs several complex functions that measurably enhance the quality of record reproduction.

Each one of its 10,000 conductive carbon fibers is positively grounded to discharge ever-present static electricity from the surface of your records. This eliminates static clicks and pops, as well as the tracking distortion produced by the varying electrostatic attraction between the record surface and the tone arm.

What's more, the Dynamic Stabilizer incorporates Shure-developed viscous damping that results in a uniquely efficient suspension system which maintains precise cartridge-to-record distance and uniform tracking force—even on severely warped records. The stabilizer also acts as a shock absorber to cushion the stylus in case you accidentally drop the tone arm onto the record.

Finally, the tiny carbon fibers are so fine that 10 of them can fit inside a single groove to sweep free minute dust particles.

This integrated approach to pure sound reproduction extends throughout the design of the V15 Type IV. It sets a new standard of high trackability at ultra-low tracking forces—even on records that are warped, dusty, and charged with static.

If faithful reproduction of all your recordings is of paramount importance to you, we invite you to audition the V15 Type IV with the Dynamic Stabilizer. Or, write for the complete story (ask for AL569).

V15 Type IV...the stabilized cartridge

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204, In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
Soundcraftsmen SP 4001
Preamplifier-Equalizer

Manufacturer's Specifications
Phono Section:
RIAA Frequency Response: ±0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Harmonic Distortion: Less than 0.01 percent.
Signal/Noise Ratio: 97 dBA.

Line Amplifier Section
Frequency Response: ±0.25 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Harmonic Distortion: Less than 0.01 percent.
IM Distortion: Less than 0.01 percent.
Signal/Noise Ratio: 105 dBA re: 10 V output.

Equalizer Section
Same as line amplifier section, plus Octave Control Range: ±16 dB with all controls at maximum, ±12 dB with all other controls at zero.
Zero Gain Control: +6/-12 dB range.
Dimensions: 19 in. (490 mm) W x 5¾ in. (135 mm) H x 11 in. (280 mm) D.
Weight: 23 lbs. (10.5 kg).
Price: $549.00.

The Soundcraftsmen SP 4001 is called a "signal-processor preamplifier-equalizer" by the manufacturer, and the combination does have some synergistic properties. It is a single unit with internal interconnections, there is no need for regular tone controls, and there is a price advantage over buying separate units. All designations and scales on the front panel are easily read with white lettering against a black background. The 10 equalizer-filter bands are numbered at the tops of the vertical controls. The center frequencies are listed at the bottom, starting at 30 Hz and doubling for each band, up to 15,360 Hz at the end. Between the two sets of boost/cut sliders with ±12 dB ranges are the two channel "equalized signal-zero-gain" controls for matching the gain with EQ to the gain without EQ. Top and bottom LEDs with each control indicate the need for gain increase or decrease, and equal intensity of the LEDs verifies that the level of the total...
"Listening tests confirmed what the excellent measurements implied: the Eumig FL-1000 is a superb performer."

Julian Hirsch — Stereo Review, April 1980

What you are about to read is Julian Hirsch's unedited conclusion in his review of the Eumig FL-1000.

"Listening tests confirmed what the excellent measurements implied: the Eumig FL-1000 is a superb performer. Dubbing from FM or phono discs revealed no audible differences between the original and the copy, and even FM interstation noise — our most severe test — could be recorded and played flawlessly up to levels of approximately -5 dB. The Computest adjustment for different brands of tape was not only accurate but contains a built-in rewind mechanism that returns the tape to the precise point where you began your adjustment. The counter was the most accurate we have ever used. And for people who are "into" computers, the one-of-a-kind (so far) Eumig FL-1000 cassette deck opens up endless possibilities."

"We couldn't have said it better. We wouldn't even try. For the complete text of the review write to us, or better yet, visit your nearest Eumig dealer and find out for yourself what it takes to make a reviewer rare."

Eumig (USA) Inc., Lake Success Business Park, 215 Community Drive, Great Neck, New York 11020, (516) 486-6533
spectrum with EQ matches that without. This is a very worthwhile feature which ensures there will be no large jumps in level with EQ in/out switching. As a result there will be less shock to the nerves, and the effects of the EQ are easier to judge, to say nothing about preventing damage to amplifiers and speakers.

There are four interlocked push-button switches for source selection: Phono 1, Phono 2, Tuner and AUX. The SP 4001 is unusual in that there are separate preamp sections for the two phono inputs, and selection is actually made at line level. My own experience has included many examples of system problems because of "minor" contact resistance in connectors and switches, aggravated when at low-level points. For those who want to be able to select between two turntables, this must be considered a good feature. There are six non-interlocked "Signal Processing" push-button switches: Sub-sonic Filter, Ext. Loop 1, Ext. Loop 2, EQ, Mono A + B, and Route to Tape Record. The external-loop functions permit inserting any external device in the signal path, perhaps a dbx II processor or a bandpass filter—whatever you want. Route to Tape Record shifts the processing section out of the main line signal path and inserts it into the feed to the unit's two sets of tape-out jacks. Four non-interlocked push-button switches for Tape Selection offer Monitor 1 and 2, and Dubbing 1-to-2 and 2-to-1. In this fashion, it is possible to control dubbing from one recorder to the other at the same time that the main part of the unit is used for something else.

The power on/off switch is also a push-button design, and there is an adjacent red indicator. The multi-step volume and the center-detented balance controls have good-sized knobs with excellent fine knurling, an aid to easy adjustment. The Soundcraftsmen unit is supplied with wood end pieces and stick-on feet, so it can be placed on a shelf or table. With the removal of the end pieces, the SP 4001 can be immediately rack mounted, requiring a 5¼-inch space. On the back panel are all of the input/output phono jack sets for Phono 1 and the other sources, two tape recorders in/out, two external loops in/out, and two sets of line out jacks, which actually have low enough impedance to drive headphones. There are three switched and one unswitched a.c. outlets with a total capacity of 1200 W, much better than so many units which commonly have a limit of 300 W or so. The outlets and the power cord are all three-prong, not usually found in such equipment.

With the removal of the steel top cover, it was possible to examine the internal construction. There was excellent soldering on the p.c. boards, two large ones for the majority of the electronics and two small ones for the phono preamps. There were a number of ICs (in sockets) used on the main boards, while the phono preamps used discrete components. There was no parts identification noted on the cards. Wirewrap was used for intercard connections. With the top
THE SOUND YOU’LL NEVER GET FROM A CASSETTE DECK IS NOW HERE AT A CASSETTE DECK PRICE.

Teac’s new X-3 open reel deck costs no more than a good cassette deck. But its fidelity is far superior to that of even the most expensive cassette deck. For a very simple reason.

More is better.

Open reel tape running at 7½ ips is four times faster than standard cassette tape. And twice as wide. So the total tape volume of open reel is 16 times greater than cassette. That means there are 16 times more magnetic particles to imprint the signal. And that means you get as much signal as possible—especially high frequencies—without distortion. Plus a much greater capacity to preserve dynamic range.

Cassette decks can’t give you this kind of performance simply because there are inherent limitations in the cassette format. No matter how good the hardware. Even with improved software, the basic problems remain: saturation, overload, distortion. And disappointment. And fidelity isn’t the only thing you get more of with the X-3. You get more time. You don’t have to stop in the middle of a recording to flip the tape. So you get an uninterrupted performance. The way it was meant to be heard.

A classic idea.

The X-3 is built the way all Teac machines are built—to last. And to perform. You get the classic, 3-motor, 3-head design that established Teac’s reputation 25 years ago.

And you get it for the price of a good cassette deck. Which means you can finally have the sound you thought you couldn’t afford. From Teac.

Performance specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>X-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signal-to-noise ratio (overall)</td>
<td>58 dB (3% THD level, weighted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wow &amp; flutter (NAB Weighted)</td>
<td>0.04% at 7½ ips; 0.06% at 3¾ ips.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Response (overall)</td>
<td>30–28,000 Hz at 7½ ips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30–20,000 Hz at 3¾ ips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playing time (both sides)</td>
<td>3 hours at 3¾ ips with 1800 feet of one mil tape</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

©1980 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. *Actual retail prices are determined by individual TEAC Dealers.
Fig. 1 — Slew limiting with 2.5-V, 40-kHz input signal and 5-V output. (Scales: Horizontal, 2 μS/div.; vertical input, 1 V/div. with output adjusted to match input display.)

Fig. 2 — Frequency responses of individual filter sections at maximum boost and cut, of unit with no boost or cut, and with all sections at maximum boost. Dashed lines show results with 30-, 60- and 120-Hz filters at maximum cut and also with 960- and 1920-Hz filters at “-10.”

Fig. 3 — Use of EQ to improve recorder response. Top: Pink noise on RTA in “Source.” Middle: Playback without EQ. Bottom: Record/playback response with EQ.

Performance

As some of the information from Soundcraftsmen was preliminary, there was a little confusion on reference levels for some of the specifications, and also whether some things were actually specified or just indicated as typical. The first checks were made on the two phono preamps, really four mono preamps in configuration. All sections reached overload at 120 mV with a 1-kHz test signal. Sensitivity was 17 mV for 1 V out at the tape-out jacks and 1.48 mV for 0.5 V at line out with maximum volume. All sections had frequency responses within ± 0.6 dB with the inverse-RIAA test network used. Most values were within 0.3 dB or better, and there was very close correspondence among all four. With 20-mV drive, there was 1.1 V at tape out. THD was less than 0.006 percent at 1 kHz, about 0.02 percent at 20 Hz and 0.01 percent at 20 kHz. Signal/noise ratios were 81.4 dBA with 5 mV in and 0.5 V at line out, 92.8 dBA with 17 mV in and 1 V at tape out and 98.8 dBA with the Soundcraftsmen 2-V reference. All of the figures are equivalent actually, but the lowest figure goes with the IHF test standard.

With AUX input, the line sensitivity was 82 mV for 0.5 V out with max gain. Clipping was very symmetrical at 14 V rms output from 20 Hz up, with a gradual reduction at the highest frequencies. At 20 kHz the output limit was 8.5 V rms, above which slew limiting appeared. The frequency response was down 0.25 dB at 5 Hz and 40 kHz, down 3 dB at 1.5 Hz and 140 kHz. Slew limiting was made obvious with a 40-kHz signal (Fig. 1), with 2.5 V in and 5 V out, quite outside of normal conditions. Please note that the amplitude of the output was adjusted on the scope to match the input to make the linear slope of the slewing most obvious. The measured slew rate was 1.7 V/μS, quite sufficient for preamp operating conditions. With 0.5 V in and 2 V out, THD was 0.002 percent or so for most of the band, rising slowly to 0.0077 percent at 20 kHz, and to 1 percent at 81 kHz for a slew factor of 4.05. For the same levels, the SMPTE IM distortion was 0.002 percent. The signal/noise ratio was 91.5 dBA with the 0.5 V reference, 103.5 dBA referred to 2V.

With EQ selected (all controls at zero), there was no change in the distortion figures, except that IM increased slightly to 0.004 percent. The signal/noise ratio showed a slight change — to 91.2 dBA re: 0.5 V. With no special attention paid to zeroing the filter controls, just a fast push to detent, the frequency response was within 0.8 dB from less than 5 Hz to over 20 kHz, and to 1 percent at 81 kHz for a slew factor of 4.05. For the same levels, the SMPTE IM distortion was 0.002 percent. The signal/noise ratio was 91.5 dBA with the 0.5 V reference, 103.5 dBA referred to 2V.

With EQ selected (all controls at zero), there was no change in the distortion figures, except that IM increased slightly to 0.004 percent. The signal/noise ratio showed a slight change — to 91.2 dBA re: 0.5 V. With no special attention paid to zeroing the filter controls, just a fast push to detent, the frequency response was within 0.8 dB from less than 5 Hz to over 20 kHz, and to 1 percent at 81 kHz for a slew factor of 4.05. For the same levels, the SMPTE IM distortion was 0.002 percent. The signal/noise ratio was 91.5 dBA with the 0.5 V reference, 103.5 dBA referred to 2V.

With EQ selected (all controls at zero), there was no change in the distortion figures, except that IM increased slightly to 0.004 percent. The signal/noise ratio showed a slight change — to 91.2 dBA re: 0.5 V. With no special attention paid to zeroing the filter controls, just a fast push to detent, the frequency response was within 0.8 dB from less than 5 Hz to over 20 kHz, and to 1 percent at 81 kHz for a slew factor of 4.05. For the same levels, the SMPTE IM distortion was 0.002 percent. The signal/noise ratio was 91.5 dBA with the 0.5 V reference, 103.5 dBA referred to 2V.

The input overload on AUX was 17.2 V, unlikely to be reached with normal inputs. The distortion increased very little across the band with increasing drive and volume levels right up to the point of clipping, although slew effects caused distortion at 20 kHz to reach 0.1 percent at 7.18 V output. Actually, that's pretty darn good, unmatched by many units. The output impedances were about 600 ohms for tape outputs and less than 8 ohms for line outputs. Input impedances averaged about 20 kilohms with some dropping off at the highest frequencies.

Close attention was given to the filters themselves in the equalizer section. Fig. 2 shows the frequency responses of all of the individual filters at maximum boost and at maximum cut, all controls in detent, with all filters at maximum boost, with just the 30-, 60- and 120-Hz filters at maximum cut, and cover replaced, the components were effectively enclosed in a steel box chassis which was quite rigid.
finally with just the 960- and 1920-Hz filters at -10. Filter shapes were fairly consistent with a Q = 2.0 at maximum boost. A one-octave bandwidth (Q = 1.4) was obtained with the 960-Hz filter boosted 11.5 dB. A Q of 1.0 existed with 9.6 dB boost. Center frequencies of the filters were not dead accurate, with some unequal spacing evident in Fig. 2. A re-check on the accuracy of setting the controls in detent showed that with a little care, the repeatability was ±0.1 dB. With the match-gain controls in detent, selecting EQ increased gain 0.4 dB for both channels, acceptably close. The range of the controls was from +6.7 dB to -13.6 dB re: detent position. With a pink noise source, and a variety of equalizations set in, gain matching with the LEDs for guidance was always within 0.5 dB — excellent performance of a very worthwhile scheme. For good indication of the LEDs and easy adjustment of the match-gain controls, 150 mV was required at AUX. It was possible to match gain with an 80-mV input, but the process was a little fussy.

The stepped volume control seemed almost to be continuous, and it could be set between detents, but there were actually many steps of from 0.75 to 1.5 dB, with larger steps at the bottom of rotation. The two sections of the control tracked within a dB from maximum down more than 60 dB, superb performance.

In-Use and Listening Tests
All controls and switches were completely reliable, and no contact noise was detected in making any of the adjustments. The owner's manual for the SP 4001 is a stiff-paper, four-page summary of functions and a detailing of basic operating instructions, with a listing of typical test data and a simple block diagram. Also supplied are a test record and what Soundcraftsmen calls "Computone" charts. The album includes equalizer instructions, which are particularly good on setting the equalized-signal zero-gain controls. There are instructions on using the test disc for room equalization, and there are additional helpful comments on the record itself. The Computone charts have scales imprinted for each of the boost/cut controls and the equal-gain sets. This full-size form can be cut to match any particular EQ, such as that for smoothing system response. There are a dozen forms, so many EQ combinations can be stored "in memory" for easy resetting.

To demonstrate the flexibility of the equalizer section, it was used to remove an excessive presence hump in the playback of a recorder. As Fig. 3 shows, this was done very well, without pulling down the highest frequencies as a tone control would have done. On the other hand, during the listening tests a bit of boost in the same region added some desired presence to the voices in Mahler's Eighth Symphony. There was a lot of most-satisfying listening with the SP 4001 in all its forms, preamp, equalizer and preamp equalizer. It was also used to insert dbx II processing at one point, using one of the external loops.

The Soundcraftsmen SP 4001 offers excellent performance across the entire audio band with very low noise and superbly low distortion, even with most any combination of boost/cut adjustments. Worthwhile features include separate phono preamps with high-level switching, a subsonic filter, input/output control for two tape recorders, push-button selection of external loops and the equalized-signal zero-gain control and indicator scheme. It is definitely an excellent value for anyone needing both a preamp and an equalizer.

Howard A. Roberson

For the world's most critical listeners...

a low-mass, high-tracking moving coil cartridge and a planar-pivot tone arm... from the creative laboratories of Signet.

The Signet MK111E is a major advance in moving coil cartridge design, with its Dual Moving Micro-Coils™ geometrically located for best separation and lowest distortion, and one of the world's smallest whole-diamond styli (just 0.0035" square).

Hand built in small numbers, it is the perfect complement to the new fluid-damped XK50 Signetrace tone arm. A radical low-mass concept which places the vertical arm pivot at the record surface plane for unparalleled tracing accuracy.

See and hear these achievements in record playing technology at your exclusive Signet sound consultant. Or write us for product details and dealer list.

SIGNET DIVISION A.T.U.S., Inc., Dept. A110
4701 Hudson Drive, Stow, Ohio 44224
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The designers of the award-winning Series III damping system is available separately. Tracking force and bias adjustments are controlled by a sliding weight adjustment. A fluid damping system is available separately.

The tone arm and shell are combined into a one-piece "cartridge carrier" which is removable and interchangeable. Coupling is close to the fulcrum so the carrying arm makes a minimum contribution to the Series III total effective mass.

Tracking force and bias adjustments are controlled by a sliding weight adjustment. A fluid damping system is available separately.

Born to Run: The Bruce Springsteen Story by Dave Marsh. Doubleday, $7.95.

Rock books are almost always written from the point of view of the ultimate fan, and though some might find it annoying that there seem to be no chinks in Bruce Springsteen's armor, most of those who buy this book are probably of the opinion that Springsteen is either a step above or below The Lord Himself. To them, Mr. Marsh might be regarded as a cynic. In any case, this is a fairly well-documented book on one of America's best loved and most unorthodox rockers, and for all its faults it still reveals plenty of interesting stuff about Mr. Springsteen.

For instance, there's at least one lengthy chapter per album, consisting of little more than glorified record reviews, heavily quoting lyrics and stating in most cases what should be obvious. And the book is liberally laced with the author's personal theories about rock 'n' roll, its social significance, and why it exists. This is all presented in such a way that the casual reader might take them as fact rather than Mr. Marsh's presumptions, and although they never collide with Springsteen's persona, one could make a good argument against their intrinsic fallacies. However, for all of this there is much juicy narrative about early Springsteen (although not enough, through no fault of the author—unless you actually saw his early shows, it's pretty much second-hand and third-hand reportage), quotes from the artist himself, recording information, and verbatim transcripts of his performance raps. The author's accessibility to the artist comes through his friendship with Jon Landau, Springsteen's current manager/producer (a former employer of Mr. Marsh), and so there is a very strong pro-Landau slant and villainizing of Mike Appel, who performed the same function in the past. And one wishes for a straight Q & A with Bruce to get more of a feel for his ideas as he presents them, rather than Bruce as seen through the eyes of his biggest fan. Still, there's enough here to make the reading of this book both informative and pleasurable, and besides, there's all the Springsteen photos a fan could want. But Dave, Bruce did Raise Your Hand with Eddie Floyd, not Knock on Wood when he played Memphis—I mean, just the facts man, just the facts.

The Illustrated History of Rock Album Art by Angie Errico and Steve Learning. Octopus/Mayflower, $9.95, paperback.

When The Album Cover Album, brilliantly assembled by cover designers Hipgnosis and Roger Dean, was released with a $10.95 price tag about two years ago, it immediately became the coffee table book of album art and has remained so even after a half dozen more album art books came on the market.

The newest challenger is The Illustrated History of Rock Album Art. Published at a surprisingly low price of $9.95, it is the first book to seriously rival The Album. It weighs in with 160 pages of heavy stock with the de rigueur color reproduction. Its format varies from The Album in that it includes commentary about how the covers relate to the albums, to the music inside them, to the marketplace they try to reach. The Album did not even attempt this except in its preface. And Rock Album Art's prose even manages to be somewhat enlightening and insightful, even entertaining, without lapsing over into the fatuous as some of the challengers have.

As for layout, Rock Cover Art is the most aggressive of its genre since The Album, and still the only one to successfully display fold-out covers folded out for the full view. There are lots of full- and near-full-page reproductions, and some display clever counterpoint with quite telling visual comparisons.

Rock Album Art does not include nearly as many covers as The Album, but it does have a careful selection, especially since it deals with the implications of the covers in addition to the art as art.

It boils down to this: The Illustrated History of Rock Album Art is a surprisingly good book at a surprisingly low price that offers the right production values. It is the only book of its kind besides and since: The Album Cover Album—still the cream of the crop—even worth considering. And it is worth considering.

Michael Tearson
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The Illustrated History of Rock Album Art. Published at a surprisingly low price of $9.95, it is the first book to seriously rival The Album. It weighs in with 160 pages of heavy stock with the de rigueur color reproduction. Its format varies from The Album in that it includes commentary about how the covers relate to the albums, to the music inside them, to the marketplace they try to reach. The Album did not even attempt this except in its preface. And Rock Album Art's prose even manages to be somewhat enlightening and insightful, even entertaining, without lapsing over into the fatuous as some of the challengers have.

As for layout, Rock Cover Art is the most aggressive of its genre since The Album, and still the only one to successfully display fold-out covers folded out for the full view. There are lots of full- and near-full-page reproductions, and some display clever counterpoint with quite telling visual comparisons.

Rock Album Art does not include nearly as many covers as The Album, but it does have a careful selection, especially since it deals with the implications of the covers in addition to the art as art.

It boils down to this: The Illustrated History of Rock Album Art is a surprisingly good book at a surprisingly low price that offers the right production values. It is the only book of its kind besides and since: The Album Cover Album—still the cream of the crop—even worth considering. And it is worth considering.

Michael Tearson
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SHURE®

The Illustrated History of Rock Album Art. Published at a surprisingly low price of $9.95, it is the first book to seriously rival The Album. It weighs in with 160 pages of heavy stock with the de rigueur color reproduction. Its format varies from The Album in that it includes commentary about how the covers relate to the albums, to the music inside them, to the marketplace they try to reach. The Album did not even attempt this except in its preface. And Rock Album Art's prose even manages to be somewhat enlightening and insightful, even entertaining, without lapsing over into the fatuous as some of the challengers have.

As for layout, Rock Cover Art is the most aggressive of its genre since The Album, and still the only one to successfully display fold-out covers folded out for the full view. There are lots of full- and near-full-page reproductions, and some display clever counterpoint with quite telling visual comparisons.

Rock Album Art does not include nearly as many covers as The Album, but it does have a careful selection, especially since it deals with the implications of the covers in addition to the art as art.

It boils down to this: The Illustrated History of Rock Album Art is a surprisingly good book at a surprisingly low price that offers the right production values. It is the only book of its kind besides and since: The Album Cover Album—still the cream of the crop—even worth considering. And it is worth considering.

Michael Tearson
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We build them

Introducing the new hand-crafted Astrion. How do we achieve such unparalleled musical excellence? One by one. Piece by piece. All by hand. Each and every Astrion component is hand inspected, hand selected and finally hand assembled by our most skilled craftsmen. Like you, they look beyond specifications. That's why they personally audition every Astrion they build.

What qualities do they look for? Performance without restriction. Realism without compromise. Music. Pure and simple. We could go on. But why listen to a description when you can listen to our new Astrion. Take your most cherished recording to one of our selected Astrion dealers. What you hear will be incredible. What you don't hear is what you never should.

Like distortion caused by conventional cantilevers. Our engineers did away with it. By eliminating the conventional metal cantilever. In its place is a laser-etched solid sapphire shaft. Its high "stiffness-to-mass" ratio solves any flexing problems. Its exceptional purity creates a new standard for transient response.

In keeping with that high standard is Astrion's exclusive hand polished "extended contact" elliptic diamond tip. It's the smallest nude diamond tip we've ever made.

Our engineers also developed a unique pivot suspension system for the Astrion. The Orbital Pivot System. Unlike other systems there are no restrictive armature wires, adhesives or governors. Instead each armature is micro-machined to form a perfect fit with the Astrion's S-4 suspension block. It's that simple. It's also that much more compliant in all signal directions.

The hand-crafted Astrion. A masterpiece built to do justice to all the masterpieces written. For the location of your closest ADC Astrion dealer write Audio Dynamics Corp., Pickett District Road, New Milford, CT. 06776 or call toll-free (800) 243-9544.
Edwin H. Armstrong in World War I.
Socrates or Shakespeare would have made a superb drama of the story. A 22-year-old inventor of patrician breeding develops one of the most important new ideas of his time. Wealth, fame, and influence all come to him as he develops other similarly fundamental inventions which influence many segments of his society. But as his ideas become more and more valuable, he is enmeshed in legal difficulties against powerful corporate interests until finally, in the autumn of his life, worn down by constant legal struggle and acrimony, he takes his life in a leap from a tall building.

Unfortunately, both Sophocles and Shakespeare lived too early to observe the grand story of Edwin Howard Armstrong, born in 1890, who developed three inventions that changed our lives, the feedback circuit and the superheterodyne principle that, individually or in combination, form the basis of almost all modern radio and radar communications, and FM radio itself, which first brought high-fidelity music to millions and spurred the development of home audio components. It has been said that Armstrong's extraordinary contribution to technology was as great as that of Marconi, the Italian inventor of AM radio, or even Edison.

Edwin Armstrong grew up in the straightlaced eighteen-nineties and first years of this century. His family, like many other prominent families of the time, was involved in the business of business. From an early age Edwin was fascinated by electronics—not the electronics of huge dynamos and power plants—but the ghostlike electrical currents of "wireless," the dot-and-dash radiotelegraph communication of the day. Except during laboratory experiments, there was no such thing as voice or music transmission by radio; he would later make it possible. Armstrong converted the attic in his family's Yonkers home into a radio lab filled with the ponderous primitive equipment of the day, huge foil-lined glass jars, outsized wire coils, and long antenna leads. The huge tower antennas typical of the time were necessary simply because the radio receivers were so insensitive and required such large input signals. Radio operators had to wear viselike headphones and hold their breath while listening for messages, and most long-distance communication was conducted at night when the faint static generated by the sun was not present. Every additional foot of antenna height was valuable in collecting the quantities of radio-frequency energy needed by early receivers.

By the time Armstrong went off to Columbia University in 1909 to earn his degree in electrical engineering, he knew more about the history of electronic developments and more about esoteric points of theory than many of his professors. Beyond this, however, he had an intuitive understanding of the movement and flow of electricity in circuits, derived from thousands of experiments. It was this seat-of-the-pants understanding of electronic circuits that brought Armstrong to the first of his major inventions in 1912. Late in the summer of that year, just before returning to finish his senior year at Columbia, an idea occurred to him while on vacation in the Vermont mountains. The idea, which is now used in virtually every television, radio,
and radar in existence, was to send part of the radio signal that arrived from the antenna in a loop, or “wing” as he called it in his notes, back to the beginning of the circuit after it had reached the end. When properly done, this reamplified the incoming radio signal again and again with each movement of the electrons through the loop. The principle, for obvious reasons, he called regeneration, although the more literal term “feedback” is now commonly used. The effect of this arrangement on his homemade radio receiver was astounding. Radio stations in Ireland, Nova Scotia, and Europe which had been lost in static emerged from the headphones with complete clarity. Many local stations were suddenly so strong that he could no longer bear to wear headphones, and he listened to their signals from across the room with the phones lying on a table. In his attic in Yonkers, as an undergraduate student in engineering, Armstrong had built the world’s best radio, and redefined the basic principles of radio reception. He would also find during the next couple of years that feedback could be used to develop a new type of transmitter, capable of bringing the spoken voice and music over the airwaves for the first time.

Armstrong’s father, a solid Republican sort, didn’t see the potential impact of his son’s experiments, however, and refused his son the $150 then needed for a patent application. After a hurried and unsuccessful canvass of friends, who were just as broke, Armstrong settled for having his lab sketches notarized and dated. Finally, a few months after his graduation, he applied for a patent on regeneration. It was issued in 1914, just after the beginning of the First World War.

America did not become directly involved in the War for another three years, and during this period Armstrong’s fame began to spread. Use of his feedback circuit became de rigueur on the amateur radio set, and rights to various aspects of his patent were bought up by American Marconi. But American Telephone and Telegraph also began to use the circuit for long-distance telephone communications, without paying royalties to Armstrong, and backed in a court action an inventor who claimed to have made essentially the same invention. It was to be the first of many legal battles for Armstrong.

The entry of the United States into the war in 1917 took him from the world of patents and inventor’s claims to France. Predictably, he became a member of the Signal Corps, and spent most of the war rebuilding allied radio sets to use the feedback circuit. In Paris, just before the end of the war, Armstrong, then 28, made his second great invention. It was called the superheterodyne circuit, and unlike feedback, it is a development of such subtlety that it defies easy description in layman’s terms. Radio waves consist of electrical currents which vary rapidly; the exact number of variations per second is called their “frequency.” These variations are unimaginably rapid to us. In 1917, radio engineers had learned how to construct transmitters and receivers capable of working with frequencies up to about 1,000,000 cycles, but above that they could not produce reliable results. The superheterodyne circuit was an arrangement by which very high frequency radio signals could be transformed into more easily handled lower frequency signals. This was accomplished by mixing the incoming radio signal with a second signal generated inside the receiver that differed slightly in frequency. The mixing produced a signal that was precisely the arithmetic difference between the other two, which in effect subtracted one wave from another, thus producing a third that could easily be processed and amplified. This development is found, in one form or another, in almost every broadcast reception device available today.

At the end of the war, decorated by the Allied governments for his assistance in improving field communications, Armstrong returned to New York, carrying the superheterodyne circuit in his head. At that time, rights to inventions developed by Army per-
sonnel could be retained by the inventor and sold. In short order, Armstrong did just that, selling commercial rights to both the feedback and the superhet patents to Westinghouse for a huge sum. He also defeated his opponent AT&T in the first court battle, and sold a refinement of the feedback principle called superregeneration to the newly formed Radio Corporation of America for another six-figure sum, plus 60,000 shares of RCA stock. Armstrong was all at once a wealthy man, young, full of new ideas, a celebrity living in the roaring twenties, the dawn of radio's golden age. He had, by the age of 30, accomplished the American dream in most every particular.

Armstrong fell in love, as young men of every era are wont to do. She was a tall, attractive secretary to RCA's legendary David Sarnoff, at that time Armstrong's friend. He approached her with the irresistible force of a successful entrepreneur accustomed to achieving his objectives. "How would you like to take a drive in a fast foreign car?" he asked her. "I'm leaving for France on a vacation tomorrow and I intend to buy the biggest and most expensive car I can find to bring back."

He returned with one of the most exotic cars of the era — a magnificent fawn-colored Hispano-Suiza touring car, with which he courted Miss Marion MacInnis through the spring and summer of 1923. They were married in the winter of that year and honeymooned, in the style of the times, by driving the Hispano-Suiza to Florida. It was certainly one of the happiest years of Armstrong's life, and the last before the legal struggles enveloped him.

The AT&T-backed inventor Armstrong had beaten in court on his return from the First World War was Lee DeForest, a man justly renowned for the audion tube, an important building block in early electronics, but one also known for the formation of dozens of short-lived and ultimately bankrupt companies. DeForest, a man justly renowned for the audion tube, a company that had been formed in 1916 to exploit his invention, had become a discredited inventor, with no right to take credit for radio's development.

Again and again in different suits, he finally found a favorable issue for one suit, won a decision, and parlayed that decision into a stunning Supreme Court victory over Armstrong in 1934. It was one of the longest and most complex patent actions in American history, all the more extraordinary because virtually the entire scientific community as well as the lower courts rejected DeForest's contentions as clearly and obviously incorrect in the technical sense. When Armstrong, at a convention of the Institute of Radio Engineers, attempted to return the awards given him by the IRE for the developments, a unanimous motion of the membership reaffirmed his rights to the awards and requested that he keep them. But in the legal sense, and in much of the popular press, Armstrong had become a discredited inventor, with no right to take credit for radio's development.

But Major Armstrong, as he had come to be called because of his former Signal Corps rank, had one great idea left. Throughout the long legal fight with DeForest, he had continued his laboratory research, searching, as were many engineers of the day, for a solution to the problem of static in radio reception.

Static is the electrical byproduct of natural events such as lightning and sunspot flare-ups, and to this day AM radio reception is afflicted with it, since such natural events amplitude modulate the airwaves just as an AM radio transmitter does. Any radio receiver designed to pick up conventional AM radio signals must also pick up random natural electrical events and translate them into static. After 10 years of work, Armstrong had concluded that there simply was no way around this fact. The only means to achieve static-free radio reception was to change the way in which radio signals were broadcast and received so that natural events could not interfere with them. One way of doing this was to broadcast a radio signal in which the signal's frequency, rather than its amplitude, was constantly varied; this was FM (Frequency Modulated) radio. Between 1930 and 1933, Armstrong, now wiser about legal questions, filed a series of seemingly airtight patents...
It can be argued that Armstrong was among the last of the great individual American inventors, a breed presently reduced in rank or perhaps extinct.

The construction of the coaxial circuit (on the table) for r.f. power amplifiers at station W2XMN.

which he believed gave him undeniable rights to FM broadcasting.

FM, however, would require both new transmitters and new receivers, neither broadcasters nor the public would want to buy one element unless the other were in place, a chicken-and-egg situation that could be resolved only by the formation of an FM network. Armstrong approached his old friend Sarnoff at RCA, which controlled the NBC radio network, and proposed the new system. For two years RCA conducted studies, asked for more information, and generally delayed decision on the issue. At one point Armstrong approached Sarnoff for an explanation of the delay. "There is a depression on," noted Armstrong, "and the radio industry needs something to put life in it. I think this is it." Sarnoff replied, "This is not an ordinary invention. This is a revolution." Sarnoff, the immensely successful businessman and corporate tactician, apparently realized that the higher fidelity of FM and the vast number of new stations it would require might lead to a complete, and for RCA perhaps devastating, restructuring of the broadcasting business. For these reasons, and because in 1935 he was about to commission a wholesale corporate effort to develop television, Sarnoff saw no benefit to RCA in developing FM radio rapidly.

Left with no other option, Armstrong, now modestly wealthy but still a single, private individual, set out to commercially develop FM radio himself. He constructed a 400-foot broadcasting tower, which still stands on the Hudson River Palisades, and, after licensing a handful of other experimental stations to broadcast in FM, took to the airwaves himself. The first broadcasts proved false the rumors that FM wouldn't work. The quality of reception from his experimental station was beyond anything that had ever been heard on AM radio. Technically, Armstrong's station W2XMN had a wider band, lower noise, and lower distortion than any AM station in history and was static-free as well. Some 40 other FM stations, mostly small independent affairs with a few owned by large companies like General Electric, quickly sprang up, despite maneuvering by the broadcast giants in Washington to have FM's broadcast band limited, thus reducing the number of FM stations capable of operating in any given area to five. Even RCA set up an FM station. It appeared that the new method of broadcasting was becoming established.

The Second World War intervened, however, bringing to a halt all work on new broadcasting projects, and reducing Armstrong's income enormously, since he made his patents available royalty-free to the government for military purposes. At the end of the war, Armstrong expected to pick up where he had left off and establish a commercially successful FM broadcasting industry. But a series of FCC decisions, advocated by the major broadcasting networks, dealt Armstrong and FM two telling blows. One moved FM from its old band to the present 88 to 108 megaHertz band, instantly rendering obsolete every FM transmitter and

Posing outside the transmitter house after sending a message to Scotland were (left to right) John L. Griman, Ernest V. Amy, Armstrong, George E. Burhard, Minton Cronkhite, and (seated) Walker P. Inman.
Armstrong (at left) during a multiplexed transmission demonstration.

receiver in existence. The other cut back the maximum transmitter power of most FM stations. Armstrong spent the next two years attempting to recover from these decisions and to put FM back on the track.

All of the frustrations of his battles with the major broadcasters and radio manufacturers finally brought Armstrong, in 1948, to file a lawsuit against RCA and its subsidiary NBC for patent infringement on his FM broadcasting system. Every television set manufactured by RCA (and, for that matter, by anyone else) used FM for its sound channel, and RCA had also been manufacturing FM radios and, incredibly, licensing FM rights for several years. Armstrong sought to recover damages on TV sets made by RCA and its licensees and thereby achieve some measure of repayment for the long struggle over FM broadcasting. This suit was to be his last battle, however. RCA's attorneys, taking advantage of the complexities of patent law, kept him on the witness stand for a full year, going over and over every detail of his invention of FM. After the courts finally cut off this interrogation, Armstrong's attorneys spent an additional two years examining every RCA record pertaining to FM — a monumental quantity of paper. Throughout this period, RCA held fast to its claim that Armstrong had only refined certain FM principles, and that most of the real work on bringing FM to commercial fruition had been done in RCA laboratories. On the witness stand, RCA Chairman Sarnoff stated that RCA and NBC had done more to make FM a reality than anyone else, including Armstrong, a statement which killed any remaining affection Armstrong might have felt for his former friend. During this period Armstrong devoted every waking hour to the trial, driving himself to exhaustion. And, toward the end of this period, he and his wife Marion separated, she to live for a while in Connecticut with a sister. The strain of being denied recognition of development of FM, as previously with feedback and the superheterodyne circuit, combined with the stress in his personal life finally proved too much for Armstrong. On a Sunday night in the late winter of 1954, he stepped out the window of his apartment 13 stories above Manhattan.

Ironically, his estate was ultimately victorious in each of the suits that had been filed against RCA and its licensees, settling most by agreement. And

the verdict of history, as represented by The Edison Medal, The Franklin Medal, and his inclusion among the 20 Great Men of the Union Internationale des Telecommunications, is clearly that he was the developer of all three of the devices in question and a world-class inventor on the scale of Bell or Whitney.

Armstrong, it might reasonably be argued, was among the last of the great individual American inventors, a breed presently reduced in rank or perhaps extinct, in a period during which vast corporations came to dominate virtually all scientific and technological development in this country. The Armstrong story would indeed make a superb play, all the more significant because the story is true.

Note: Edwin Armstrong's biography, from which this article is in part derived, is called Man of High Fidelity and is by Lawrence Lessing. It is available from The Armstrong Foundation, Columbia University, New York, New York 10022. Price: $2.00.

Armstrong on his broadcasting tower in Alpine, New Jersey during its construction.
Fifty years ago, you could bring home a complete recording of Rigoletto or Aida, put it on a record changer, and sit back while the entire work played through without further attention to the records or mechanism. Despite the conveniences we have now that weren't available then, ironically this is not possible today.

True, the fidelity was far from high. The recordings were electrical, but the reproducer cut off at perhaps 4,500 Hz; if there was bass equalization, it came from resonance between the tonearm and the stiff needle suspension. As for other aspects of "convenience," the 1928 Rigoletto set (HMV C 1483-7, etc.; Vic. M 32) consisted of 15 discs weighing in at about 11 pounds, and the 1929 Aida (HMV D 1595-1613, etc.; Vic. M 54), comprising 19 discs, at about 15 pounds. (Today, there would be only three discs, at a little over a pound; tomorrow, who knows?) The music was interrupted every four minutes or so for a change cycle lasting 20 seconds. Nevertheless, you could relax while an entire work, up to three hours of music, played without effort on your part.

The machine which made this possible was by no means the only example of a record changer that played both sides of a disc. Many experimental changers were built during the late 1920s, generally using two turntables at right angles. The stack was placed on one of these, and after the top side of one disc was played, the record was transferred to the other turntable and the reverse side played. None of these large, costly, and tricky devices ever saw production. Just before the war, RCA Victor announced a "Magic Brain" changer which featured a single pickup with dual needles and first played the underside of the stack (rotating the disc by means of rollers) before dropping each disc in turn to the regular turntable. The contemporary paper record jackets illustrate this device, although I have never seen the device and it may not have been in production at all. A few such devices were actually manufactured (not by RCA) during the early LP era, but they were not satisfactory.

On the other hand, there was one
Victor’s Automatic Orthophonic Victrola used a loader to stack discs on a magazine from which they were fed.

mechanical marvel, the Capehart, which was highly successful, remaining in production from 1930 to 1948. It performed the remarkable feat of literally turning each record over, and there was never more than one disc at a time on the single turntable. In a sense, it was the only true record changer which has ever been offered the public, in that it accommodated albums as they actually were at the time and did not demand that long works be pressed in any special sequence. It would, incidentally, play both 10-inch and 12-inch discs intermixed in any sequence.

The first commercial automatic changers were made in 1927 by the Victor Talking Machine Co. in the United States and by its affiliate HMV (the Gramophone Co.) in England. They both used acoustic reproducing systems and discharged records in turn into a hopper. But in other respects, these machines were quite dissimilar. Victor’s Automatic Orthophonic Victrola required records be stacked on a magazine from which they were fed, one at a time, to a ring which lowered them to the turntable. After each record was played, the rising ring discharged it into a hopper before accepting the next disc. Unlike the Victrola, the HMV Automatic Gramophone would play intermixed 10-inch and 12-inch discs. It had a stack beside the turntable and a suction arm which lifted the topmost record off the stack and carried it to the turntable. After the disc played, the arm deposited it in a hopper before returning for the next disc. (Incidentally, the exponential horn acoustic reproducers of these instruments sounded a great deal better than many contemporary electronic systems and, if anything, did less damage to the records.) In 1928 Victor introduced an electric version of the same machine, using a magnetic pickup on the same tonearm in place of the sound box. HMV waited until 1930 to introduce the Automatic Electric Gramophone No. 12, which was a redesigned version of the suction-operated changer, but with shorter arm travel and a true electrical pickup. The HMV Upright Grand, Model 202

HMV machines are illustrated respectively in the contemporary catalog and in Ernie Bayly’s book The EMI Collection (of early record-playing equipment). Mr. Bayly states that the HMV machines had a disconcerting habit of flinging records across the room!

Neither these machines nor the English Columbia “drop” changer then under development (illustrated from a 1932 book, Gramophones, Acoustic and Radio, compiled by G. Wilson of the still very much extant English magazine The Gramophone) would play both sides of a disc in sequence. Therefore, longer works had to be made available in sequences which would allow the changers to play them. A four-disc set could be coupled in two ways for this purpose: Side 1 backed by side 5, side 2 by side 6, and so on; or side 1 backed by side 8, side 2 by side 7, and so on. Of these, the first was more convenient if the operation of the mechanism had the effect of reversing the sequence of the stack, and the second (which is the one used with modern “drop” changers) if the stack remained in its original sequence. The two HMV Automatic Gramophones reversed the stack, while the Automatic Orthophonic Victrola did not. Thus, the earliest British HMV automatic sets used the first sequence, and the Victor AM sets (until 1932) used the second or “modern” sequence.

This was the background against which, in 1928, the Columbia Phonograph Company of New York (at the time, and from 1925 until 1931, controlled by Louis Sterling’s Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., of London) built what was described to me by R. D. Darrell as a “Rube Goldberg contraption.” This unit was designed to drop a record from a near-vertical stack, lower it by means of a ring-like that of the Victor machine, play one side, turn the disc over, play the second side, and then eject it to a hopper. The process was to be repeated with succeeding discs. American Columbia was then marketing, with only moder-
ate success, a line of radio sets and electric record players (with electronics from the Kolster Radio Co.). The firm decided that the cost of engineering this prototype for production was too high for that not very profitable branch of its then otherwise financially successful activities.

Enter Homer E. Capehart. Later a senator from Indiana, he had begun in 1928 to market a 56-selection jukebox called the "Orchestrope"; this enterprise had prospered, and in 1929 he decided to enter the home-entertainment market by buying the Columbia patents. Capehart re-engineered the changer for 1930 production in an interesting way — instead of ejecting records into a hopper, the machine replaced them on the stack. The space occupied by the changer was thus significantly reduced, and there was another consequence, good or bad depending on the point of view — the machine could not "know" when it had played through the stack once, and would go on playing indefinitely unless some outside agency intervened. It would accommodate up to 20 discs, 10-inch and 12-inch in any order, providing up to 180 minutes of music before repeating.

Enter Homer E. Capehart. Later a senator from Indiana, he had begun in 1928 to market a 56-selection jukebox called the "Orchestrope"; this enterprise had prospered, and in 1929 he decided to enter the home-entertainment market by buying the Columbia patents. Capehart re-engineered the changer for 1930 production in an interesting way — instead of ejecting records into a hopper, the machine replaced them on the stack. The space occupied by the changer was thus significantly reduced, and there was another consequence, good or bad depending on the point of view — the machine could not "know" when it had played through the stack once, and would go on playing indefinitely unless some outside agency intervened. It would accommodate up to 20 discs, 10-inch and 12-inch in any order, providing up to 180 minutes of music before repeating.

Another useful feature added was a one-side-only mode. By this time, Victor's AM automatic couplings were well established, and they had to be taken into consideration. One minor nuisance was that the discs were replaced on the stack the "other way round," effectively in reversed sequence. That is, the machine would play sides 1-2-3-4 of the four-disc example, but the fifth side would be the reverse of side 1, that is, side 8. So the machine would play the stack as 1-2-3-4-8-7-6-5, unless the operator intervened.

A lucky accident (from Capehart's

### Album Sequencing for Changers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>These changers are for the 1-8, 2-7, etc. sequence and leave the stack unaltered. When the second sides are played, the first to play is the reverse of the last record to drop.</th>
<th>These changers use the 1-5, 2-6, etc. sequence. The top two invert the stack; in playing the second sides, the first played is the the reverse of the first record.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automatic Orthophonic Victrola (1927-1931)</strong> used this &quot;modern&quot; sequence to play Victor AM albums.</td>
<td><strong>HMV Automatic Gramophones produced from 1927 to 1931 used the early HMV automatic coupling shown in this illustration.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Diagram 1]</td>
<td>[Diagram 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>English Columbia (1930) used this method as did all British changers after 1931; modern changers still use this sequence, which appeared in American couplings after 1940.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Records were placed to one side by the RCA Victor Duo (1931-7). After 1931, Victor AM albums used this sequence.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Diagram 3]</td>
<td>[Diagram 4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In &quot;one side only&quot; mode, the Capehart would play a Victor AM album without a break. The two-side mode used the manual coupling.</td>
<td><strong>In &quot;one side only&quot; mode, the Capehart would play a Victor AM album without a break. The two-side mode used the manual coupling.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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point of view) occurred in late 1931 to remove this irritation. In conjunction with its new 33⅓-rpm LPs, Victor had introduced a new and appalling changer as part of the “Duo” series of reproducers. In this model, all discs were initially stacked on the turntable. Each record in turn, after its top side was played, was literally scraped over the rotating stack (scuffing it grievously) and slid into a padded bin. This had the effect of reversing the stack, which could then be picked up, turned over, and replaced on the turntable to play the second sides of the discs. Victor’s older AM albums required restacking before the second sides would play in proper sequence on this machine, so from 1932 until 1940 AM albums were pressed in the 1-5, 2-6, etc. couplings.

In passing, we may note that in 1931 HMV began production of a “drop” record changer, which is shown in Gramophones, Acoustic and Radio. I once owned one of these incredibly well-made and powerful devices, which could easily crush a record that happened to catch in its jaws. Then the next year, Garrard introduced another type of drop record changer (illustrated from an E. H. Scott console in my collection). As a result, in the United States Victor went from the 1-8, 3-7, etc. couplings to the 1-5, 2-6, etc., while in Britain HMV and Columbia (both now part of EMI) went the opposite way.

Victor’s new couplings were very convenient for Capehart, because the machine would then (and until 1939) play any American album all the way through, in the proper sequence.

The first Capeharts, like all of the other electric record players of their day, used a primitive precursor of the modern moving-iron (induced-magnet) cartridge. But there was a massive needle chuck and armature, so the damping material had to be of very stiff material to raise the resonant frequency to an acceptable range of 4 to 5 kHz; the needle behaved like a compliance. As a result, very large needle pressures, often greater than those of acoustic machines, were required for proper tracking. The Victor “Duo” used almost half a pound, even on the Vitrolac LPs, which thus had a very short life. The earliest (1930) Capeharts also had power amplifiers, but no radios. The lack of a radio was not uncommon at the time, but by 1933 it was almost impossible to sell such an instrument without one, so a very good radio set was included. This model and its successors, the prestige-laden “Four Hundred” series, became established as the home-entertainment center for those who remained well-off (there were some, of course) in the depressed ’30s.

By 1933 Homer Capehart had been forced out of the company named for him; he went to Wurlitzer, which was making jukeboxes as substitutes for its once lucrative theater-organ business. Capehart’s former company was taken over by the Farnsworth Radio and Television Corp. and concentrated on home entertainment.

An advertisement from the October, 1938 issue of Country Life & The Sportsman (a suitable choice because of its well-to-do readership) shows the later prewar Capehart changer with a crystal pickup, which at that time was in general use in the United States. This wasn’t true in Britain, where its inadequate treble was unacceptable and where the magnetic pickup was being steadily improved; the half-pound ironclads had given way to two-ounce lightweights with quite reasonable treble response. The Capehart’s tonearm is rigidly mounted in the pivot bearing, and only the head is free to tilt vertically. Notice the parallel motion which keeps the head tangent to the groove. Although tracking error is still a relatively small factor in distortion, as it certainly was in 1938, it still received a good deal of attention. Unlike other more serious problems, it is fairly easy to explain and is solvable in a manner obvious to the naked eye. (The parallel-motion idea was revived a few years ago. In the postwar years, Capehart sensibly abandoned its “True Tangent” pickup system.)

About this time, RCA Victor and other American manufacturers introduced drop changers very much like the inexpensive models of today. During the winter of 1939-40, Victor began to issue albums in the drop sequence...
ly like that in the advertisement, but it was taken from an electrically good (including the old 42 to 50 MHz FM band) but physically poor 1941 console of the less costly variety (no play control). One has the choice in such cases of trying to restore the equipment to mint condition or adapting it to present-day requirements. In this instance, I opted for the latter course. The cabinet was in very poor condition, and the changer itself needed extensive repairs since many of its pot-metal parts had rotted between 1941 and 1979. Such a changer is a very desirable possession to one who, like myself, has a large number of manual-sequence 78-rpm discs. Restoration would have meant in effect not using the machine, because the “featherweight” pickup was hardly acceptable for use on now irreplaceable records; it tracked at three ounces (say 90 grams) and cut off at 5000 Hz. So I decided to go the whole hog and adapt the machine to accommodate modern cartridges.

This entailed making the cabinet shown; amateurish, no doubt, but neat and sturdy. It was also necessary to make a completely new pickup which would not have to turn the original heavy pivot. A friction drive frees the pickup when it is playing, and lifts and turns it during the change cycle. The arm had to have the correct offset and overhang for a 10-inch pivot distance, so no standard arm could be used; I made it from scratch. It now accepts interchangeable cartridges in inserts also used with an Elac “umbrella” drop changer.

It was also necessary to make a new trip mechanism; again, the original was too stiff to be actuated by a modern cantilever assembly. Fortunately, the original trip mechanism was not part of the pivot (see the advertisement picture). The only work done by the pickup is to interpose an arm so that a pin on the turntable can do the work of putting the mechanism into cycle; the trip is of the velocity type, and works with any run-off groove, including those of large diameter. Play control was added by means of a stepping switch actuated by the trip solenoid and separate units and decades rotary switches.

The new pickup was originally intended to track in the usual way with the cantilever supporting the head, at about 8 grams, which it did very satisfactorily. However, until about 1937 there were no feed or lead-in grooves. With a heavy pickup there was enough friction to cause the needle to “skate” into the first music groove, but with 8 grams on hard shellac there is almost no friction (on vinyl it’s another matter, of course). A small brush was added to the head in such a way that, with the needle on the rim, the bristles are in the first music grooves, and in two or three revolutions they drag the needle into the groove. As a consequence of experiments with optimum tracking, however, the brush is now so arranged that it does most of the work of supporting the head, so the force has been increased to about 20 grams. The bristles bend to the point at which the force on the cantilever is about 8 grams, measured by the deflection of the cantilever relative to the cartridge. Greatly improved tracking is obtained, especially with warped records. The ostensible cleaning function of the brush, though of course present, is trivial compared with its other duties.

Apart from repairs and a few out-of-sight holes, the original parts of the changer were not modified. They were removed altogether and kept, new parts being made where necessary, so that it would be possible to “restore” the changer to its original appearance. The Capehart pickup, a pretty thing in its way, is displayed on a shelf inside the playing compartment. The machine is in daily use and, once the rather tricky adjustments which prevent it from taking bites out of records were completed, has proved very satisfactory and reliable. Rumble, in particular, is remarkably low, considering the massive motor; the leather universal joint and long effective turntable bearing (about 7 inches) provide excellent isolation.

Could a similar device be made today for LPs? Undoubtedly; and the fact that for operas only 12-inch albums now have to be handled would simplify the task somewhat. It would not have to be anything as massive or complex; compare a modern drop changer with a drop machine of the early 1930s and imagine comparable improvements.

Altogether, the Capehart was a remarkable machine. Its greatest appeal was in the 1930s, when it alone of all changers would play any American album, even those containing both 10-inch and 12-inch records, all the way through in proper sequence. It began to lose ground at the end of the decade, when inexpensive American drop changers appeared. There were also difficulties with the rough postwar “knife-edge” pressings which had begun to replace the smoothly rounded prewar rims (I cured these with a little work with a Swiss file.) But the appearance of the LP in 1948 doomed the Capehart; it probably cost too much to make by that time, as well.

No other changer has ever played both sides of a disc in such a satisfactory way, none has ever been gentler (with proper adjustment, otherwise, disasters happen), few have been better made, and probably none has remained in production with only minor changes for anything like the Capehart’s 18-year span. Truly, it was a Mechanical Marvel.
Five Important Reasons Why You Should Own This New Realistic® 10-Band Equalizer.

1. Matches your system to any room.
   Some rooms are acoustically "dead" due to thick carpeting and tons of overstuffed furniture. Some are acoustically "live" because of tile floors and hardwood paneling. Either environment will murder your music by altering the sound you hear by 5 decibels or more. Ordinary broadband bass and treble controls can't compensate for these imbalances because they alter far too much of the audio spectrum. But the Realistic wide-range equalizer, with 10 narrow bands and 10 controls for each channel, gives you total command from 31 to 16,000 Hz. You can add to or subtract from the music by up to 12 dB for a complete, creative control range of 24 dB.

2. Improves records, tapes, FM.
   Remove annoying record scratches from old LPs and 78s without removing the music. Just reduce the audio level at 8 and 16 kHz. Rumble is eliminated with the 31 and 62 Hz controls but the bass remains intact. Substandard audio from careless radio stations can be cleaned up by a little re-equalization on your part.

3. Improves your speakers.
   Moving a speaker 6" out from a wall can degrade bass response by 8 to 10 dB. But sometimes you have to. This equalizer restores the lost performance. And you can enhance the sound of the best speakers even when they're perfectly placed. Electronic equalization is the only way you can extend the response of a speaker.

4. Makes you a recording pro.
   Now you can record professional-sounding tapes without professionally priced equipment. Using a 3-head deck, you can monitor off the tape and adjust the equalizer for the results you want.

5. Low priced.
   The efficiencies of engineering and manufacturing this equalizer in our own factory help us to price it lower than any 10-band design of comparable features and quality that we know of. Yet it adds value, versatility and enjoyment to your stereo system, no matter what you paid for it! Can you afford not to own this equalizer? Come in and let us demonstrate a little "audio magic!"

Our Innovative $179.95* Audio Upgrader Does It All!

Radio Shack
THE NATIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND
*Retail price may vary at individual stores and dealers
AmericanRadioHistory.Com
## Directory of Blank Tape

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Cassettes</th>
<th>Open-Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C-90</td>
<td>C-90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AIWA</strong></td>
<td>MX</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMPEX</strong></td>
<td>MPT</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GM II</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>4.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EGN</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ELM</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUDIO</strong></td>
<td>TRAC</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGNETICS</td>
<td>TRAC</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Per I</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Per II</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>4.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pro II</td>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pro III</td>
<td>FeCr</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Studio I</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>3.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fero LH</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>3.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CERTRON</strong></td>
<td>High Energy</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ferox I</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DENON</strong></td>
<td>DX1</td>
<td>LHT</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DX3</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DX5</td>
<td>FeCr</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DX7</td>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DXM</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>8.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIRECT-TO-TAPE RECORDING</strong></td>
<td>Direct II</td>
<td>ASF</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agfa Professional</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agfa PEM 466 &quot;Gradmaster&quot;</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agfa PEM 366</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ampex 407</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ampex PE 46</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ampex 442</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FUJIG</strong></td>
<td>Fuji</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FX-II</td>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FX-I</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HITACHI</strong></td>
<td>UDEX</td>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UXER</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ME</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>9.45</td>
<td>12.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTER- MAGNETICS</strong></td>
<td>Intermagnetics</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LUX AUDIO</strong></td>
<td>Lux</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3M</strong></td>
<td>Scotch</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>7.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metaline</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master II</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>4.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master III</td>
<td>FeCr</td>
<td>4.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scotch Dynasty</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scotch Highlander</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scotch Master X</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>13.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE REALIZATION OF GREAT EXPECTATIONS.

THE SANSUI “Z” SERIES.

Music lovers expect uncommon products from Sansui. And Sansui delivers. The Sansui “Z” Series of synthesized digital receivers are designed and built with a loving logic that can be seen, touched and heard. Take the Sansui 5900Z, a reasonably priced receiver with every important feature you could possibly want for the heart of your high fidelity system.

SYNTHESIZED DIGITAL TUNING
You can’t mistune a Sansui synthesized digital receiver. Not even a little. Press the up/down tuning buttons. The digital circuitry ensures that every station received is automatically locked in for lowest possible distortion, with its frequency indicated both on a digital readout and by an LED indicator along an analog type dial.

TOUCH VOLUME CONTROL & LED PEAK POWER LEVEL INDICATOR
The Sansui 5900Z uses a pair of touch buttons to adjust the listening level. Relative volume control setting is indicated on a fluorescent display. Actual peak power amplifier output is shown by 14-segment LED indicators.

12 PRESET STATIONS
To make FM and AM tuning still easier, up to 12 user-selected stations may be “stored” in the 5900Z’s memory circuits for instant recall. The last station received will be remembered when the tuner is turned on again, and memories are kept “live” even during a power outage.

DC-SERVO AMP FOR DEPENDABLE POWER
The leader in DC technology, Sansui uses a servo-controlled amplifier circuit in all “Z” receivers to eliminate unwanted ultra-low frequencies — like record warps — while maintaining the advantages of direct-coupled circuitry in their amplifier sections. The 5900Z delivers 75 watts/channel, min. RMS, both channels into 8 ohms, from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.03% THD.

And there’s more: Like LED’s for every important function. Two Muting Modes. Two tape deck connection with dubbing. And much more.

Visit your Sansui dealer and make sure you see all the wonderful stereo receivers in the Sansui “Z” Series. And expect great things. You won’t be disappointed.

Sansui

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP
Lynhurst, New Jersey 07076

SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. Tokyo, Japan

SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE, S.A. Antwerp, Belgium

In Canada: Electronic Distributors
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THE ONLY OTHER WAY TO GET THIS KIND OF DYNAMIC RANGE IS TO HIRE YOUR OWN ORCHESTRA.

At a live performance, you normally experience about 90 decibels of dynamic range. In other words, the difference in volume between the loudest and quietest passages is about 90 dB. But that’s not what you get from your stereo.

Conventional records and tapes compress dynamic range. dbx components help restore it to the level of a live performance.

Because of conventional recording processes, your records are limited to just 50 dB of dynamic range, or 60 dB at the very best. Tapes and broadcast can be as limited as 40 dB.

Now dbx technology solves that problem. Dramatically. In two different ways.

1. The 3BX. For conventional program sources.

The 3BX Dynamic Range Expander can restore the dynamic range of every conventional record and tape you own. FM broadcasts, too.

For example, the 3BX can deliver up to 75 dB from conventional records—better than the so-called audiophile discs, including direct-to-disc and digitally mastered recordings. And the 3BX also reduces the ticks, pops and record surface noise that interfere with quiet musical passages.

2. The dbx Model 21. For dbx encoded discs.

For the ultimate in dynamic range, you can add the dbx Model 21 Disc Decoder to your present system, and play the revolutionary new dbx Discs and Digital dbx Discs.

These specially encoded discs are the world’s first records to deliver the full dynamic range of live music. Up to 90 dB or more. Plus they virtually eliminate record surface noise. So for the first time you can experience the dynamic range of a live performance, heard against a background of virtual silence.

And you can choose from a growing library of dbx Discs, including everything from the London Symphony and the Boston Pops, to Neil Diamond and The Who.

Hear it today. To really appreciate what dbx technology can do for the dynamic range of your music, you have to hear it for yourself. Visit an authorized dbx retailer near you for a demonstration, and take home the ultimate in dynamic range. It's a lot easier than hiring your own orchestra.

dbx Incorporated, 71 Chapel Street, Newton, MA 02195. 617-964-3210.

Free dbx 21 offer. During the dbx “Best of Both Worlds” promotion, from Sept. 2 until Nov. 30, 1980, you can get a free dbx Model 21 with the purchase of a 3BX Dynamic Range Expander through participating U.S. dbx authorized retailers in continental U.S., Hawaii and Alaska. Also check out the latest releases from the growing DBX DISC CATALOGUE.

Offer void where prohibited by law.

dbx MAKING GOOD SOUND BETTER
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>C-30</th>
<th>C-45</th>
<th>C-60</th>
<th>C-75</th>
<th>C-100</th>
<th>C-120</th>
<th>C-150</th>
<th>C-200</th>
<th>HD-200</th>
<th>Open-Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAXELL</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2.45l</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>8.70</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>21.25</td>
<td>1C-46.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UD</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>3.70l</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>28.30</td>
<td>31.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDXL</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>12.45</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>33.75</td>
<td>38.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEMOREX</td>
<td>MRE3</td>
<td>High Bass</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>6.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR. CASSETTE INDUSTRIES</td>
<td>Correct Replacement DE</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Correct Replacement HE</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Correct Replacement LN</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Master</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Toyota</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NAKAMICHI</td>
<td>EX</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EX II</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SX</td>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ZX</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RADIO SHACK</td>
<td>Super Tape M</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Super Tape C</td>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Super Tape Gold</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Realistic Tape Gold</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>7.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ferric Concert Tape</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RECOTON</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Five-inch reel: Seven-inch reel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RU</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STM</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STN</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>5.99</td>
<td>7.49</td>
<td>11.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REVOX</td>
<td>621</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>36.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RKO TAPE</td>
<td>Ultra Chrome Broadcast</td>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>5.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XD</td>
<td>Ferric</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ferric</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SONY</td>
<td>FeCr</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>4.35l</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>1C-48.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FeCr</td>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>3.70l</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Metallic</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>8.00l</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHF</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>3.40l</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HFX</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>3.00l</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LNX</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2.05l</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>31.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ULH</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SWIRE</td>
<td>XL</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Laser</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDK</td>
<td>MA-R</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>15.80</td>
<td>21.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>42.50</td>
<td>1C-46.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>11.80</td>
<td>16.25</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>C-180, 7.00.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SA-X</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>23.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GD</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>3.60l</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2.75l</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Audua (L)</td>
<td>FeCr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>42.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Audua (S)</td>
<td>FeCr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TSI</td>
<td>Agfa Concert</td>
<td>Ferric</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ferric</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZENITH</td>
<td>LN-HP</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Budget</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ferric chrome</td>
<td>FeCr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Noise-Reduction & Filter Systems

The Ace Audio Model 4100 Stereo Electronic (Active) Filter is intended to eliminate both low-frequency interference below the audio band and high-frequency interference above it. The subsonic filter section acts to prevent signals caused by record warps, off-center spindle holes, turntable rumble, tonearm mass/stylus compliance resonances, or accidental stylus drops from being fed to an amplifier (and wasting power) or loudspeakers (and causing excessive cone motion). The ultrasonic section may help prevent tweeter burnouts by removing the effects caused by r.f. interference, wideband noise, switching transients, and high-frequency harmonic distortion components. Price: $290.00.

The Allison Electronic Subwoofer is an audio bandpass filter and bass equalizer that can extend the response of Allison speaker systems flat to 20 Hz. Price: $290.00.

The Burwen Research DNF 1201A Dynamic Noise Filter reduces noise levels up to 30 dB above 5 kHz and 14 dB above 400 Hz on two-channel and matrix-encoded material. The sensitivity control has LED readouts. Price: $379.00.

Burwen's TNE 7000 Transient Noise Eliminator has an impulse suppressor to reduce or eliminate normal pops, ticks and clicks from turntables and tape decks. Price: $299.00.

The Cerwin-Vega DB-10 Bass Turbocharger boosts information in the 30 to 45 Hz range by 5 or 10 dB (switchable). The unit also acts as a rumble filter to remove undesirable subsonic noise caused by warped records, turntable rumble, etc. Price: $90.00.

The Mitchell A. Cotter Co. Noise Filter Buffer is a time-domain corrected subsonic-ultrasonic filter which limits the bandwidth of the signal to the amplifier, allowing it to operate only in the audio spectrum. Price: $500.00.

The dbx Model 128 incorporates an expander and the dbx II tape noise-reduction system in the same unit, allowing tape copies to be made with more dynamics and less noise than the original. Price: $499.00.

The LT Sound D-2 Thompson Vocal Eliminator "subtracts" a recording's left channel from its right channel, greatly reducing or eliminating voices while leaving instrumentals intact. The unit has Delay, Level, and Pre-Bass controls and a microphone preamp and mixer circuit. Model TC-1 is similar, but it features a longer delay correction capability more suited for use with slow-speed tape formats such as cassette and eight-track. Prices: Model D-2, $249.00; Model TC-1, $495.00.

The LT Sound Model NR-2 provides both a 2:1 compander noise-reduction system and an independent dynamic range-enhancement system capable of 2.1 compression through 1:2 expansion. The sections can be made dual tracking or independent tracking. Price: $195.00.

The LT Sound Model NR-4 provides four channels of noise reduction switchable from the record to the play mode: two inputs at a time. Two-channel simultaneous record and tape monitor decode are also possible. Price: $185.00.

The Mitchell A. Cotter Co. Noise Filter Buffer

The Mitchell A. Cotter Co. Noise Filter Buffer

The SAE 5000A Impulse Noise Reduction System is designed to reduce the clicks and pops present in phonograph records and other program sources. Price: $275.00.

The Source Engineering Noise Suppressor processes signals in four frequency bands. The top three are gated to transmit the signal and reject unmasked noise by 14 to 20 dB. Options are steep-cut 7 kHz or 3 kHz filters. Price: $319.00.

The UREI 501 Sub-Sonic Processor removes subsonic sounds from turntable rumble, warped records, acoustic coupling of turntables to speakers, and wind blast in microphones. The unit has a two-position response switch: In the "Flat" position, response is -3 dB at 30 Hz and down more than 50 dB at 5 Hz, with a roll-off of 18 dB/octave. The "Boost" position adds a 5 dB peak at 40 Hz, down 3 dB at 27 Hz, and more than 40 dB at 5 Hz, also at 18 dB/octave. Price: $84.00.

The VSP Labs Model 101 is a subsonic filter with a roll-off of 24 dB/octave. There are four selectable cut-off frequencies (20, 40, 80, and 160 Hz), a switchable bass boost of +6 dB at 40 Hz, and a tape monitor circuit. Price: $129.00.
YOU DON'T OFFER A BETTER WARRANTY WITHOUT A CASSETTE TO MATCH.

INTRODUCING NEW, IMPROVED SOUND FROM NEW, IMPROVED SCOTCH® MASTER® CASSETTES.

Redesigned cassette shells have new snubber posts and better tape guides. Result: flutter problems are virtually eliminated.

Master II has a different, better oxide formulation. Sounds great!

Greatly improved manufacturing process gives Master III higher and brighter highs than ever before.

Better lubricant and binder insure Master III against squeal and head clogging.

Pressure pads that hold tape against heads have short, tight fibers to help prevent possibility of drop-outs.

Inside our cassettes is a new kind of shim that improves tape feed—winds better.

Redesigned album boxes are stronger, protect better.

All of these improvements are part of our continuing effort to make Scotch Master Cassettes sound better than ever.

INTRODUCING THE NEW SCOTCH® LIFETIME SATISFACTION WARRANTY

With our new and improved cassettes you'll probably never have to use our new warranty. But it's good to know that if the unexpected ever happens, here's what we'll do: If, for any reason, you're not satisfied with a Scotch® Master™ Cassette, send it back to 3M and we'll replace it free.

SCOTCH® MASTER™ CASSETTES. THE TRUTH COMES OUT.

3M

Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card
Ambience & Time-Delay Units

The ADS 10 Acoustic Dimension Synthesizer is a digital time-delay system combining analog and digital technology with built-in amplification and accompanying loudspeakers. The system produces the time delays of the small to large acoustic spaces where live music is heard and extracts “hidden” hall ambience signals from many recordings and broadcasts. Model 1001 has similar features, but no built-in power amplifier or speakers. Prices: Model 10, $1,150.00; Model 1001, $700.00.

The Advent 500 SoundSpace Control is an acoustics simulator which models spaces up to 180 ft. in length through an additional amplifier and pair of speakers. The unit features a 32k Random Access Memory, and its THD at rated output is 0.1 percent. Price: $799.95.

The Audio Pulse 1000 Digital Time-Delay System is an ambience simulator with a built-in dynamic-range expander. Features include digital display of delay and decay times, six initial delays from 7 to 95 ms, possible 8-channel operation, ambience defeat for FM mono voice, headphone amplifier with ambience mix control, separate rear-channel ambience control, and individual level controls for input and output. Ambience is continuously variable from 0.0 to 1.2 s, the expansion ratio is from 1.0 to 1.5, and rear-channel output is completely noncoherent. Frequency response in the delay mode is 20 Hz to 10 kHz, ±3 dB. Price: $1,095.00.

The Audio Pulse Model Two Digital Time-Delay System has a built-in 25 W/channel integrated amplifier. The unit features input and output level controls with LED peak level indicator, three initial delays from 19 to 103 ms, continuously variable ambience from 0.1 to 0.6 s, and bass, treble and balance controls for precise adjustment of rear channels. Frequency response in the delay mode is 20 Hz to 8 kHz, and the rear-channel output (delayed) is noncoherent. Price: $680.00.

The Audionics Space & Image Composer uses the Tate Directional Enhancement and Audionics Shadow Vector Systems to reproduce SQ2 quadrophonic and stereo records and tapes with an ambient and directional quality said to be subjectively indistinguishable from four-channel master tapes. Its Stereo Enhance mode retrieves ambience and directional information from conventional stereo discs regardless of age. Price: $1,095.00.

The Bang & Olufsen Ambio Box offers delay line performance without the necessity of a rear amplifier. Price: $50.00.

Biamp Systems’ SR/240 Stereo Reverb System helps attain additional separation. It has two type-9 Accutronics three-spring assemblies and an automatic hard limiter with LED. The EQ system has four frequency controls. Price: $489.00.

The Bose Spatial Expander is a time-delay unit designed for integrated stereo systems of the firm’s components. The CCD (charge couple device) time-delay process is said to add a lifelike ambience without reverberation to give the listener control over the three dimensions of sound: Frequency, time and space. Price: $449.00.

The Dynaco SIE-1 is a stereo image enhancer that relies on the phase coherence of the two-channel information to sharpen and localize individual instruments. The unit’s frequency response is better than ±0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Price: $200.00.

Eventide Clockworks’ 1745M Digital Delay System can double voice or instrument sound signals with an insertion of 12 to 40 ms delay. Audio recirculation switches can repeat 640 ms of signal. Price: $4,100.00. 03 — Extra outputs, fully switchable, $550.00 each; 08 — Variable pitch and high resolution readout. $850.00; 09 — Remote control feature. $550.00.

Audio Pulse 1000

Bose Spatial Expander

Audionics Space & Image Composer
Ambience & Time-Delay Units

Klark-Teknik's DN70 Digital Time Processor has digital readout, 625 mS maximum, in each of three main outputs. The unit also includes a quasi 15-bit analog-to-digital converter. Price: $1,600.00. The DN34 Analogue Time Processor is a one-channel time delay system, having two separately controlled delay sections. Price: $1,600.00.

The Koss K/4DS Digital Delay System includes an ambience amplifier and two loudspeakers, a crossfeed circuit, optional rack-mount handles, and an isolated headphone function with twin jacks. A bass rise switch permits equalization from 40 to 60 Hz, and delay time is in four steps from 13 to 70 mS. Price: $459.00.

The LT Sound RV-2 Stereo Reverberation Unit is for line-level inputs only. To attain additional separation in the mix for a more apparent reverb effect, a Parallel or Cross Mix switch enables the user to cross the reverb produced by the right-channel input over the left-channel output, and vice versa, thereby attaining additional stereo effect. Price: $305.00.

LT Sound's Reverb Control Center is a monaural device providing preamplification and volume adjustment for two low-impedance microphones and an equalization section. It is a three-section, paired-spring unit and has a decay time of 2 to 2.5 S without echo capability. Price: $195.00.

The Opamp Labs 1155 Mono Reverb System has a dual 14-in. spring assembly for line-level operation. Price: $275.00.

The Orban Associates 111B Dual Spring Reverb is an independent, two-channel dual reverb with four springs per channel as well as controls for bass, midrange, EQ, and bandwidth for each channel. Also included are an LED fixed mode indicator and a floating output switch for each channel. Delay time is 30 mS. Price: $749.00.

Phoenix Systems' P25 Analog Delay Line kit has a continuously variable delay of 5 to 100 mS with full 15-kHz bandwidth to 70 mS. The P25-SDL stereo version of this kit consists of two independently adjustable mono delay lines stacked in a single chassis. Prices: P25, $150.00; P25-SDL, $250.00.

The SAE 4100 Time Delay Ambience System features three variable delays that allow it to create literally any kind of desired spatial environment. Price: $600.00.

The Sansui RA-700 Reverberation Amplifier features continuously adjustable reverb time with visual indication. It can handle two tape recorders simultaneously and add echo effects during recording or playback. Reverb time is 1.9 to 3.2 S (at 1 kHz). Price: $190.00.

Sound Concepts' SD-550 Ambience Restoration System is a dual channel type system with a high-frequency contour from -3 to +6 dB. The 5 to 100 mS variable delay helps reproduce natural ambience from conventional sources without artificial reverberation. Price: $729.00.

The Sound Concepts IR2100 Image Restoration Control cancels interference between speakers to focus and expand width and depth of stereo image. Price: $229.00.

The Sound Workshop 242C Stereo Reverb allows mixing of one or two mono signals via active input. Output mixing will allow any signal ratio, dry to reverberant. Price: $400.00.
Compressors/Expanders

Advanced Audio Systems' NR-2 compander unit needs no specially encoded material. The system utilizes a non-complementary noise reduction integrated circuit, and it provides a 14-dB reduction of source noise with an attack time constant of 1 mS and a release time of 50 mS. Price: $144.95.

Biamp Systems' Quad Limiter has four independent channels to prevent excessive signal levels, with a variable threshold from -40 to +18 dB. Attack time is 1 mS; release time — 150 mS to 1.5 S. Price: $249.00.

The dbx Model 3BX is a three-band dynamic range expander capable of increasing the dynamics of records, tapes, and radio broadcasts up to 50 percent, while reducing interference noise. Price: $759.00.

The Draco Digital Expander processes the audio signal digitally, eliminating distortion and "breathing." THD and IM are said to be less than 0.05 percent, 20 Hz to 20 kHz (at any expansion rate). Price: $650.00.

The Heath AD-1304 Active Audio Processor Kit can add up to 17 dB of dynamic range to program sources, with a 7-dB expansion range and 10 dB reduction. Price: $200.00.

The MXR Comander is said to double the range of most tape decks with compression-expansion ratios of 2:1 and 1:2. There are no critical level adjustments, and continuous monitoring on three head decks is afforded by simultaneous compression and expansion. Price: $150.00.

The MXR Dynamic Expander is a linear expander with variable expansion (1.1 to 1.6:1). It provides up to 8 dB of upward expansion and 21 dB of downward expansion and has a dynamic range of up to 110 dB. The unit's response time is signal dependent, while release time is user controlled. Price: $300.00.

Orban Associates' 418A Stereo Limiter/Compressor has a switchable high-frequency limiter time constant of 75, 50, 37.5 and 25 μS and a release time control. Price: $795.00.


The RG Dynamics RG X-15 Dynamic Processor reduces record surface noise and tape hiss, increasing musical dynamic range by up to 15 dB. The independent left- and right-channel processing was designed to sharpen stereo separation and allow the listener to more accurately place instrument location. Price: $255.00.

The RG Dynamics RG Pro-20 Dynamic Processor features "programmed attack," a multi-stage logic circuit that provides a variable rate of processing to invert the numerous compression curves used in recording. Upward and downward processing are combined with peak unlimiting in an effort to restore transients and fine musical detail. Independent left- and right-channel stereo processing permits more accurate imaging, and each channel's action can be tracked on an LED display, with overall S/N improvements of up to 20 dB. Price: $419.00; $399.00 for rack-mount version.

The Source Engineering VRE Dynamic Range Expander works on playback to expand dynamic range 8 dB upwards above an adjustable threshold. Alternate expansion dynamics are a combined downwards 8 dB and upwards 6 dB. Price: $219.00.
THE 3D ACOUSTICS 3 PIECE LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

**SUPERB PERFORMANCE ..... SIMPLY AFFORDABLE**

**At These Finer Audio Salons:**

**ALASKA**
ANCHORAGE: Shmink's Audio (907) 277-2232

**ARIZONA**
TEMPE: The Listening Post (602) 967-1150

**ARKANSAS**
LITTLE ROCK: Protect One Stereo (501) 661-1440

**CALIFORNIA**
ALBANY: Stereo Image (415) 658-7837
GARDENA: Reference Audio (310) 321-8445
GOLETA: House of Audio (805) 964-1983
HUNTINGTON BEACH: Havens & Hardesty (714) 897-0166
MONTREAL PARK: Gene Rubin Audio (213) 571-1299
PASADENA: The Stereo Shoppe (213) 795-3401
ROSEMEAD: Accurate Audio (213) 192-8782
SAN DIEGO: Audio Directions (714) 278-3310
SAN JOSE: Garland Audio (408) 244-6724
SANTA CRUZ: Water Street Stereo (408) 427-1604
SANTA MONICA: Accurate Audio (310) 399-4434
STUDIO CITY: Accurate Audio (818) 766-7478
TORRANCE: Dimensions in Stereo (213) 542-8521
VENTURA: House of HiFi (805) 648-7151
WESTMINSTER: Audio Today (714) 893-8376
WOODLAND HILLS: Music and Sound (818) 348-4600

**COLORADO**
FORT COLLINS: Audio Alternatives (303) 221-1496

**CONNECTICUT**
CROTON: Stereo Lab (914) 447-9002
NEW LONDON: Stereo Lab (860) 447-9802
OLD GREENWICH: Audiosonic (203) 837-3621

**FLORIDA**
FORT LAUDERDALE: Audio Insights (954) 491-3767
GEORGIA
ATLANTA: Stereo Design (404) 956-2533
MARTINEZ: The Stereo Shop (408) 863-9143
IDaho
LEWISTON: Audio Recorders Center (208) 734-4141
ILLINOIS
CHICAG0: Audio Concepts (312) 399-4434
TINLEY PARK: Atwood Audio (708) 429-6060

**INDIANA**
EVANSVILLE: Audio Concepts (812) 429-6060

**IOWA**
BETTENDORF: Team Electronics (563) 355-7013
LAFAYETTE: Audio Concepts (319) 766-7478
NEW ORLEANS: Wilson Audio (504) 299-0565

**KANSAS**
HOLTON: Audio Concepts (785) 643-4141

**KENTUCKY**
LEXINGTON: Audio Concepts (502) 299-0565

**LOUISIANA**
NEW ORLEANS: Wilson Audio (504) 299-0565

**MARYLAND**
BALTIMORE: Audio Concepts (410) 299-0565

**MASSACHUSETTS**
CANTON: Audio Concepts (781) 399-4434
FRAMINGHAM: Audio Concepts (617) 879-3556
WELLESLEY: Audio Concepts (617) 235-5100
WORCESTER: Audio Concepts (508) 754-6856

**MICHIGAN**
ANN ARBOR: Audio Concepts (734) 399-4434
DETROIT: Audio Concepts (313) 527-2244
GRAND HAVEN: Audio Concepts (616) 845-5140
GRAND RAPIDS: Audio Concepts (616) 845-5140
HURON: Audio Concepts (419) 399-4434
MIAMI: Audio Concepts (561) 235-5100
ROYAL OAK: Audio Concepts (248) 549-7500

**MISSISSIPPI**
JACKSON: Audio Concepts (601) 442-8754

**MISSOURI**
COLUMBIA: Johnson Audio (573) 442-8754

**MONTANA**
BOZEMAN: Audio Concepts (406) 522-8754

**NEBRASKA**
LINCOLN: Audio Concepts (402) 442-8754

**NEVADA**
LAS VEGAS: Audio Concepts (702) 442-8754

**NEW HAMPSHIRE**
PORTSMOUTH: The Soundmith (603) 436-0173

**NEW JERSEY**
E HANOVER: Atwood Audio Concepts (908) 867-7550
MILLBURY: Atwood Audio Concepts (508) 467-8994
MONTCLAIR: Atwood Audio Concepts (973) 744-0640
NEW BRUNSWICK: Audio Concepts (732) 249-9119

**NEW MEXICO**
ALBUQUERQUE: Audio Concepts (505) 299-0565

**NEW YORK**
BINGHAMTON: JSG Audio (607) 798-0786
BUFFALO: The Speaker Shop (716) 887-9557
HICKSVILLE: Dyeslatt (516) 822-5277
ITHACA: Audio Concepts (607) 272-2464
N.Y.C.: Audio Concepts (212) 731-9733
ROCHESTER: Audio Concepts (716) 481-3000
Schenectady: Audio Concepts (518) 370-4348
Saratoga: Audio Concepts (518) 751-9253
VALLEYSURE: Audio Concepts (516) 561-7114
WAPPINGER FALLS: Audio Concepts (914) 297-0224

**NORTH CAROLINA**
CHAPEL HILL: Audio Concepts (919) 942-8783
CHARLOTTE: Audio Concepts (704) 371-0690
GREENSBORO: Audio Concepts (336) 274-0965
RALEIGH: Audio Concepts (919) 828-7862

**OHIO**
COLUMBUS: The Speaker Shop (614) 299-0565
GORDON: Audio Concepts (419) 433-4009

**OKLAHOMA**
OKLAHOMA CITY: Audio Concepts (405) 751-2532

**OREGON**
PORTLAND: Audio Concepts (503) 292-4401

**PENNSYLVANIA**
PHILADELPHIA: Chestnut Hill Audio (215) 923-3035
PITTSBURGH: Audio Concepts (412) 281-3889

**SOUTH CAROLINA**
GREENVILLE: Audio Concepts (864) 232-8171
HILTON HEAD: The Gramophone (843) 285-1700
SPARTANBURG: Audio Concepts (864) 573-3937
WEST COLUMBIA: Audio Concepts (803) 793-6600

**TENNESSEE**
KNOXVILLE: Audio Concepts (865) 929-1122
MEMPHIS: Audio Concepts (901) 793-3963
NASHVILLE: Audio Concepts (615) 783-6600

**VIRGINIA**
ROANOKE: Audio Concepts (540) 822-3620
VIRGINIA BEACH: Audio Concepts (757) 442-8754

**WEST VIRGINIA**
Grafton: Audio Concepts (304) 265-3388

**WISCONSIN**
MILWAUKEE: Audio Concepts (414) 354-5082
DESHAM: Audio Concepts (608) 476-1100

5 Sunrise Plaza
Valley Stream, NY 11581
(516) 561-7555
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Directory of Manufacturers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ace Audio Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>532 Fifth St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Northport, N.Y. 11731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Progress Way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilmington, Mass. 01887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Audio Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4040 Moorpark Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Jose, Cal. 95117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195 Albany St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge, Mass. 02139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 Oxford Dr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moonachie, N.J. 07074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Acoustics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Tech Circle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natick, Mass. 01760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ampex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401 Broadway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redwood City, Cal. 94036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Magnetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.O. Box B-G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irvine, Cal. 92716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Pulse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4501 Arden Dr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Monte, Cal. 91731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audionics of Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10950 S.W. 5th Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaverton, Ore. 97005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bang &amp; Olufsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>515 Busse Rd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elk Grove Village, Ill. 60007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASF Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosby Dr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedford, Mass. 01730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biamp Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10950 S.W. 5th Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaverton, Ore. 97005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bose Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 The Mountain Rd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framingham, Mass. 01701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burwen Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145 University Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westwood, Mass. 02090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certron Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701 S. State College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaheim, Cal. 92806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerwin-Vega</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12250 Montague St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arleta, Cal. 91331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell A. Cotter Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 Beechwood Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Vernon, N.Y. 10553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lux Audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160 Dupont St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plainview, N.Y. 11803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>701 East Macy St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles, Cal. 90012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sansui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1250 Valley Brook Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyndhurst, N.J. 07071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 West 57th St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, N.Y. 10019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbx Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71 Chapel St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newton, Mass. 02195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dehóh America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Law Dr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairfield, N.J. 07006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct-To-Tape Recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Station Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddon Heights, N.J. 08035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draco Labs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1005 Washington St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grafton, Wisc. 53024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynaco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110 Shammut Rd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canton, Mass. 02021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eventide Clockworks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265 West 54th St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, N.Y. 10019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 Fifth Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, N.Y. 10001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heath Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benton Harbor, Mich. 49022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401 West Artesia Blvd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compton, Cal. 90220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterMagnetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1311 Colorado Ave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Monica, Cal. 90404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>K</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klar-Teknik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammond Industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155 Michael Dr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syosset, N.Y. 11791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>375 Spring Rd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe, Conn. 06468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85 Oxford Dr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moonachie, N.J. 07074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Shack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400 One Tandy Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Worth, Tex. 76102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recoton Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46-23 Crane St.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Island City, N.Y. 11101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReVox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1425 Elm Hill Pike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville, Tenn. 37210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>U</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UREI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Recording Electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8460 San Fernando Rd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Valley, Cal. 91352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSP Labs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8520 Roundhill Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saline, Mich. 48176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Z</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenith Radio Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustics Dept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 Milwaukee Ave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenview, Ill. 60025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Cars are a triumph of style, which is obviously their strongest asset about three-quarters of the groups in the New Wave sound almost identical to them. Despite their sonic resemblance at times to Roxy Music and Talking Heads, the first Cars album is the record that is used as the yardstick to the musical tracks and didn't always work. Although they are adept at working their formula, The Cars have not really moved forward. When so many of their imitators and products of their influence are sounding more and more like Cars clones, it's somewhat of a letdown when Ocasek and his crew don't sound much different.

Split Enz owes a heavy debt to The Cars even though they've been around for many years; only recently have they fallen into this particular bag, but it fits like a glove. They are truly odd sounding — throwing chords into songs that should sound wrong but don't; using stops and rhythms which are stranger than fiction, and making it all work. I Got You, the lead-off track on the record, is a smash, but no more conventional than anything else on the record. Dave Tickle, a Mike Chapman protege, produced and engineered the record in a manner which is virtually immune to criticism. This group's colors are not only true but flying — they've got the charismatic power of a new group after five years of struggling, and have made one of the most enjoyable and novel records of the year.

Panorama: The Cars
Elektra 5E-514, stereo, $8.98.
True Colours: Split Enz
A&M SP-4822, stereo, $7.98.

The Cars are a triumph of style, which is obviously their strongest asset about three-quarters of the groups in the New Wave sound almost identical to them. Despite their sonic resemblance at times to Roxy Music and Talking Heads, the first Cars album is the record that is used as the yardstick by which many new albums are measured. It is a shame that Panorama, like its predecessor Candy-O, doesn't measure favorably against their debut album (primarily due to songwriting stagnation and a refusal to be anything but sparse-sounding). On the other hand, Split Enz, a written-off underdog that one would have ascribed to obscurity one year ago, has come up with a record album in a vein similar to the first Cars LP and every bit as good.

First off, I don't think there's a smash hit single on the new Cars album (at least Let's Go was that), although it does have consistency. The general approach is one of complacency, with producer Roy Thomas Baker resorting to "it's worked before, let's use it 10 times more" for the general production sound. Although they all play well, especially guitarist Elliot Easton, there is none of the melodic brilliance of Just What I Needed or My Best Friend's Girl here; what in the past seemed slightly weird now seems to be somewhat matter of fact. Much of the material is practically talked rather than sung, as if the lyrics were an afterthought to the musical tracks and didn't always work. Although they are adept at working their formula, the Cars have not really moved forward. When so many of their imitators and products of their influence are sounding more and more like Cars clones, it's somewhat of a letdown when Ocasek and his crew don't sound much different.

Split Enz owes a heavy debt to The Cars even though they've been around for many years; only recently have they fallen into this particular bag, but it fits like a glove. They are truly odd sounding — throwing chords into songs that should sound wrong but don't; using stops and rhythms which are stranger than fiction, and making it all work. I Got You, the lead-off track on the record, is a smash, but no more conventional than anything else on the record. Dave Tickle, a Mike Chapman protege, produced and engineered the record in a manner which is virtually immune to criticism. This group's colors are not only true but flying — they've got the charismatic power of a new group after five years of struggling, and have made one of the most enjoyable and novel records of the year.

Jon & Sally Tiven

Cars

Sound: B+ Performance: C-

Split Enz

Sound: A- Performance: A-
The Audio Critic reports a major speaker development.

In its forthcoming ninth issue (Vol. 2, No. 3), The Audio Critic acquaints you with a new speaker system that just might shake up the whole speaker world. Although of conventional woofer/midrange/tweeter configuration and no costlier than dozens of other medium-sized floor-standing dynamic speakers currently sold to audiophiles, the new system is distinguished by its avoidance of the typical design errors, large and small, that The Audio Critic's comprehensive laboratory tests and listening evaluations have uncovered in all such speakers reviewed until now, even in the recommended models. The resulting sound quality is equaled or exceeded only by the most expensive full-range electrostatics—and not all of them.

The Audio Critic prints absolutely no commercial advertising and is the only "underground" review for which the top technologists and academicians of the audio world have the slightest respect. We recommend that you start your subscription retroactively with the sixth issue, which is a cumulative reference work with over 150 equipment reviews.

Send $30 for 6 consecutive issues by first-class mail (no Canadian dollars, $6 extra for overseas airmail) to The Audio Critic, Box 392, Bronxville, NY 10708.

Come Upstairs: Carly Simon
Warner Bros. BSK 3443, stereo, $8.98.

If the question you've been pondering for the past few months has been, "I wonder how the James Taylor/Carly Simon marriage is working out?", just put down that trashy gossip sheet. Pick up Come Upstairs and hear Carly tell it in her own words. "James," she sings on the track of said title, "The beauty of your voice lifts us from sadness." Marriage hasn't made her any less a fan. Or on motherhood she croons, "I got big and round and lovable/he saw I was immovable/he got bored, went to war/I got one baby, he's giving me more." Musically speaking, the album is mildly listenable thanks to the usual hot sessionaires led by producer/collaborator Mike Manieri, but it's very difficult not to be embarrassed by the lyrical bent. Carly Simon Sings Come Hither Music For Young Mamas might have been a better title for her latest, with a disclaimer sticker declaring the album's pseudo-erotic leanings. "Come upstairs, you can take off my clothes," she sighs on the title cut. Oh Car-lee!

It Keeps You Running was her last real hit, and that was written by The Doobies, so you'd think she'd take the hint and just find one killer track written by somebody else. She's still a terrific singer, but her material is just a little esoteric. The cover photos are very nice, however, and the fact that she chooses a gifted musician such as Mike Manieri to help her along shows that there is a degree of taste left in the lady. But as far as Carly Simon, Songwriter — you better stick with her first three albums.

Sally & Jon Tiven

Sound: B +
Performance: D +

Xanadu: Electric Light Orchestra/Olivia Newton-John
MCA 6100, stereo, $8.98.

Lights in the Night: Flash and The Pan
Epic E 36432, stereo, $7.98.

The Electric Light Orchestra's meteoric rise to chart domination is not only quite disconcerting, it seems almost directly disproportionate to their creative success. Leader Jeff Lynne's writing hardly reaches the heights that it did with either The Idle Race or The Move, although he manages to grind out a single or two per year which keeps the John Lennon fans happy (myself included). The ELO style is too easy to knock — whatever pretensions they may have, Randy Newman's articulated it all better than we ever could — but we wouldn't find them disappointing if we didn't think that Jeff Lynne is 12 times the writer that he lets on to being. Their contribution to this soundtrack is minimally engaging, sounding like the typical ELO tracks without much individual distinction. We suppose they're pretty much tailor-made for the audience...
that the artist on the other side of the record attracts, but we sure wish that they would come up with a record that sounds less like "product." In case you were expecting something more than the soundtrack to a movie, be advised to look elsewhere.

Flash and The Pan are going for a very similar sound, but fortunately are in a state of their career which at least at present has afforded them greater creativity. Granted, the two behind this project (Vanda & Young) are fairly crass individuals yet probably have a wholly workmanlike attitude toward their records. It comes out sounding a lot more interesting than the ELO records, possibly because Vanda & Young don't have the kind of success that requires them to stretch out for the most homogenized level of appeal. In short, it's far more interesting, we suppose, to listen to an artist who's trying to find his audience than it is to watch a fairly popular group trying to broaden their base of appeal.

**Duke:** Genesis
Atlantic SD 16014, stereo, $8.98.

In a lot of ways Genesis is interchangeable with Kansas — both being big and ponderous sounding bands, based most around keyboards with songs that have big and ponderous lyrics. So why does Kansas' music leave me utterly cold while I find Genesis' music consistently involving and engaging?

Maybe it is the underlying pessimism of Genesis' attitude against what I perceive as a sappy core in Kansas' very being.

**Duke** is the first Genesis album in about three years, and it is clearly a worthy addition to the band's works. Although it expands their musical horizon and scope not one whit, as a whole unit it hangs together very well, perking interest. The cover presentation, consisting of Lionel Koechlin's charming children's book illustrations, greatly assists in defining the very real if interpolated storyline around the theme of battered innocence (not unlike Pink Floyd's *Wall*, come to think of it). There's the *Duchess* who as a pop star briefly burned bright and then burned out. There's Duke himself before the TV, like Chance in "Being There," for the song *Turn It On Again*. There are the lost opportunities of

**Misunderstanding.** The key lies, me-thinks, in the lyrics of *Guide Vocal* which reprise in the *Duke's Travels* finale. But probably the story is best left to your own imaginative devices. This is one reason lyrics are provided. Another is that, as they characteristically do, Genesis has occasionally submerged the vocals in the tapestry of the mix.

**Duke** is an unusually long album, about 57 minutes in all. For sides that lengthy, the sound levels hold up remarkably well, and the pressings I've heard have been unusually clean for Atlantic Records. (Consumer's Notice: When a record is this long the spaces between grooves tend to be very thin, allowing the record to be scratched more easily than usual. Record care is paramount.)

Genesis is that rare item in rock, a band that takes itself very seriously without being pretentious. Repeated listening only enhances the album.

— Jon & Sally Tiven

**ELO**

Sound: B-

Performance: C+

**Flash**

Sound: B+

Performance: B

---

**Cleaning your records is only half the battle.**

The best record cleaner in the world can't preserve a record. It can only clean it. A good record cleaner can remove dust, oily fingerprints and deep-seated dirt from the grooves. But, it can't protect the record from wear and friction. The diamond is the hardest natural substance known. At the tip of a stylus, it is the spearhead of over 15 tons per square inch of destructive pressure that shears away microscopic chips of vinyl while traveling along the delicately thin grooves.

The finest high fidelity system can't restore the subtle high frequency and midrange tones that are unavoidably lost.

**Sound Guard** Record Preservative is a scientifically designed, ultra-thin, dry formulation that practically eliminates record wear. Your records treated with Sound Guard Record Preservative will sound just as good after 100 plays. No hiss. No pops. No clicks.

Give your records 100% protection with two simple steps. First, clean them with Sound Guard Record Cleaner; then preserve them with Sound Guard Preservative. Buy them separately or get them both in the Sound Guard Total Record Care System. And stop record wear in its tracks.

---
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Program-to-Program Crosstalk

In this series we are discussing the various aspects of preamplifier performance which vitally affect the overall sound of your high-fidelity music system.

The third of these is the fact that most equipment has audible crosstalk from one program source to another. This means that while trying to tape records, for example, the FM tuner is being recorded on the tape along with the record, albeit at a lower level. Many systems thus call for extreme care when doing critical listening or taping since all offending sources of crosstalk must have their power switched off.

Another curious problem involves the tape monitor switch used with three-head tape machines. An echo can arise due to the loop formed by the record and playback chains. The signal from the program source is recorded and a moment later played back. The playback signal is returned to the tape-monitor switch in the preamplifier, then crosstalks back into the input of the recorder!

This arises due to the close proximity of the signal being sent to and the signal returned from the tape recorder appearing just across the tape monitor switch from one another.

The Apt/Holman Preamplifier contains extensive treatment of such crosstalk including program-to-program and tape monitor switch originated types. This is accomplished by devoting special switch sections just to the purpose of cancelling crosstalk; e.g., the tape monitor switch is a six-pole type rather than the common two-pole type, and crosstalk is prevented by multiple switching. Under real system conditions, the crosstalk is thus always inaudible.

For more information, write:

Apt Corporation
Box 512
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

- For a technical brochure.
- For a set of reviews.
- For an Owner's Manual, please send $4 ($5 foreign).
- For a set of six preamp papers, please send $2 ($3 foreign).

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________

Enter No. 4 on Reader Service Card
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The new album is Ken's first in at least a decade, far too long. After enough spots and jingles and radio station ID packages, Nordine has formed his own record label, Snail Records, for the purpose of presenting some new Word Jazz-type stuff and other things that interest him. Big commercial success is not the primary goal for Snail, as time is made into an ally instead of a commodity. Ergo the name Snail.

If I haven't said it yet, it bears saying. Ken Nordine's voice is one of the finest instruments anywhere and at any time in its field. Those who would kill for pipes like his are legion.

Which at last brings us to *Stare with Your Ears*. If it does not match the intensity of the old Word Jazz things, it is not alone. Very little is that intense. Still, it is truly delightful and like nothing else. If Ken has developed an apparent affinity for meter and rhyme and occasionally speaks/reads with a jaunty melody and angelic voices in attendance, that's his prerogative. His words are as perceptive/kooky as ever. And the best pieces are still those with the more eccentric settings, where he has allowed his fertile mind the freest rein.

Ken's compositions are about mundane everyday things like blisters, the alphabet, life and death and beyond to immortality. His greatest triumph is transforming the ordinary into the bizarre and wondrous. Describing what he does is pointless; it describes nothing. Ken Nordine defies it.

Ken's own studio in Chicago is where the record was cut. Like everything he has recorded, *Stare* is quirky and imaginative in recording techniques. It is very spacious with superb stereo and excellent clarity. And that voice that can move mountains with a word.

To call *Stare with Your Ears* a joy is to be too mild. Ken Nordine has been one of my greatest heroes ever since I was turned on to him through WDAS-FM's early progressive rock programming in Philadelphia fully a decade back. *Stare with Your Ears* is a godsend that I've hoped for for years. It is not as powerful as the old Word Jazz, alas, but what is? It is Ken Nordine doing what he likes and wants to do, and that's enough for me. I only hope it won't be 10 more years until his next album. He's first cousin to a national resource.

Oops, I see the spot with the dancing trousers coming on the TV. Gotta go. It's the best thing on.

Ken Nordine's voice is one of the finest in the world. He can move mountains with a word. And the best pieces are still those with the more eccentric settings, where he has allowed his fertile mind the freest rein.

Ken's compositions are about mundane everyday things like blisters, the alphabet, life and death and beyond to immortality. His greatest triumph is transforming the ordinary into the bizarre and wondrous. Describing what he does is pointless; it describes nothing. Ken Nordine defies it.

Ken's own studio in Chicago is where the record was cut. Like everything he has recorded, *Stare* is quirky and imaginative in recording techniques. It is very spacious with superb stereo and excellent clarity. And that voice that can move mountains with a word.

To call *Stare with Your Ears* a joy is to be too mild. Ken Nordine has been one of my greatest heroes ever since I was turned on to him through WDAS-FM's early progressive rock programming in Philadelphia fully a decade back. *Stare with Your Ears* is a godsend that I've hoped for for years. It is not as powerful as the old Word Jazz, alas, but what is? It is Ken Nordine doing what he likes and wants to do, and that's enough for me. I only hope it won't be 10 more years until his next album. He's first cousin to a national resource.

Oops, I see the spot with the dancing trousers coming on the TV. Gotta go. It's the best thing on.

Ken Nordine's voice is one of the finest in the world. He can move mountains with a word. And the best pieces are still those with the more eccentric settings, where he has allowed his fertile mind the freest rein.

Ken's compositions are about mundane everyday things like blisters, the alphabet, life and death and beyond to immortality. His greatest triumph is transforming the ordinary into the bizarre and wondrous. Describing what he does is pointless; it describes nothing. Ken Nordine defies it.

Ken's own studio in Chicago is where the record was cut. Like everything he has recorded, *Stare* is quirky and imaginative in recording techniques. It is very spacious with superb stereo and excellent clarity. And that voice that can move mountains with a word.

To call *Stare with Your Ears* a joy is to be too mild. Ken Nordine has been one of my greatest heroes ever since I was turned on to him through WDAS-FM's early progressive rock programming in Philadelphia fully a decade back. *Stare with Your Ears* is a godsend that I've hoped for for years. It is not as powerful as the old Word Jazz, alas, but what is? It is Ken Nordine doing what he likes and wants to do, and that's enough for me. I only hope it won't be 10 more years until his next album. He's first cousin to a national resource.

Oops, I see the spot with the dancing trousers coming on the TV. Gotta go. It's the best thing on.
The music of Keith Jarrett has grown progressively more varied over the years as he seeks to embody several often divergent disciplines. His popular solo piano excursions are free flights of spontaneous improvisation while his orchestral recordings, In the Light and Luminescence, offer a tightly controlled and executed insight. He's shown himself to be a grossly self-indulgent multi-instrumentalist and vocalist on the early Restoration Ruin (Vortex Records) and a daring experimentalist on his two-record set of impressionistic pipe organ improvitations, Hymn/Spheres (ECM).

But Jarrett's most documented and overlooked performing format is that of the quartet. His early '70s group of Charlie Haden, Paul Motian and Dewey Redmen was a model of provocative improvising and well-chronicled on several Impulse Records. With his move several years ago to the ECM stable, Jarrett began playing with several European musicians, and a group composed of Jan Garbarek on sax, Palle Danielsson on bass, and drummer Jon Christensen has become his most frequent collaborator. This group is well attuned to Jarrett's move towards a more classical form of improvisation.

In many regards this group is analogous to the Dave Brubeck quartets from the Blue Rondo and Take Five period. Like that group, Nude Ants' tunes are strongly melodic with a pervasive classical ambience and staleness Jarrett's own playing features more classical motifs than blues or jazz, and he uses these to channel the spontaneity of his avant-garde days into a more focused concept.

The 30-minute Oasis is highly structured with several movements and orchestrated crescendos. Jarrett blends an Asiatic aridness with Chopinesque delicacy. Garbarek's soprano whines like an Indian shenai as he builds his solos to swirling climaxes around the liquid drops of Jarrett's piano. Christensen proves to be the perfect textural drummer who shifts and sways in floating time rather than laying down a clearly demarcated pulse. Throughout the piece there is a sense of careful planning. Even though the solos are improvised they clearly follow a structure of climaxes and instrumental groupings.

Other songs on the discs show the same tendencies. Procession begins as a dirge that builds to heavily chorded rhapsodics from Jarrett. He settles into a minimalist four-note section while the tenor and bass play long phasing drones that culminate in a soaring Garbarek leap into the stratosphere. He comes down amidst a twinkling brightness of little percussion and ringing at the high end of the instruments.

There are some nods to his earlier quartets such as Innocence, which sounds like a lethargic version of De Drums. The bouncy bossa nova feel of New Dance is a bit forced, and the concluding Sunshine Song serves only as a flashy vehicle for some Jarrett pianistics.

Overall this album has the feel of consolidation of Jarrett's many influences over the last 15 years. His solos are channeled through a ringing romanticism and, in spite of accusations of egotism, Jarrett never sacrifices
the mood of a piece so that he can flash his chops. His role is a well-tuned funnel that locks in with his sensitive rhythm section and pushes Garbarek to some stunning torrents of sound.

The recorded sound is up to the usual ECM standards and for a live performance it is especially excellent.  

John Diliberto

Sound: A-  Performance: B+

Swinging The Blues: Little Willie Anderson  
B.O.B. 2701, stereo, $7.98.

If imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, then the late blues harp genius Little Walter Jacobs left a legacy in which his admirers can take continuing pride. His music has survived his death, living on in the work of scores of fellow harpmen like Little Willie Anderson, who's also known around Chicago as Little Walter Jr.

With Swinging The Blues Anderson pays tribute to his mentor in fine fashion. The album features a scattering of Walter's songs and original numbers solidly cast in a '50s Chicago mold, all performed by a band perfectly suited to the task.

Robert Jr. Lockwood, who was a major force in shaping Little Walter's arrangements, contributes jazz-inflected guitar runs that are closer to his '50s work than his more recent Trax recordings. Former Muddy Waters guitarist and popular session musician Sammy Lawhorn picks crisp, contemporary blues leads. Anderson blows throaty, amplified harp with obvious feeling for the material: He phrases his harp lines much like Walter (especially on the cumbersome chromatic harp) but without the stupefying dedication of a mindless imitator. Not surprisingly, however, he measures up short against the late virtuoso's irrepressible sense of swing and imagination.

At times the music reaches a level of excitement that could almost let it pass for an outtake from one of Walter's lesser sessions, despite a too conspicuous spontaneity that sounds suspiciously like insufficient rehearsal. The disc is more seriously handicapped by a grievous lack of presence that robs the music of much of its punch.

In Jazz Country: Max Morath  
Vanguard VSD 79418, stereo, $7.98.

Max Morath is not really a jazz pianist, but he is a devotee of ragtime, old-time songs and styles of the gutbucket jazz era. On this recent release, he tackles such tunes as 'Shine on Your Shoes, River Stay Away from My Door, Poor Katie Redd, Moon Country, and other songs, rags, and stomps from the early jazz period. His playing is skillful, if not always as rugged as one would hope for in a traditional jazz pianist. His accompanists — Dick Sudhalter, cornet; Johnny Mince, clarinet; Jack Gale, trombone; Sam Parkins, tenor; Vincent Giordano, baritone and tenor; Marty Groz, guitar, and Ron Trexler, drums — offer lively, spirited support and fine traditional jazz colorations. Morath contributes effervescent vocals on Sweet Emaline, Moon Country, and Temporary Baby and demonstrates some surprisingly effective stride on Eubie Blake's Poor Katie Redd. Vanguard, as always, offers us vivid, ultraclean sonics.

John Lissner

Sound: A  Performance: A
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Stan Kenton and His Orchestra
Volume I: 1941
Hindsight HSR 118, mono, $7.98.
Volume 2: 1941
Hindsight HSR 124, mono, $7.98.
Volume 3: 1943-44
Hindsight HSR 136, mono, $7.98.

Stan Kenton, who died last August in Los Angeles, was always a controversial jazz figure. While his multitude of fans were hysterically devoted to him and his music, many musicians and critics took a slightly jaundiced view. In his book, Treasury of Jazz, guitarist Eddie Condon wrote that “every Kenton record sounds as though Stan had signed on three hundred men for the date, and they were all on time.”

Indeed, many of the later Kenton bands took on an increasingly ponderous tone, featuring a library of grandiose, overstuffed arrangements. However, the Kenton bands showcased on these three Hindsight recordings, particularly the original 1941 orchestra, were loose-jointed, punching ensembles that featured a richly scored reed section. A Jimmy Lunceford influence was evident, not only in the reeds, but in the bristling, high-strung brass.

The early Kenton band featured such excellent musicians as Jack Ordean, a Willie Smith-influenced altoist who is heard on all three albums, leading the sax section on such lustrous pieces as Elegy, Opus in Pastels and Reed Rapture. Two other soloists of interest are the extroverted trumpeter Chico Alvarez, who blows his head off, and tenor saxist Red Dorris. The 1943-44 Kenton band included among its personnel the extraordinarily talented arranger-tenor saxist Dave Matthews and two other budding tenor talents, Stan Getz and Boots Mussulli. Of the three collections, this last is saturated with such World War II pop selections as Shoo Shoo Baby, Hit That Jive Jack, and Paper Doll. I Lost My Sugar in Salt Lake City is the weakest despite the throaty, swinging vocals of Anita O’Day.

The first two volumes, on the other hand, are full of consistently rousing instrumental selections like Tempo de Joe, Balboa Bash, Marvin’s Mumble, A Little Live for You, and Take Sixteen. These fast- and medium-tempo selections are played with bounce and vigor sustained by a lively rhythm section headed by bassist Howard Rumsey.

The three albums have been skilfully remastered from MacGregor radio transcriptions by label owner Wally Heider, who has brought the music vividly to life. Mr. Heider, one of the industry’s leading audio engineers, made his reputation recording rock groups like The Rolling Stones and The Grateful Dead, but big bands are his forte. His efforts are included on this set’s second LP.

King was also a wonderful blues singer, with a booming yet controlled voice that matched his football player-like physique, as shown by his scorching vocal on Have You Ever Loved a Woman. The song was later covered by Eric Clapton, who long expressed his admiration for one of his major influences. Also of special interest are King’s two duets with female vocalist Lulu Reed, neither of which were previously available.

Long-time King fans take note that Hide Away duplicates some cuts on Gusto’s Freddie King, a much better packaged set that features slightly stronger material, but contains 21 selections selling for the price of a single album. Pick up one or the other, since it’s well near impossible to claim an understanding of electric blues guitar without a familiarity with Freddie King.

Sound: A Performance: A+

Hide Away: Freddy King
Gusto GD-5033X(2), 2 discs, $7.98.

Legend has it that when Freddie King walked into a Chicago club, other guitarists would leave the stage rather than risk a direct musical confrontation with one of the town’s most talented bluesmen. True or not, such tales are just one sign of the great respect guitarist King commanded among his peers, just as his hit singles attested to his popularity among record buyers.

Although the late blues master recorded for a variety of labels, his reputation largely rests on the sides he cut in the early ’60s for the now defunct Federal of Cincinnati. Gusto has dipped into the Federal archives for a two-record set that combines a previously issued disc of some of King’s biggest 45s with a second disc of more obscure tracks that should interest collectors.

Included are such classics as Hide Away, which has become the ultimate blues band instrumental, much like Johnny B. Goode has always been a rallying cry for rock bands. The track also capsulizes King’s rhythmically supple handling of his material, which he coupled with outstanding technical virtuosity as he churned out a stream of blues guitar instrumentals with rarely flagging invention. Some of his less-er efforts are included on this set’s second LP.

King was also a wonderful blues singer, with a booming yet controlled voice that matched his football player-like physique, as shown by his scorching vocal on Have You Ever Loved A Woman. The song was later covered by Eric Clapton, who long expressed his admiration for one of his major influences. Also of special interest are King’s two duets with female vocalist Lulu Reed, neither of which were previously available.

Long-time King fans take note that Hide Away duplicates some cuts on Gusto’s Freddie King, a much better packaged set that features slightly stronger material, but contains 21 selections selling for the price of a single album. Pick up one or the other, since it’s well near impossible to claim an understanding of electric blues guitar without a familiarity with Freddie King.

Sound: B- Performance: B+

Blue and Lonesome: Little Walter Jacobs
Le Roi du Blues 33.2007, mono, $8.98.

Blue and Lonesome makes a strong case for the undiminished potency of ’50s Chicago blues while refueling the legend of Little Walter Jacobs, long the patron saint of blues harp players. Even if you’ve never followed the blues, the performances on this album are so compelling, so forceful, that given only a superficial listening it’s clear that something special is happening.
When Little Walter left the Muddy Waters band in 1952 (their joint efforts are still a touchstone for contemporary blues groups) he and his changing trio of topnotch sidemen forever altered the role of the harp in blues bands. Little Walter innovatively phrased his harp lines as though the small instrument were a saxophone, as he recorded sides uncredited for their breathtaking imaginitiveness, buoyant swing, and technical expertise.

So many of the late Walter's riffs have become familiar as a permanent part of the vocabulary of the blues that his genius is too often taken for granted. Blue and Lonesome contains material recorded during his prime for Chess Records but never heard by most blues fans, thus offering a unique opportunity for a fresh assessment of Walter's stunning talent. His legion of fans will be pleased to note that this collection of obscure 45s, unissued tracks, and alternate takes compares favorably with his best known work.

Walter was known as a perfectionist in the studio, so consequently these tracks boast not just a professional polish, but a rare creative interplay with some of the Windy City's finest guitarists: Robert Jr. Lockwood, Louis Myers, Luther Tucker, and even Muddy Waters himself.

Blue and Lonesome is one of three Little Walter retrospectives available on Le Roi du Blues, a small label that doesn't even list its address on its album jackets. This set is the best of the three and well worth tracking down in specialty shops.

Roy Greenberg

Sound: B+ Performance: A+

Tributaries: Richard Sussman
Inner City IC 1068, stereo, $7.98.
Lighter Than Air: Arn Evans & Tradewinds
Inner City IC 1074, stereo, $7.98.

The whole jazz/fusion area has been mined for all it is worth, especially in the more commercial areas. These records attempt to explore two different aspects of the music yet both fail to turn up anything new.

Richard Sussman is the more adventurous of the two. Tributaries features Sussman along with Andy Laverne as both musicians switch off between acoustic and electric pianos and synthesizers. Musicians such as Mike Oldfield, Paul Bley, Vangelis, and Herbie Hancock have successfully employed the textural interplay between acoustic and electric keyboards before. But Laverne and Sussman use the synthesizer as a one-dimensional instrument for monophonic soloing and note-bending. It's a limited territory that Jan Hammer exhausted on the first three Mahavishnu Orchestra albums. Their acoustic work is facile and undistinguished and leaves the fleet rhythms of drummer Bob Moses as the only real interest here.

Arn Evans and his quartet bring fusion into the cocktail lounges. His repertoire spans Latin rhythms, funk, and some of the most faceless ballads you're likely to hear anywhere with Evans doing the vocals. The playing is technically adept, but pointless and emotionally vacant.

Both groups seem to be searching for an identity of their own but come up as anonymous practitioners. Arn Evans dilutes his sources to a uniform blandness, and Sussman is prevented from breaking new ground by his adherence to old techniques.

Richard Sussman

Sound: B- Performance: C

Evans & Tradewinds

Sound: B- Performance: D

IF YOUR DISKS MATTER, PUT A DISK MAT ON YOUR PLATTER

Your records are probably very important to you. You spend a lot of time and money building your collection, and you want to hear all that they have to offer.
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Classical Reviews

Edward Tatnall Canby


An interesting thing has been happening these days in and around our college and university music schools: Hundreds of good American professional performers are just aching to get themselves on record—any record. For a good half century, most such professionals stuck to the old disdainful attitude towards recording, so neatly summed up by union man James Petrillo as canned music. But time moves on, and each succeeding generation has been a bit more appreciative of our audio art. Bound to happen among intelligent people, I say. So, as the benefits of ever-improving records began to sink into these minds, a lot of solo and chamber music players began looking for ways and means to get themselves down, and into a four-color LP record jacket. It figured. At first, the universities themselves tried starting up their own labels. Not a good idea. They don’t know enough about record making, and even if the local audio people did a good job, there was distribution—woefully inadequate. Most of these labels haven’t got very far by themselves.

Now—bonanza! Some of the wide-awake, smaller professional record labels have discovered this gold mine of material, waiting, so to speak, with tongues hanging out, a catalogue all set and ready to go. It makes for ideal team work. The music people provide the sonic input, the record labels do the production and distribution, each with the right know-how. An excellent idea and there’s only one danger—glut.

If I have one tuba record on hand, I have 20. There are trombone discs, trios, quartets, brass ensembles, horn, bassoon, by the dozens of each, enough to burn up the turntable. While the big record labels lately have skimped along with meagre releases or almost none, these little outfits blithely ship out vast boxes of discs to every reviewer in the country. It’s a phenomenon. And even more so is the generally superior audio quality which we find in these products. As I keep saying, the small labels are the leaders in the record field today.

The three records picked here are not necessarily typical of their respective labels but, rather, serve to show how easy it is to find abundant material even in the most specialized corners of music. If, for clarinet and piano, you read saxophone, flute, trumpet, it is the same. Of the three clarinet-and-piano teams, the most effective on record here is Golden Crest’s John Norton, with Gary Wolf as his pianist. He puts down a splendid, intense clarinet sound, even if the piano (excellent player) is a bit too far in the background. A lively and human performance of the long, turgidly Brahms-
like late Reger sonata and a spicy doing-up of Martinu, late-late Romantic a la Francaise in 1956.

The very young looking Richard Stoltzman is praised as a real genius and his clarinet technique on Desmar (dbx coded) is indeed phenomenal. But on this record at least, he is curiously deadpan. Everything sounds the same. Big, fine piano sound to go with him but the record is musically unconvincing, even with dbx coding.

On Crystal, which already has an enormous catalogue of similar recital recordings, John Russo and Lydia Walton Ignacio, husband and wife, play a mixed bag. In the early Mendelssohn she bubbles, he is timid; the music suffers the fate of much music by that composer, just dizzling along, vast numbers of notes and a passel of pat cliches. More could be done with it, I am sure. But on the reverse the early Reger, lighter and smoother than the big Op. 107, is played with a lot of excellent expression and I enjoyed it. This particular Crystal disc seems to have an inordinate number of noisy defects but that is not typical of the company's product and must have been just one of those things, i.e. gremlin department.

**Robert Davine, Accordion.** With the Lamont String Quartet, James Carroll, string bass. **Crystal S 106**, stereo, $7.98.

Classical accordion! Contemporary music too. Crystal's ever-flowing recital series even gets to the accordion, and this is a really enjoyable disc, beautifully recorded, a profusion of colorful works ranging from turn-of-the-century stylings to some quite modern stuff. There's tonal variety judiciously added, first by a group of solo strings (note the excellent sound of the string bass in the Pino Concertino, side 2) and then in duet between accordion and cello. All the works are worth hearing and I particularly liked the Pino and the Norman Lockwood (b. 1906).

Sound: A-Recording: A Surfaces: A-

**Eberley Sings Strauss.** Helen-Kay Eberley, Donald Isaak, piano. **Eb-Sko 1005**, stereo, $6.98.

Sixteen songs by Richard Strauss, and many of them fresh and new, merely through being unfamiliar. It isn't easy to review this husband and wife label because they insist on pushing their product by personal phone contact, even personal appearances, enough to annoy any reviewer, though maybe necessary to survive—who knows? But even so, I did try this one, and it is well worthwhile for anyone interested in voice or, more especially, in that remarkably long-lived vocal composer, old Strauss. The earliest songs here are from the 1860s, the latest, 1919, but the man lived on until the late 1940s and his Four Last Songs, with orchestra, are masterpieces. Listening to 16 of these in a row, one comes to realize that not only was Strauss first of all an opera composer, but he was also very much a great song writer, following directly after Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, Hugo Wolf, in the grand German tradition.

Helen Eberly, as I once said in an earlier review, has a Strauss-type voice, powerful sweet and very high. She sings everything that way, and some of her music is not good for this reason—but Strauss, yes. Very few singers outside the immediate European tradition, mainly Germany and Austria, can do these songs real justice. Eberly is not quite among the very top, from Lotte Lehmann to Elizabeth Schwarzkopf, Lisa Della Casa and others, but she comes hearteningly close, perhaps lacking only the longer line, the follow-through, that the best of these command. In this record there is also a lack of diction, perhaps because the language is not her native one; but it also could be in part a trick of the microphone. She is placed rather distantly, and for once—so rare—I feel a...
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need to get her up a bit closer! Usually it's the other way around. Those who dislike powerful close-up voices, bellowing in their ears from the loudspeakers, need have no fear of this recording.

An unusual item here is a group of three songs from the Opera Hamlet of 1919, as sung by the mad Ophelia. I had never even heard of the opera, let alone the songs. They run us straight into the old Ophelia problem of the original play—how does one portray Ophelia's madness? No problem with the Strauss accompaniment; it is ominously mad in the manner of Salome looking at the head of John the Baptist in the Strauss opera of years before. As for the voice, singing the German version of Ophelia's mad words, Miss Eberley puts on a little-girl-tone, rather startling if you haven't been following the program notes. As good as anything else, I guess! Interesting.

Sound: A- Recording: B- Surfaces: A-


Vivace isn't listed yet in Schwann and there are some technical signs of opening jitters, so to speak, in this premiere release—no matter. The record is well worth the attention of those who go for Brahms and, especially, who try to play him on their own pianos (as plenty do).

Daniel Graham makes a fine, bold Brahms man, accurate and non-smudgy (Brahms is easy to smudge up with the pedal) but full of fire. Obvously he has the intelligence not to be afraid of an all-out specialty like this; most performers take on the flashier, more finger-displaying composers for their recordings. What is interesting here, too, is the complete performance of the seven pieces in Op. 116. Most pianists sample Brahms here and there, from different sets of works. Opus 116 is the passionate but tume-scent, late Brahms, very thick music—Graham lubricates it beautifully. And, to complement Op. 116, he drives the early and brilliant Handel Variations (by a beardless Brahms whose picture is on the cover) straight through for 25 minutes of cumulative impact ending with the big fugue.

Technically, side 1, containing the Variations, is cut with unusually shallow grooves—my extra-light arm skittered straight across on the first play. Reason obvious: 25 minutes of straight piano with the loudest cut at the final grooves. Try that on your cutting lathe. On this side the piano is a bit bangy and punchy, the bass slightly thin; on side 2 the sound seems fuller and more suave, just possibly a different recording circumstance, and with more groove leeway. All in all, not a bad job, with excellent pressing to help.

Sound: B/B+ Recording: B+ Surfaces:A-


A collection of “night music” by four composers, two out of the Baroque and the other two from the late 18th century, in each pair one well-known work and the other unfamiliar. Nice symmetry! Also, very nice playing. After so much American and Japanese music making on recent digital/audiophile discs, it is worth noting that classic European music still gets played best by the Europeans whose natural heritage it is. That's what we have here, the performers ranging from Irish to Swiss.

Those who know the familiar Vivaldi Four Seasons will find his La Notte concerto quite fascinating, for it is another working-out of material also heard in that work, under “autumn” — i.e. the approaching night among the seasons. Galway's flute is superb, less flashy than Rampali's and better integrated with the orchestra. Heinrich Biber was an earlier Austrian Baroque composer and trickster with the fiddle whose music has a singular purity and charm. He's beginning to get around and rightly. In the middle of his night serenade the bass voice of a night watchman is unexpectedly heard, a bit of descriptive music. Not well managed here—it should be in the background but, instead, this enormous bass sings close-up, like a huge Hans Sachs out of Wagner. Unimaginative production.

On side 2 the familiar Mozart serenade gets an excellent and accurately casual performance in contrast to too many stunted versions by those who have to ham up the little piece. These people just play it, and correctly. As for Boccherini, who was once ineptly subtitled “the wife of Haydn” (he does sound somewhat like Haydn), this Quintettino, out of zillions of his many Quintets, etc., does indeed give us a mildly Spanish impression (like D.
Scarlatti, he lived in Spain). It is a pastiche of local melodies as heard in the streets during the 18th century, which was a bit before Carmen and her bull ring.

A nicely recorded sound, well nixed (that bass solo aside), but there are noticeable groove echoes here and there.

**Sound**: B+ **Recording**: A- **Surfaces**: B+

**Johannes Ockeghem, Prince of Music**

Capella Nova. Richard Taruskin. Musical Heritage Society MHS 4026, stereo. (Mail order: 14 Park Road, Tinton Falls, New Jersey 07724.)

A very unusual choral recording here from a source of recorded music that, being wholly mail-order, is too often ignored by those in the hi-fi and music listening area — MHS offers an immense and impressive catalogue like a whole mini-Schwann unto itself, though not listed in Schwann because they're not available in record shops. Every so often I get hold of one of these and have seldom been disappointed in any way.

Ockeghem, who died just before 1500, was one of those absolutely first-rank artists who in our recent musical eras simply did not exist, lost in the comprehending mists of time. We continue moving backwards, to bring back more and more of these past great musicians of our Western culture, understanding, at last, that "progress" is not always upwards in our world and that men of 500 years ago were exactly as capable of genius as are we today — and were 15,000 years back when the cave-painting artists flourished.

Richard Taruskin is the right man for Ockeghem, a dynamic, intensely magnetic young conductor with precisely the right background, ability and resources (Columbia University) to make of this relatively old music a living thing, performed with professional exactitude and yet with enormous emotional intensity. You may find it strange music at first, but you cannot be bored unless you don't listen.

The bulk of the record, sung without instruments (an interesting new Taruskin theory for this period, in contrast to the current "in" use of old instruments in virtually all old music) is a Mass, Missa Prolationem, in the traditional five segments; a rich and "instrumental" texture of sonics though perhaps composed for voices alone, very unlike later so-called polyphonic music of the 16th century, the "Golden Age of Polyphony" — a misguided term, since after all any age is Golden if you think it is. (In my student times, Ockeghem still belonged in the age of "mathematical" music, which was supposed to be unexpressive and merely technical, thus incomprehensible to the modern ear trained in "expressive" music).

A tremendous plus in this performance is the blend, and the lack of any vibrato in the voices, which sound almost like strings in their outgoing purity. A slight minus, for my ear, is a too-great tendency towards swelling-up and dying-away, a choral mannerism that is plenty effective but not necessarily out of the 15th century — more likely a faint leftover of our recent 19th-century habit of Romanticism. If Dr. Taruskin firmly states that this IS the way people sang in those days, I cannot argue, I would not know. If it is simply an intuitive, artistic expression on his part, I must be all for it — more power to intuition I say, if it comes from such an original and powerful musical mind as Richard Taruskin's! You'll like it.

Really gorgeous recording, analog or no-analog, precisely right in its luminously distant effect for this church music. And the MHS surfaces too are excellent. Look out, audiophile recording people, THIS is what you must keep ahead of.

---
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make us your one-stop audio bargain place. Some of the lines 
that we offer include ADVENT, AR, ADCOM, BOSE, DIXON, 
ESL, HAFLER, Harman, KARDON, INFINITY, MITSU-
BISHI, NAD, NIKKO, ONKYO, PHASE LINEAR, SAE, TAN-
BERG, THORENS and many many more. As an added service 
to our customers, we also offer video equipment (including 
many of the Large-screen TVs, etc.) and even a new “wir-
ness” extension telephone for less than $200.00. (sugg. retail 
$560.00). Just call us at (212) 254-3125 for additional prices 
or information, or send $2.00 for our current brochure to: 
DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD., P.O. Box 841, Cooper Station, NY 
10027. Shop with us by phone with your VISA or M/C. No 
sales tax charged to out-of-state customers!!

A BETTER DEAL!
RETAIL PRICING SLIGHTLY ABOVE WHOLESALE. AUDIO/V 
VIDEO COMPONENTS AND TAPES. MC/VISA. BAL BOX 
248A, HOWARD BEACH, N.Y. 11414. NEW HOURS. M-F 4- 
8 EST (212) 845-2861.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES

BUSINESS ADS: For Sale, Help Wanted, Services, Busi-
ness Opportunities. Tape Recordings, etc. etc. $5.25 per 
line. First line set in bold face type at no extra charge. 
Extra lines $9.60 per line. One point ruled box, extra 
charge $3.00. Full payment must accompany order.

NON BUSINESS ADS: Situations Wanted, used equip-
ment for sale by private individuals $3.50 per line. First 
line set in bold face type at no extra charge. Extra lines 
set in bold face type $7.00 per line. Full payment must 
accompany order.

FREQUENCY DISCOUNT-3 times, less 10%, 6 times, 
less 15%, 12 times, less 20%. (line copy ads only)

DEADLINE: 1st of two preceding months. (Dec. 1 for 
Feb. issue.)

BLIND ADS: Box numbers may be used at $5.00 extra 
for handling and postage.

GENERAL INFORMATION Ad copy must be typewritten 
or printed legibly and received on or before the 1st of the 
month, two months preceding the cover date. Display 
advertisers must make a space reservation on or before the 
closing date, material (Camera Ready Only) may fol-
low by the 10th. The Publisher, in his sole discretion, 
reserves the right to reject any ad copy he deems inap-
propriate. All advertisers must supply: Complete name, 
Company name, Street address (P.O. Box is insufficient), 
and telephone number before ads can be published. 
Classified ads are not acknowledged and do not carry 
Reader Service Card Numbers. Frequency contracts not 
fulfilled will be short rated accordingly. Ads submitted 
for a 3 time frequency or less are unchanged. Classi-
fied ads are payable in advance (Sorry, we can not ac-
cept credit cards.). Additional information available upon 
request. Contact: Catherine Paduano, Advertising Coor-
ninator, 1515 Broadway, NYC 10036 . . . Direct Dial 
(212) 975-7530.

MAIL ORDER AND DISPLAY CLASSIFIED RATE

1 col x 1" $150
1 col x 2" $225
1 col x 3" $300
2 col x 1" $225
2 col x 2" $395

Advertiser must supply complete film negative ready for 
printing for display ads.

THE AUDIO ADVOCATE

SME  Conrad-Johnson
Polk  Keith Monks
Gale  Nakamichi
Cizek  Acoustast
Supex  LS3/5A
Ariston  Onkyo
Magnepan  Hafler
Apt Holman  Grado
Fulton Cable  Rega
Audio Research  ADC

505 Millburn, Avenue  Millburn, N.J.
(201) 467-8988

LEGENDS MOVE AND GROW.

Chestnut Hill Audio has moved and grown. We now represent Audionics, Bowers & Wilkins, Bryston, Cotter, DCM, Denon, Fidelity Research, Grace, Grado, Hafler, Hegemon, Impulse, Janis, JR149, Linn Sondek, Lexicon, Marcof, Precedent, Quad, Rappaport, Revox, Rogers, Sequerra, Snell Acoustics, Sony/Pro, Spendor, Symdex, Symmetry, TVA, Tandberg, Tangent, Technics/Pro, Theta, Threshold and Vandersteen. All of these legends at 311 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19106. (215) 923-3035.

CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO LTD.
A significant new loudspeaker that will appeal to both beginners and audio purists alike.

Inception Audio Ltd.,
21 Progress Avenue,
Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada, M1P 4SB
Tel. (416) 298-3434

FOR SALE

**ANNOUNCING - PHOENIX AZ AUDIOPHILES**

* AUDIRE amps, preamps, POCO headamp
* AUDIO - PRO subwoofers (light, authoritative bottom)
* DENON cartridges, turntables, electronics
* FULTON cable, records
* GRACE tonearms, cartridges
* HAEFLER amps, preamps (best buy)
* HEGEMANN HAPI II (reference preamp)
* KEITH MONKS record cleaning
* 3D ACOUSTICS satellite/subwoofer system
* LS 3/5A (reference monitors)
* MONSTER CABLE
* SHAHINIAN OBEISI (the invisible speaker)
* VANDERSTEEN 2A (purist's delight)

**SUPER VALUE!**

The best values in Audiophile equipment are HERE!!!

SHipped U.S.A. THE LISTENING POST (602) 976-1250 by appt. TEMPE AZ

**ANOTHER AUDIOPHILE PUBLICATION?**

AUDIO UPDATE is published ON TIME. This bi-monthly includes modifications construction projects, improvement methods, data available, new and old. It's provocative, informative, and a MUST if you enjoy audio. Annual: $12.00 USA/Canada, $14.00 elsewhere. MasterCharge/Visa welcome. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888 Clairmont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123. (714) 278-3310.

**THE BEST VALUES IN AUDIOPHILE EQUIPMENT ARE HERE!!**

AMPEX, MAXELL, TDK, FUJI, BASF at tremendous savings.

LITERATURE 50c. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A, Huntington, N.Y. 11740.

**WE SHIP ANYWHERE (A.E., M.C., VISA ACCEPTED)**

sound@huntington.com

**AMBIENCE DECODER FOR REAR CHANNELS**, $149.95.

**ANOTHER AUDIOPHILE RECOMMENDATION!**

AMPLIFIER for 2x2907 with a GRACE tonearm! Impossible you say? Call or write: HCM Audio, P.O. Box 2025, Chico, CA 95927. (916) 343-0558.

**ANTI-SKATING for AR TURNABLES!!** Proven counterweight design of nickel steel & aluminum construction. Install yourself in minutes. $7.95 postpaid. (Dealer inquiries invited.)

EDWARD INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 1807, Portsmouth, N.H. 03801.
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**WHAT? ... ANOTHER 'HIGHER END' AUDIOPHILE CULTIST MAGAZINE?**

Well ... Yes ... and No.

YES, we are publishing a new audio periodical, but NO, it will not be another cultish oriented magazine! The staff of AUDIO ALTERNATIVES will direct its attention and effort toward the great majority of audio and music enthusiasts who have become increasingly disenfranchised with the purist approach adopted by other 'quarterly?' publications. Although we will test and review all audio components, regardless of price, WE WILL NOT attempt to assemble a $20-30,000 hybrid 'Reference System' by which we will judge the sonic virtues of our tested components. Instead, WE WILL evaluate all tested components within several high quality systems representing different price points within the audio market place, focusing on those components which represent sound, sonic alternatives to those affordable by only a few, NOR, will we be another 'component of the month club,' switching our opinions and recommended components everytime something new and 'hot' comes out. Glorifying a component in one issue and then drastically degrading its stature, or dropping it altogether in subsequent issues seems ludicrous to us. What's good is good! (But if it's bad we'll tell you!) WE WILL BE QUARTERLY! ... We know we've heard that before (so why should you believe us?). But, we have taken steps to promote (if not guarantee) our promptness. We have made a contractual agreement with our printer to deliver our final manuscript to him during four predetermined intervals during the year. If we don't, WE will have to pay him a substantial monetary penalty! So, give us a chance to prove ourselves. You won't be disappointed. Subscribe now! $18.00/yr.

**ISSUE 1: REVIEWS & PREVIEWS:**

ARC D-79, JANIS bass system, CONRAD-JOHNSON preamp (reviewed), BELLES class A amp, HAEFLER amp and preamp, CARVER preamp, ACOUSTICOM amp, ACCUSTAT (review), BEVERIDGE preamp, MAGNEPAN MG-15 POLK 7 s, DAHLQUIST DQ-10 (retrospective), SUPERX, GRADO & DENON cartridges, and MORE.

**AUDIO ALTERNATIVES**, P.O. BOX 466, MIDLOTHIAN, VIRGINIA 23113

**MIRAGE SM-1**

AUDIOTECHNICA, CARVER, A.D.C.

What is the address of the publication named American Radio History? It is located at 21 Progress Avenue, Buffalo, NY 14210.
FOR SALE

**FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS**

State-of-the-art sound. Try our prize! Fast, free shipping. READ BROIS. STEREOS, 593 King St., Charleston, S.C. 29403. (803)723-7276. Also Halper. PS Audio, NAD. Carver, more.

**GOLDMUND**

after the extraordinary GOLDMUND T3, the $2400 straight-line tonearm, now considered worldwide as the best tonearm available. GOLDMUND is now presenting the GOLDMUND Studio Turntable, the best sounding to fit the GOLDMUND T3 or the best pivoting tonearms. It costs $2000. And just out, the GOLDMUND Classique preamp is $2400. If you find a better preamp, buy it! Only available by selected dealers. Write to:

M BR ELECTRONICS US CORP
One World Trade Center, Suite 1913, NY 10048

**GRACE & SUPEX**

We offer the Grace 707MK2 (Linn Mods too), 704, F9 -E, F8 -L

**HAFLER**

amps and preamps in stock at Audio Consultants. 1014 Davis Street, Evanston, Ill. 60201 (312)864-9565. 757 North Milwaukee Avenue, Libertyville, Ill. 60048 (312)362-5594.

**GONZIA WIRE**

is 12 gauge, twisted, SAFE speaker wire $1.00. Audio House, 4304 Bayran, Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473. 313-665-8639.

**HAFLER HEADQUARTERS IN CANTON, OHIO**

- The Listening Room, 1807 Cleveland Ave. NW. (216)852-6335.
- HIGH END Discounts. Send SASE and best pricing to: Box 180909, Seattle, WA 98118.
- **WANTED!** Classified Advertisers For Audio
  - it works
  - it's inexpensive
  - it sells
  - Send your ad today to:
  - Audio Classified
  - 1515 Broadway
  - New York, N.Y. 10036
FOR SALE

AUDIO EXCELLENCE IN N.E. PENNA!

AUDIO HOUSE - FLINT MICH

Mordant Short
Conrad-Johnson Audio Linear
Rogers LS3-15A
Adcom
M&K S1 + VW
Symmetry
Sound Lab
DB Systems
Leach LSR + D
Audio Pro
Amber Thea

TMA Record Cleaning machine $599. Record sleeves 100 for $25. oppd. 4304 Bryan Dr., Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473 (313) 655-8639 by appointment.

AUDIO LTD.
in Champaign, Illinois

Audio Research KEF 3D Acoustics
David Hafler WIN Apature
Dynavector Rea Charger
JVC Pro Grace Supex
Quad Oracle Snell
and more. 115 N. Walnut, 61820 (217)359-3774.

AUDIONICS-BA-150
This analog digital hybrid (Class A solid state input tube output) amplifier offers the musical performance of the best tube and solid state designs. The BA-150 represents a new state of the art. It is superb on both dynamic and electrostatic tube and solid state designs. The BA-150 offers the musical performance of the best put) amplifier offers the musical performance of the best.

AUDIONIC = VALUE
Audionics continues to stand the test of time as a cost effective product. If you are new to high end audio or an old audiophile, consider a product that you will want to keep. Audionics BA-150, CC-2 amps, RS-1 and BT-2 pre amps and the LX-1 Turntable. FREE shipping and advise from Audio House, 4304 Bryan Dr., Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473 (313) 655-8639 by appointment.

AUDIO RESEARCH D100A
Stock or modified to sonically equal D100B. Stock #505. (513) 548-5408.

AUDIO RESEARCH-D350 POWER AMP MINT - $2,000 firm
(319) 393.7620 after 5 p.m.


AUDIO RESEARCH DEMONSTRATOR CLEARANCE SALE
D52B (2) ........................................................ $725.00 ea.
D100B (2) ...................................................... $537.00 ea.
D1100 (1) ..................................................... $1650.00
D3500 (1) ..................................................... $2100.00
Prices are firm and sales are final. Purchaser liable for shipping charges.

SOUND COMPONENTS INC.
2710 Ponce De Leon
Coral Gables, FL 33134
(305) 446-1659


A-Z SELECTION OF STEREO-ESOTERIC COMPONENTS
at Wholesale. Free catalog. Audio Unlimited, 1798 Technology Drive, San Jose, CA 95110. (408) 279-0122. 1.6 M.Th.

FOR SALE

BASS MINT SUBWOOFER
This incredibly accurate yet reasonably priced subwoofer is available only at Q/LC Audio. Call or write for more information on this truly remarkable product. Q/LC Audio, 1006 Berkshire Road, Dayton, OH 45419 (513) 298-9330, (513) 293-7287. Dealer inquiries welcome.

BEATTY STEREO MIDWEST (K.C., MO)
SUPER EQUIPMENT, SERVICE & FREE SHIPPING
Preampl: Dayton-Wright SPA Regular $1550, used $976
Power Amps: ARC D100B (1) $1550, Demo now $799
Quad 405 Reg. $675, Demo now $358
Stax DA80 Reg. $1300, Demo now $849
Tuner: Sequerra Ultra Fine Reg. $3600, Demo now $2495
Recorder: Reva A700 Reg. $3149, Demo now $2295
Also many other superior products inc. Amber, B & W, Dahquist, Denon, Lux, Magneplanar, Rogers.

FREE Shipping, insured anywhere in continental U.S. 1616 W. 43rd St., Kansas City, MO 64111 (816) 531-3199.

Big, Safe, Twisted #12 Gauge Gnoza Speaker Wire $40 per 100 ft., Keith Monks Record Sleeves 100 for $25. FREE shipping. COD O.K. Sample $1.00. Audio House, 4304 Bray-an Dr, Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473 (313) 655-8639.

B&O M-70's+STANDS, MINT $400; (317)946-5306.

B & O USES "ANY" CARTRIDGE with standard mounting
per 100 ft., Keith Monks Record Sleeves 100 for $25. FREE shipping. COD O.K. Sample $1.00. Audio House, 4304 Bray-an Dr, Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473 (313) 655-8639.

FOR SALE

COMMONWEALTH LOUDSPEAKERS
Fine quality loudspeakers also drive units, walnut veneer cabinets, air core inductors, mylar capacitors, crossover networks. Choose from famous manufacturers like: Decca, Coles, Dalesford, Richard Allan, Jordan, Schackman, Radford, and more. Send $3.00 for design, reprints, plans and catalog (refundable with first purchase.). COMMONWEALTH ELECTRONICS, 300 N. Allen, Pasadena, CA 91106. (213) 793-5184.

"STATE OF THE ART"
IN STOCK ALWAYS!

M & K
Audionics
Dahquist
Nakamichi
Denon
Polk Audio
Grado
Quad
Magnepan
R.H. Labs
Mitsubishi
Yamaha
Audio Research

SHIPPED PREPAID ANYWHERE IN U.S.

TRADE-INS WELCOME.

HAWTHORNE STUDIO
5608SWCanyonPl. Portland,OR97225

CLOSED to the Source

Musicality. Liquidity. Harmonic integrity. Design qualities we are committed to in getting closer to the source. Write for information on our Vacuum Tube Preamplifier and Power Amplifier.
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STEREO BUYER'S GUIDE
A MUST for the first time buyer
Just as valuable to the person upgrading
SAVE MONEY — BUY BETTER — ADVISE YOUR FRIENDS
For more FREE information, Write SEMCO, Dept. A, P.O.
Box 62, Lancaster, PA 17603

THE BOSTON AUDIO SOCIETY INVITES YOU to join and
receive the monthly B.A.S. SPEAKER with reviews, debates,
scientific analyses, summaries of lectures by major engi-
neers. The BAS was the first to publish info on TIM, effects of
capacitors, tonearm damping, tuner IM dist., Holman's and
Carver's designs, etc. Sample issue $1, sub. $12/yr. P.O. Box
7, Boston, MA 02215

WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE

ATTENTION! I WANT MCINTOSH C22, MC 275, MC 240,
3500. Mi-3, Mph-4, MARANTZ TC, 8, 9, 10B; McINTOSH C-
9695.1856.
I COLLECT McIntosh and Marantz tube equipment. (713)
Cmerce St., LA, CA 90035.
MARANTZ MODELS 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9; McIntosh C-
9940. Jazz and classical music recordings from Europe and Ja-
pa. Labels include: Propritus, Lyricon and Opus 3, from Swed-
gen, Mark Levinson, Astree, and Sarastro from France, Ac-
cent of Belgium, Merlin and Nimbus from England, Philips
RCA, East Wind Three Blind Mice, and Audio Lab from Japan.
Analogue and direct-to-disc. Pure vinyl vinyl pressings, beauti-
fully packaged Send one dollar for catalog, and a one-dollar-
of-the-month coupon to: AudioSource, 1185 Chess Dr., Foster City, CA
94404.

FOR SALE: McIntosh and Marantz tube equipment. Send for
brochure to: AudioSource, 1185 Chess Dr., Foster City, CA
94404.

WANTED - SCHEMATICS FOR HADLEY 621 PREAMP
Leo Olszy 203-429-7331 after 7 p.m.

RECORDS

DIRECT TO DISC AND DIGITAL RECORDINGS: All labels at
low prices. Telearc, Discwasher, Audio-Technica, Sheffield,
Denon PCM, Crystal Clear, Mobile Fidelity Labs... WE HAVE
THEM ALL! (and more!) Send for FREE price list and
Newsletter or $2.00 for descriptive cataloge DiSConnection,
P.O. Box 10705 Tampa Fl 33679.

Jazz and classical music recordings from Europe and Ja-
pa. Labels include: Propritus, Lyricon and Opus 3, from Swed-
gen, Mark Levinson, Astree, and Sarastro from France, Ac-
cent of Belgium, Merlin and Nimbus from England, Philips
RCA, East Wind Three Blind Mice, and Audio Lab from Japan.
Analogue and direct-to-disc. Pure vinyl vinyl pressings, beauti-
fully packaged Send one dollar for catalog, and a one-dollar-
of-the-month coupon to: AudioSource, 1185 Chess Dr., Foster City, CA
94404.

"RECORD JEWELRY. Take old, torn, LP jackets with
clean, glossy, pure white or black jackets. Plastic lined inner
sleeves, 78 sleeves, opera boxes. Free catalog. CABICO A6,
Box 8212, Columbus, Ohio 43201."

RECORDS

FREE SOUNDTRACKS & CASTS CATALOGO! Personalities!
ST/DC Valuebook: $4. RSTA 711 W. 17th G-I Costa Mesa,
CA 92627.

SPEAKERS

ELECTRO-VOICE INTERFACE and SENTRY SPEAKER SYST-
EMS, RAW SPEAKERS, AND PRO-MUSIC PRODUCTS. IM-
PRESSIVE DISCOUNTS. PROMPT DELIVERY TO ALL U S A

VENUE SPEAKER CABINETS Hartford Walnut Speaker
Cabinets with grill. Routed or unrouterd, front baffles, or com-
plete SPEAKER KITS. Send $1.00 for complete brochure.
KUSTOMIZED SPEAKER SYSTEMS, 260-A, GLENN CIR-
CLE, LOWELL, TN 37849. (615) 945-1318 after 6 P.M.

SPEAKERS, PARTS TO BUILD superb systems. Send dollar
($)1 for list to: ACL Box 5246, Willowick, Ohio 44094.

TANNYO CHEVIO, DEVON SPEAKER SYSTEMS 212-438
5714.

WORLDS GREATEST SPEAKER KITS, KTS. P.O. Box
12242, Jacksonville, FL 32209.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

CABLE FM BROADCAST STATION. Unique no investment/
experience business makes money! Others work for you! Free
Details "CAFM," Box 130-N3, Paradise, CA 95959

CAMPUS REPRESENTIVES earn commissions, start a ca-
reer selling Hi Fi equipment on campus. Large national firm.
Call toll free 1-800-638-8806 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

STEREO SALESMEN sell name brands to friends and co-
workers, good commissions, free training. Call toll free 1-800-
638-8806 or 1-301-488-9600 Mr. Murray or Mr. Krizman.
Want money? Hate hard work? Lazy way to big money.
Clever plan $2.00 (Refundable) Noble, Box 10033, Houston,
TX, 77206.

OLDIES — Original reprints (45's) over 4000 to choose from.
$1.45 ea., send $2 for catalog to order: ALARM RECORDS,
P.O. Box 323, Commock, NY 11725.

Now in Fort Lauderdale...
State of the art components for the audio perfectionist and serious listener.

Audio Research • Acoustal • Denon • B & W • Armstrong • Chartwell • Lux
Tangent • Polk • GAS • Conrad Johnson • Audire • Ariston • Connoisseur
ADC • Grace • Supex • Grado • Golding • DB Systems • Quatre • Stax
Theta • Plasmatronics • Transcriptors • Dynavector • Vandersteen
Complete selection of direct to disc recordings.

A Banana Plug Is Not For Audio!

The Fulton Audio Connector (Pat. Pend.)

It's hard-to-draw electrons, from computers, and can take 50% of the
music. This is a gold-plated, high-mass solid copper device which
transfers maximum power without being frequency-selective. Standard equipment on HiFi's $2200 IRS
speaker, DC to 300 kc, zero phase-shift at rated music power, 2.5 oz. Sin <.001% line record power to 500 music
rated watts. $25.98 per pc. (p-30.080 ew 11.05 mw $45.00)
 sa. pplt Mgmt, write for bulk pricing. F4400 Brussel St.,
Min., MN 55407

RECORDS

FREE SOUNDTRACKS & CASTS CATALOGO! Personalities!
ST/DC Valuebook: $4. RSTA 711 W. 17th G-I Costa Mesa,
CA 92627.

SPEAKERS

ELECTRO-VOICE INTERFACE and SENTRY SPEAKER SYST-
EMS, RAW SPEAKERS, AND PRO-MUSIC PRODUCTS. IM-
PRESSIVE DISCOUNTS. PROMPT DELIVERY TO ALL U S A

VENUE SPEAKER CABINETS Hartford Walnut Speaker
Cabinets with grill. Routed or unrouterd, front baffles, or com-
plete SPEAKER KITS. Send $1.00 for complete brochure.
KUSTOMIZED SPEAKER SYSTEMS, 260-A, GLENN CIR-
CLE, LOWELL, TN 37849. (615) 945-1318 after 6 P.M.

SPEAKERS, PARTS TO BUILD superb systems. Send dollar
($)1 for list to: ACL Box 5246, Willowick, Ohio 44094.

TANNYO CHEVIO, DEVON SPEAKER SYSTEMS 212-438
5714.

WORLDS GREATEST SPEAKER KITS, KTS. P.O. Box
12242, Jacksonville, FL 32209.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

CABLE FM BROADCAST STATION. Unique no investment/
experience business makes money! Others work for you! Free
Details "CAFM," Box 130-N3, Paradise, CA 95959

CAMPUS REPRESENTIVES earn commissions, start a ca-
reer selling Hi Fi equipment on campus. Large national firm.
Call toll free 1-800-638-8806 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

STEREO SALESMEN sell name brands to friends and co-
workers, good commissions, free training. Call toll free 1-800-
638-8806 or 1-301-488-9600 Mr. Murray or Mr. Krizman.
Want money? Hate hard work? Lazy way to big money.
Clever plan $2.00 (Refundable) Noble, Box 10033, Houston,
TX, 77206.

OLDIES — Original reprints (45's) over 4000 to choose from.
$1.45 ea., send $2 for catalog to order: ALARM RECORDS,
P.O. Box 323, Commock, NY 11725.

Now in Fort Lauderdale...
State of the art components for the audio perfectionist and serious listener.

Audio Research • Acoustal • Denon • B & W • Armstrong • Chartwell • Lux
Tangent • Polk • GAS • Conrad Johnson • Audire • Ariston • Connoisseur
ADC • Grace • Supex • Grado • Golding • DB Systems • Quatre • Stax
Theta • Plasmatronics • Transcriptors • Dynavector • Vandersteen
Complete selection of direct to disc recordings.

A Banana Plug Is Not For Audio!

The Fulton Audio Connector (Pat. Pend.)

It's hard-to-draw electrons, from computers, and can take 50% of the
music. This is a gold-plated, high-mass solid copper device which
transfers maximum power without being frequency-selective. Standard equipment on HiFi's $2200 IRS
speaker, DC to 300 kc, zero phase-shift at rated music power, 2.5 oz. Sin <.001% line record power to 500 music
rated watts. $25.98 per pc. (p-30.080 ew 11.05 mw $45.00)
 sa. pplt Mgmt, write for bulk pricing. F4400 Brussel St.,
Min., MN 55407
Connecticut’s Progressive Audio Store
Acoustat / ADS / ADS Pro / Apt-Holman / Audionics / Audio Pro / Bryston / Carver / Conrad-Johnson / M.A. Cotter / Dahlquist / Denon / DCM / Dynavector / Grace / Haller / JVC Laboratory / KEF / Magnepan / Marcel / Mirage / M&K / NAD / Nakamichi / Oracle / Pyramid / RH Labs / Signet / Supex / Syndex / Vandersteen / Win Labs / Yamaha

400 titles of direct-digital discs. Audiophile accessories. Keith Monks record cleaning. All shipments prepaid and insured.

105 whitney ave., new haven, ct 06511 203-777-1750 m-w 10-6 th&f 10-8 sa 10-5 mcvisaamex

Bob Heenan Sells Great Used Equipment
Sound Advice
Box 782
Brookline Village
MA 02147

AR
dbx
KLH
Bose
Advent
McIntosh
Apt/Holman
Bang & Olufsen
Audio Research

GAS
Magneplanar
QUAD ESL
Dynaco
Bryson
LS5/5A
Hafler
II
DB

Equipment bought, sold traded & brokered
(617) 969-2727

perfectionist audio ltd.
The only exclusively “high end” audio salon in Central Pennsylvania. We have been serving our clients for more than half a decade.

Audire, Bedini, Cotter, Denon, Dynavector, Electrocompaniet, Fidelity Research, Goldmund, Grace, Gravyno, Linear, Linn Isobarik, Linn Sondek, Marcel, Mirage, Montavant-Short, MIT, NAD, Naim, Nytech, Oracle, Perspective, PS Audio, Quad, QMI, Rega, Scheiber, Sennheiser, Spica, Stax, Supex, Thiel, Theta, Trilogy, Vandersteen
All demonstrations by private appointment. Mail orders are a specialty. Prompt delivery with prepaid shipping and insurance.

Perfectionist Audio Ltd.
P.O. Box 250, Pleasant Gap, Pennsylvania 16823
Telephone: (814) 359-3007 and (814) 238-4071

If free field or reverberant data STILL cannot detect the difference between the timbre of a violin, or clarinet, imagine how useless the data concerning two different loudspeakers is! How loud and clean a loudspeaker can play a given note, relative to other notes in the musical spectrum, is the absolute limit of what current measurement technology can reveal as to the performance of that given speaker as compared to other speakers. Knowing HOW a loudspeaker sounds would appear to be MORE desirable, and for that you will have to consult you’re own board computer, the brain; attached to your inboard microphones, your ears. Of course they won’t yield a computer print out. (But don’t fret; Stradivarius used the same crude tools and seems to have done quite well) The point is: Our specifications and technology are about as useless as anyone else’s. The pursuit of timbre resolution is our proceural “march to a different drummer”. ...Lend our drums an ear. We think they are quite good. ... our clarinets, violins, trombones, pianos, sopranos, etc. are not that bad either. While the goal of others seems to be the justification of numerical data, ours is to teach loudspeakers to read music.

Shahinian Acoustics Ltd
4 Selden Court Selden New York 11784 516 736-0033

FOR SALE

Western Pennsylvania’s Quality Audio Dealer

Threshold
Bryson
Apt-Holman
Magneplanar
Nikko
Sony
Hallar
Infinity
Harman
SME
Grado
Arton
Fidelity Research
Supex
Ariston
Sony
Scheiber Decoder
B&W
Cotter
Marcoff
Symmetry

SHIPPED PREPAID & INSURED

Ovation Audio
6019 Broad St. Mall
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15206
(412) 441-4550

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
FOR SALE

Wisconsin Has; Audionics, Denon, Luxman, Hafler, Polk, NAD, Akva, Connoisseur, Braun, STAX, Nagatronics, Grado, R.G., Grayes, Soundable and more. Write or call for prices and literature: Sound Seller, Box 224, Marinette, WI 54143. (715) 735-9002.

7 GOOD REASONS TO READ TRANSCENDENTAL AUDIO'S new catalog:
1. The JORDAN 50mm MODULE — A wideband (150Hz - 22kHz) midrange/tweeter from England. The dynamic driver that rivals the transient detailing of fine electrostats.
2. POLYSTYRENE AND POLYPROPYLENE AUDIO GRADE CAPACITORS...001uf to 5.0uf for x-over and preamp mods, new construction.
4. Unique subwoofer designs with twin bextrenes in push-pull vented enclosures for articulate bass to 23 Hz with seamless x-over.
5. The JORDAN 50mm MODULE...A wideband (150Hz - 22kHz) midrange/tweeter from England. The dynamic driver that rivals the transient detailing of fine electrostats.
6. Polydax soft domes + bextrenes from 54" to 10".
7. Ribbon + Polymer super tweeters from JVC, Foster + Mark that handles 1 kilowatt for 10ms.

FOR SALE

NORTHERN CALIFORNIANS
It is our goal to make the joy of music possible for everyone. At any price we offer solid value, superior performance, and traditional service.
We operate on the theory that you as our customer will achieve the greatest long term satisfaction only through a careful analysis of your audio requirements. We strive to offer sober, highly cost effective solutions to meet your specific needs. Please stop in for a refreshing experience with music.
OUR SELECTION INCLUDES:
- Magnepan
- Audio/Technica
- Daigusted
- Tangberg
- Onkyo
- AKG
- Denon
- Micro
- Connoisseur
- Soundcraftsmen

FOR SALE

SOUND COMPONENTS INC. EXCLUSIVE SOUTHEAST DEALER FOR THE INCOMPARABLE MARK LEVINSON H.Q.D. REFERENCE SYSTEM

The H.Q.D. reference playback system consists of the following components:
1. Hartley 24 in sub-woofers
2. Quad ESL loudspeakers
3. Decca ribbon tweeters (modified)
4. Levinson LNC-2 Crossovers (100 Hz & 7 KHz)
5. Levinson ML-1 (LEMO) preamp
6. Levinson ML-2 amplifiers

Our selection includes:
- Magnepan Audio
don
- Daigusted Tangberg
- Onkyo
d- AKG
- Denon
- Micro
- Connoisseur
- Soundcraftsmen

FOR SALE

SOUND COMPONENTS INC.

We offer a complete line of loudspeaker cabinets.

STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!

Selling 100 brands! Lowest Possible Price!! Kraco—REP DEPT. —998 Orange Ave. West Haven, Conn. 06517

826 STRAND SPEAKER WIRE (10 GA DUPLEX), any gold connectors, custom lengths, $1/foot. (608) 782.5845 even-
stands (for Quads & Decca)

WILL REPRODUCE A MUSICAL EVENT BETTER THAN ANY SYSTEM WE KNOW OF.

LURINE

Coming from France, designed and improved by Pierre LURINE during 10 years before becoming available, the LURINE tonearm is a unique unipivot design, dynamically optimized, with adjustable inertia, on axis damping and M. Levinson silver wire. Demonstrations made everywhere against all best pivoting tonearms provided superiority in dynamic range, focusing and neutrality. The LURINE tonearm, hand-made by Pierre LURINE himself, is now available in small quantity for $850. Write to:
M.B. ELECTRONICS U.S. CORP.
One World Trade Center, Suite 1913, NY 10048

PLANS & KITS

TAPE-SLIDE SYNCHRONIZER, multiprojector lap-dissolve plans, $5.50. With mixer, compressor, preamp schematics, $8.50. The Millers, 1836 Maywood, S. Euclid, OH 44121.

The KA/STAT

The NEW most definitive miniature monitor in the world

For dealer information call: KINETIC AUDIO INTL., LTD.
6544 W. RUBICON PARK RD.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60634
(312) 685-6609
HELP WANTED
AUDIOPHILE SERVICE TECH ONLY THE BEST NEED APPLY. Salary open. Send resume and salary history to Jonas Miller, 8719 Wilshire, Beverly Hills, CA 90211.

TAPE RECORDINGS
ON OPEN REEL from master tapes, Argo, Telefunken, Vanguard, Unicorn, MHS. Catalogue $1.00. Barclay-Crocker, Room 1470A, 11 Broadway, NYC. 10004.

RADIO PROGRAMS

TAPE SALE
TDK SAC90 $2.85, SAC60 $2.10, METAL CALL, ADC90 $2.35, DC90 $1.55, L1800 $5.10, LB1800 $6.35, Maxell UDXL II C90 $3.25. VIDEO AT UNBEATABLE PRICES! MC/VISA. $3 SHIPPING (USA). N.Y. ORDERS TAXABLE! B&J, BOX 248A, HOWARD BEACH, N.Y. 11414. NEW HOURS, M-F 4:30-6:00 EST. (212)845-2861

SERVICES
NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS HIGH QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR TAPES. SEND FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC MASTERING. 469 CHESTNUT ST., NASHVILLE TENNESSEE 37203.

PUBLICATIONS
BIASED. A decidedly unreasonable, completely closed, and totally prejudiced discussion of current equipment, ideas and trends in audio. For a four issue subscription, send $1.00 to cover postage to Audiophile Systems, Ltd., Dept. A-11, 6842 Hawthorn Park Dr., Indianapolis, Indiana 46220.

INSTRUCTION & EDUCATION
LEARN MUSIC THEORY AT HOME with a correspondence course. Send for free information. TECLOR MUSIC SCHOOL, 323 Franklin # 804, Dept. 131, Chicago, Ill. 60606.

THE 3D ACOUSTICS
3 PIECE LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
at Finer Audio Salons
3D ACOUSTICS
5 Sunrise Plaza, Valley Stream, NY 11581
(516) 561-7555

A UNIQUE AUDIO STORE
Goodwin's is unique among audio dealers, offering a few products which are acknowledged to be the best values or simply the best available. These components are properly set-up and may be auditioned in a comfortable, relaxed living room environment. Our reference is the Mark Levinson HQD system and the ML-5 (Studer A-80) with 30 ips master tapes. We operate by appointment to ensure a meaningful demonstration under nearly ideal conditions.


We also recommend: Symdex, Quad, Scheiber 360° decoder, Win Labs, Linn Ittok arm, Mitchell Cotter, FR, Sequerra, & Vandersteen.

If you would like to avoid the planned obsolescence of most stereo components and are interested in the finest music reproduction, please call Goodwin's for an appointment.

Goodwin's Inc. 33 Newbury St. (617) 266-0608 Boston, MA 02116 Canadian export specialists

SUPERB PERFORMANCE ...... SIMPLY AFFORDABLE
For Sale

Raw Speakers and Finished Systems for Hi-Fi and Sound Reinforcement. Also cabinet plans, hardware, grille cloth, crossovers, microphones, accessories, much more. Information packed catalog. $1. Universal Discount Sound, Dept. AO, 2243 Ringling Blvd., Sarasota, FL 33577.

Regal Rega Research
We are pleased to offer the complete line of Rega Research products: Planar 2, Planar 3, Planar 3 Arm and R.100 Cartridge. Free Shipping. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056. (513)523-3353.

Siemens, Telefunken, Genalex and Ampex and other top quality audio tubes available at very competitive prices. Contact Jim Wallace at 1203 Success St., Pittsburg, PA 15212 or (412)322-4796.

Southern California - L.A.

Speakerkits of New York. Listen before you buy. Save up to 50% on raw drivers, assembled sets, and kits. Speakerkits, 247-38 Jericho Turnpike, Bellerose, NY (516)345-7006.

SOUNDcraftsmen PE-2217 Preamplifier and Marantz 240 Poweramp (120w/ch), both for $425. 919-781-4998.

South Carolina's Only High-End Store the finest audio equipment: British American Sound, P.O. Box 1247 186 King Street, Charleston, SC 29402 TF

Southwestern California - L.A.

The AudioGRAM, an independent newsletter with critical integrity and realistic sense of proportion for buyers of the newest and best components. Double issue No. 13 & No. 14 contains:

-Snell Type A Speakers
-Symetrix Sigma Speakers
-Integra Sound Rack
-Fulton Cables
-TVA-1 Amp
-Thom's preamp

A new article by Paul Messenger $10/4 issues/1 year. AUDIOTHERAPEUTIC INTERFACES INC. Box 67, Georgetown TX 78626, 512-863-8318.

The Audiophile Best Sound Per Dollar System (under $1000)
1 NAD 7020 Receiver
1 Pr. Marantz-Short Carnivals
1 NAD 5020 Turnable
1 NAD 9100 Cartridge
SOUND BY SINGER, LTD. 227 Lexington Avenue New York, NY 10016 (212)683-0925
NC Ship anywhere (A.E., M.C., VISA accepted)

The Audiophile Best Sound Per Dollar System (under $2000)
Regaplanar 2 turntable
NAD 3020 Turntable
NAD 9100 Cartridge
SOUND BY SINGER, LTD. 227 Lexington Avenue New York, NY 10016 (212)683-0925
We ship anywhere (A.E., M.C., VISA accepted)

The Big "10" System (under $10,000)
TUNABLE: Oracle
TONEARM: Linn
CARTRIDGE: Linn-Asak
SET-UP: Audio Interface
PRE-AMP: Audio Research SPX-B
POWER AMP: Audio Research D-120
SPEAKERS: Snell Type A's or Acoustat Monitor II's
TUNER: Rogers T-75
TAPE DECK: Tandberg TD-20A
SOUND BY SINGER 227 Lexington Avenue New York, NY 10016 (212)683-0925
We ship anywhere (M.C., A.E., VISA accepted)

The Futerman H3a Stereo Power Amp - Classic, tubed, transformerless output - carefully maintained and in excellent condition. $500 or Bo. R. Lawrence, 54 Eddy St., Newton, MA 02166. 617-332-0860.

The Phantom Hear this smooth and precise speaker at Audio Today, 14306 Beach Blvd., Westminster, CA.

100
FOR SALE

THE INTERMEDIATE AUDIOPHILE SYSTEM
(Under $4,250)

Turntable: REGA PLANAR 3
Cartridge: DYNAVECTOR RUBY KARAT
Set-up: MUSICAL FIDELITY
Pre-amp: PRECISION FIDELITY C-7
Power Amp: TRILOGY
Speakers: SNELL TYPE 1 or ACOUTAST
Monitor II
Tuner: ROGER T-75

SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
We ship anywhere (A.E., M.C., and VISA accepted)

THETA TUBE ELECTRONICS

We are pleased to offer the superb tube products from Theta Electronics: 1A preamp, head amp and CPT mono amplifier, Worldwide shipping. Free Shipping in the U.S. Visa & M/C.

OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056. (513)292-3333. Cable: OXAUDCON.

THREE PHASE AUDIO

ADCOM
APATURE
APRES FURNITURE JBE
A&R CAMBRIDGE
(ARCAM)
ARISTON
AUDIO TECHNICA MERIDIAN
BERNING
B&W MORDAUNT SHORT SONY/SONY PRO
CONRAD JOHNSTON MOR
DUAL OSWA
ESOTERIC
ESS
FULTON

THRESHOLD 400A, NS-10, PYRAMID 2+2W, DEMON DP55, SME 3009/33. Perfect. as usual. (603) 362-9643.

THRESHOLD 4000 - $1675 OR BEST OFFER (414) 488-1812

THRESHOLD 4000 AMPLIFIER 400 WATS CLASS A: $2,180 eight months ago, now sacrificed at $1,100. Mint condition. AUDIO RESEARCH Dual-350B, sacrifice at $1,250. SME's latest type III tonearm with extra tube only sacrifice at $150. (213) 473-9813 ever.

TOP-RATED CARTRIDGES UP TO 70% OFF!! We offer just about all of the finest phono cartridges on the market at the lowest possible prices. Our selection includes several brands that are typically sold at the full retail price. Call or write to us for prices on ACUTEX, ADC, DYNAVECTOR, GRADO, NAGATRON, ORTOFON, SHURE, SONY, STANTON and more. Just call (212) 254-3125 or write to: DIRECT DISCOUNTS TRON, ORTOFON, SHURE, SONUS, STANTON and more. Send SASE for our "blow-out" list. RECORDS FROM: TeLarc, Mobile Fidelity, Sheffiled, Ortofon/Nautilus and more. Also, one of the largest dealers for used high-end electronics in the country. WACK ELECTRONICS, INC., 5722 W. NORTH AVE., MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53206. (414) 442-3441.

FOR SALE VACUUM TUBES, tube-peculiar parts. All kits/parts for circuits described in our 230+ page Modification Manual. Write for list to AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888 Clairmont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123. (714) 278-3310.

9-0

VANDERSTEEN IN THE SOUTH!

In stock, the celebrated Mod. 2A. Fast, free shipping. READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King St., Charleston, SC 29403 (803)723-7276. (We accept VISA and M/C)

VANDERSTEEN SPEAKER SYSTEM Q/CLC has the incredible Vandersteen II and the latest Vandersteen III models. Call or write: Q/CLC Audio, 1006 Berkshire Road, Dayton, OH 45419 (513) 298-9330 (513) 293-7297.

WALT JUNG & RICHARD MARSH (Feb. & Mar. Audio) ARE RIGHT, of course, so we now have POLYPYRILENE & POLYSTYRENE PREMIUM Audio Grade capacitors for new construction, prepamps mods & crossovers. Use for replacements or shunts. Values from 0.1 to 5uf 200VDC 10%. Also Mylars for economy from 1 to 30uf. Make up shunt composites, hear the difference immediately. Send $1.00 for details which includes info on the Jordan 50mm Module, a miniature wide range dynamic speaker with 1.3 gms moving mass, 150 to 22, 00Hz range, that requires only narrow band woofers for building phase coherent systems. New source array designs for SOTA LP's wide dynamic range app. notes, x'overs, super air cores, parts, bextrenches, soft domes, assistance. TRANSCENDENTAL AUDIO, 6766 Arbust St., Arvada, CO 80004. E.J. Jordan, Decra, Polydax (Audax), Unox Enclosure Systems. (303) 420-7336.

FOR SALE WISCONSIN'S ONLY SENSIBLE AUDIO DEALER. PRODUCTS FROM: Audac, AudioPro, Yamaha, Harle, Connors, Great White Whale, GAS, Ortofon, Technics, DBX, Stax, DOM, Daughits, SAE, Audio Pulse, Koss, Draco, MXR, Shure/SME, Soundcraftsmen, Grace, Thorens, and much, much more. TAP RECORDERS FROM: Aki, Sony, JVC, Tandberg, Technics Pro, Revok, Uher and many more. Send SASE for our "blow-out" list. RECORDS FROM: Telarc, Mobile Fidelity, Sheffiled, Ortofon/Nautilus and more. Also, one of the largest dealers for used high-end electronics in the country. WACK ELECTRONICS, INC., 5722 W. NORTH AVE., MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53206. (414) 442-3441.

A NEW PRE-PREAMP FOR MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES- $175

POCO

NOW..... RETRIEVE ALL THE INFORMATION

BY REMOVING ALL THE DISTORTION...

the JMAS MIT-1

MIRROR IMAGE TRANSUDER

- AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY AT-

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE

5 Sunrise Plaza
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11581
(516) 561-7114

716 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10021
(212) 751-9733

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED.

FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U.S.

VISA

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
FOR SALE

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Hafler DH-101 preamp. Kit $198, factory assembled $299. New: DH-200 amp. Immediate free shipping. Also Fried, Carver, Vandersteen, NAD, Spica, Audionics. PS. Klipsch, more. READ BROS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, S.C. 29403 (803)723-7276.

HAFLER-NEW MONO AMPLIFIER
We are stocking the following: DH-101A $199.95, DH-101A $299.95, DH-101A $399.95, DH-102 $74.95, DH-103 $19.95, DH-104 $24.95, DH-105 $24.95, DH-106 mod kit $19.95, DH-201 rack mount kit $24.95, DH-202 bridging kit $24.95, DH-200K $325.95, DH-200KE $339.95, DH-200A $429.95, DH-200AE $439.95; DH-200A mono power amp $449.95. Free shipping in U.S. We ship worldwide. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056 (513)523-3333. Cable: OKAUDCON.

HARMAN-KARDON HIGH TECHNOLOGY SEPARATES
RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS. BEST PRICES - IN STOCK - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. (213)467-5725.

H & H INTERNATIONAL
is proud to present its family of new products

AUDIO-STATIC LOUDSPEAKERS
This Dutch-made electrostatic loudspeaker was extremely well received at the summer C.E.S. Efficient, hearty, not amplifier-sensitive, with surprising bass performance and dynamic range, this is a most unusual electrostatic. Available in 2 or 4 panel configuration, ivory or black. $1995 to $3495.

DUNLOP SYSTEMDEK TURNTABLES
Top-rated Scottish turntable from noted designer with oil-pumped bearing, unique suspension, and 10½ lb. platter. Sonically (and aesthetically) outstanding. $795.

SYRINX TONEARMS

SKS "INTAGLIO" LOUDSPEAKERS
Selected by Koetsu as their demonstration speaker at Cunard-London '80, this surprising British loudspeaker combines the clean and accurate British sound with heretofor unheard-of dynamic range & 120 db SPL capability! $995 pr.

HADCOCK TONEARMS
An updated, well-damped version of a moderately priced British favorite. New features, top-sounding, and compatible with the broadest range of cartridges. $250.

AVF STANDS
Probably the handsomest, best constructed and finished speaker stands we've seen. More expensive and worth it. From England. $75/pr. and up.

H & H INTERNATIONAL
3047 West Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623
(716) 424-4827

FOR SALE

HEATHKIT TV CABINET, GRA-602 25 for GR-2000 or 2001
77" $150. NO SCRATCHES. 408-279-1429 day. 408-259-9648. eves.

Hi-Fi Enthusiasts — Experience what in-house service facilities, quick shipments, low prices and brand selection can mean to you. Team your abilities with the best supplier to make selling discounted hi-fi a pleasure. Write Hi-Fi Warehouse Dept. 20, 1006 Haddonfield Road, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08002.

HIGH END IN THE MIDWEST
Linn Sondek $250, Rega Thalia $400, Audionics $350, Machlett $450, Dynaco $300, Kenwood $150, Acoustic Research $350, Meridian $300, Meridian $300.

FRANKLIN LAKES STEREO CENTER
when you care to listen to the very finest ... and appreciate the finer things — the sensible way to enjoy the sound of music is in our most unusual audio salon.

HIGHEST QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: McIntosh C28, $425; Yamaha C1, $1000; Yamahas C2, $400; Phase Linear 4000, $300; B&W DM-70 spars, $800 pr; Yamaha B1, $1000; Salin 7160 cart (new) $150; Yamaha YPS90, $250; Marantz 77, $200; Luxman PD 277, $280; GAS Thalia, $235; Thorens TD 126II/B/SME III arm, $550; Advent Soundspace, $500; Harman Kardon Citation 11, $200; McIntosh ML1C spars, $350 pr; Magneplanar Tymp pans 1, $395. All used equipment guaranteed 90 days parts and labor. Audio Consultants, 1014 Davis Street, Evanston, Ill. 60201, (312)646-9565. 757 North Milwaukee Ave., Libertyville, Ill. 60048 (312)382-5594.

FRANKLIN LAKES STEREO CENTER
792 FRANKLIN AVENUE/FRANKLIN LAKES. NEW JERSEY 12111 891-4745

HART'S AUDIO & VIDEO
You Can Stop Apologizing
For Your Stereo

Hart's Audio & Video
10941 N. 56th Street
Tampa, Fla. 33617
(813) 985-6084
accep ted in Tampa
801 Mason Avenue
Daytona Beach, Fl. 32017
(904) 295-1416

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE, 3021 Peachtree Rd. NW, Atlanta, GA 30305, (404) 233-5346.

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREO VILLAGE, 1067 Morrow Industrial Blvd., Mor- row, GA 30260 (404) 968-0281.

When You Start Shopping at
Hart's Audio & Video
![Hart's Audio & Video logo]
FOR SALE

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREOLINE VILLAGE
ADC, Advent, Alvar, AR, Audiovox, Audio Technica, Cerwin Ve- 
ga, Clubman, Craig, dbx, Dual, Empire, EPI, ESS, Fisher, 
Grado, Inter Eco, Jensen, Jet Sounds, JVC, Kentwood, Koss, 
Klipsh, Kriett, Linear Power, Magnadyne, Marantz, Maxell, 
Metro Sound, Micro Acoustics, Mitsubishi, Onkyo, Panasonic, 
Pionner, Pickering, Polk Audio, Sansui, Sanyo, Sareid, Sony, 
Sharp, Shure, Sonus, Stanton, TEAC, Technics, TDK, Visonik, 
Yamaha and more!

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREOLINE VILLAGE, 2411 Cobb Pkwy., Smyrna, GA 
30080. (404) 953-1030.

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
Not at STEREOLINE VILLAGE, 1101 N. Northlake W, Seattle, WA 
98103

HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS factory direct.
LS3/5A and other equivalents. European drivers, speaker enclosures, 
kits, finished systems. Stips reps needed. Box 18009, 
18009 Seattle, WA 98118 and Box 12242 Jacksonville, FL 
32234.

HORN-WOOFERS-MIDS-TWEETERS at tremendous OEM 
savings. Altec, CTS, Electro Voice, Pioneer, Peerless, 
Philips, Poydax and many others. Dozens of hard to 
find items. Huge selection of crossover network components, 
avtomobile systems, and musical instrument loudspeakers. 
Send $2.00 for catalog, refundable with purchase. SRC Au-
dio, Dept. AD, 3238 Towerwood Dr., Dallas, TX 75234.

INTERFACE SPEAKER SYSTEMS BY E.V. BEST PRICES 
HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS factory direct.
LS3/5A and other equivalents. European drivers, speaker enclosures, 
kits, finished systems. Stips reps needed. Box 18009, 
18009 Seattle, WA 98118 and Box 12242 Jacksonville, FL 
32234.

INTERFACE SPEAKER SYSTEMS BY E.V. BEST PRICES 
- IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. (305) 462-1976.
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FOR SALE


LINN DISC SYSTEM, SPEAKERS & NAIM
We know that some components reproduce sound much more faithfully than others. For those who can hear the difference we offer the Linn Disc System: Linn Sondek LP-12, LV-11 arm & Asak cartridge; Linn Speakers: PMS, OMS, S.A.R.A.

LOW NOISE AUDIO TUBES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>BRAND</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KT88</td>
<td>Genalex</td>
<td>$30.00 Ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KT88Mp</td>
<td>Genalex</td>
<td>$65.00 Pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12AX7</td>
<td>K Type (Low Noise)</td>
<td>$2.65 Ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12AT7</td>
<td>K Type</td>
<td>$3.90 Ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12AU7</td>
<td>K Type</td>
<td>$3.90 Ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6L6GC</td>
<td>K Type</td>
<td>$2.65 Ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6550A</td>
<td>GC</td>
<td>$7.00 Ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6550Mp</td>
<td>GC</td>
<td>$15.50 Pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7027/12AX7A</td>
<td>GC</td>
<td>$6.75 Ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6C7</td>
<td>Amperex</td>
<td>$4.75 Ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6C7/EL34Mp</td>
<td>Amperex</td>
<td>$9.95 Pair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PLUS MANY OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE**

TEMTRON ELECTRONICS LTD., 15 Mann Street, East Rockaway, NY 11518
CALL TOLL FREE 800/645-2300
IN NEW YORK 516/599-6000
$25.00 Minimum; C.O.D. or NET 30 with references
FOR C.O.D. add $1.50 for shipping and handling

MICHIGAN AUDIOPHILES

Apt Holman  Hailer  Revox
Bryston  Hitachi  Sumo
Cabasse  Linn Sondek  Sherwood
Denon  M & K  Sonus
Dahlquist  NAD  Snell
DB Systems  Nakamichi  Spendor
Grace  Onkyo  Soundcraftsmen
Grado Signature  Ecko  Stax
GAS  Pyramid  Threshold
Grafyx  Rega  Visionek

ABSOLUTE SOUND

"Michigan's High Accuracy Audio Dealer"

FOR SALE

"LOWEST PRICES: BOSE, SAE, NAKAMICHI, YAMAHA, ADVENT, AND MORE: DYNAMIC SOUND, BOX 168, STARKEVILLE, MS 38759. (601) 323-0750. 1pm-9pm."

MAYWATER PL94/D MKIII Formula 4, mint, orig. carton, $95 (914) 763-8614.

MCINTOSH EQUIP., BOUGHT-SOLD-TRADED eves. wknds.

METAL FILM RESISTORS, RN55, 0.35 watt, 107 values from 10 ohms to 1 Meg, 256 each. 10 per value $1.80, 50 per value $7.50. Send stamped self addressed envelope for list of values and order form. New gold plated shielded RCA type plug adapters, $1.75 each. Minimum order $10.00. Quantity discounts available. Old Colony Parts, Box 243, Dept. A, Peterborough, NH 03458.

MONTANA AUDIOPHILES

LOW NOISE AUDIO TUBES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRAND</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amperex</td>
<td>$6.75 Ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC</td>
<td>$15.50 Pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4.75 Ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3.90 Ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$65.00 Pair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3.90 Ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2.65 Ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$7.00 Ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOR SALE


MICHIGAN AUDIOPHILES

LISTEN TO MOBILE FIDELITY'S REFERENCE CARTIDGE: THE FIDELITY RESEARCH MC-201

"Closest to perfection," and "incredible musicality," say Stan Ricker, chief engineer and Gary Giorgi, vice president of Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab.

The good people at Mobile Fidelity make audiophile recordings, specifically pressings cut from master tapes at half speed. Quality control is paramount throughout the entire process. When referencing their discs, they use turntables equipped with the Fidelity Research MC-201 real Moving Coil Cartridge and FR tonearms.

They feel it's the best. "It's the first cartridge we've found that is nearly perfect. It sounds great and measures sensationally," says Stan Ricker and Gary Giorgi.

The MC-201 does not use magnetic material for the coil core, therefore, only the coil moves. As a result, there is no distortion of the type that usually arises from typical imperfect transducer "magnetic core' MC cartridges.

In addition, the tracking cantilever is feather light and two-thirds the size of other MC cartridges.

The MC-201 has a 10 ohm or higher load impedance, 0.12mV, 3.54 cm/1 kHz output voltage. Its recommended tracking weight is 1.5 to 2 grams. All in all, a superior performer.

Write for additional information, specifications and the name of a dealer near you. FIDELITY RESEARCH OF AMERICA PO. Box 5242/Ventura, CA 93003 / (805) 642-9277.
FOR SALE

NORTHERN N.J.'s BRAND NEW AUDIO SALON
The Sounding Board, Inc.
Linn Sondek, Chartwell LS3/5A, B&W, Spendor, Great American Sound, Supex, Stax, Adcom, Ultracraft, Mitsu-
bash, Decca, Tannoy, D.B. Systems, I.M.F. Electronics, Grafo Sig., Obelisk, Monster Cable. Dahuquist, Audio
We Ship Anywhere in the United States.
THE SOUNDING BOARD, INC.
(201) 445-5006
Ridgewood, N.J.

ONKYO 505 AMP, MINT. $375.00. Tele (212)741-0167

PERFECTIONIST PRODUCTS. TA-3A tonearm; proper ge-
ometry throughout. 2.5 grams effective mass. $249.00. B &
0 4002 Tonearm Modification (kit or factory) allows use with
cartridges having standard. 5° mounting. $199.00. Stainless
steel ($2.50) and nylon ($1.00) cartridge mounting hardware.
Tonearm Alignment Protractor, $3.00. IVE Electronics test
equipment (new or demonstrators). Veritone™ Interconnet-
cable: .03 ohms, 11 pico-farads, and $.04 per foot (any
length) attached connectors (male or female): gold plated,
heavy duty RCA, $2.50 each; Lemo or Posi-Lock, $10.00
each. Money-back guarantee on above. Audiophile records
(Sheffield, Crystal Clear, M-Fidelity, etc.), and compo-
nents (Haller, Marcor, Audionics, etc.), list price. Shipping
included. JML Company, 39 Highway 128, Cloverdale,
California 95425.

PHILADELPHIA'S NEWEST HIGH-END AUDIO SHOP
A Thrifts. No hype. No B.S. type stereo shop. A place where
you can come and have your questions answered. And to
listen to some of the best audio equipment available today.
Come and hear the new Beveridge Model 3 speakers and their
new RM-1 preamp. Conrad Johnson amps and preamps.
John Curl's new SOTA head amp. Also Audio Interface, Clarke
Systems, Conroseer, Decca, Dynavector, Lux Audiio, Grado,
Levitation Systems, Grace, Lustre, Musical Fidelity, Mobile
Fi-
dility, Nite Audio, The Leach amp, Platter Fad, Precedent
Audio, Point 3 & 4, RH Labs, Peterson Interconnects, Rog-
ers, Stax, Win, Dynaco, VA Systems, Zephyr, Super, ACP Apar-
ture, JR, Thorens, and more. Also available some of the ol-
er McIntosh & Marantz tube electronics. And Genelex Gold Lion
bias. TA -3A with silicone damping, $249.00, M. Leach's Double Barreled Amp, Low TIM 3
256.7337.

REGA PLANAR 3, SAEC JHOH $135 ALL NEW, WANT
RCX P.A. Amp M19289C. Stephen (212)446-3760.

MCINTOSH & MARANTZ TUBE ELECTRONICS. And Genelex Gold Lion
bias. TA -3A with silicone damping, $249.00, M. Leach's Double Barreled Amp, Low TIM 3
256.7337.

CARTRIDGES & ARMS of Japan. Ask for latest Quotations with
list price. Shipping $1 for postage. JAPAN AUDIO TRADING CO., LTD., Saikaen Bldg., 4.33.21, Kamimeguro,
Meguro-Ku, Tokyo 153 Japan.

RADIO/TELEVISION BROADCASTING:
Hands-on course at professional studio. Placement/Accredit-
ed/Veterans. SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION ARTS, Division
of Communication Arts, Inc., 2526A 27th Ave. South,
Minneapolis, MN 55406, Free Catalogue.

REGA IR/ARM $395, SAEJ JOHN $135 ALL NEW, WANT
RCX P.A. Amp M19289C. Stephen (212)446-3760.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

PS AUDIO MODEL 1 AMP AND MODEL III PREAMP. AL-
WAYS IN STOCK. GENE RUBIN AUDIO, (213) 571-1299.

QUICKSIE AIRMAIL DIRECT FROM TOKYO: All brands of
Cartridges & Arms of Japan. Ask for latest Quotations with
$1 per postage. JAPAN AUDIO TRADING CO., LTD., Saikaen
Bldg., 4-33-21, Kamimeguro, Meguro-Ku, Tokyo 153 Japan.

QUICKSIE AIRMAIL DIRECT FROM TOKYO: All brands of
Cartridges & Arms of Japan. Ask for latest Quotations with
$1 per postage. JAPAN AUDIO TRADING CO., LTD., Saikaen
Bldg., 4-33-21, Kamimeguro, Meguro-Ku, Tokyo 153 Japan.

REVOLVING PHONOGRAPH ALBUM CABINETS
Displays albums and with touch rotates from view. Send
stamped envelope for info. WOOD DESIGNS, 9873 Sunset,
Liv., MI. 48150

ROGERS & CHARTWELL
are both licensed to produce the incredible BBC LS3/5a's.
From these common roots, Rogers (using bextrene) and
Chartwell (using polypropylene) have developed some of the
fdest loudspeakers in the world. Rogers: LS3/5a, Compact
Monitor. Monitor 2 & Reference Monitor System. Chartwell:
LS3/5a, PM110, P.210, PM410 & PM450. See OAC for Rog-
ers electronics too - A75 amp, A100 amp & 7Ts tuner. Free
shipping. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box

HEROIC RETURN TO MINIMALISM HERALDED
Ears Nova presents high quality music reproduction equipment in an environment
which is relaxed and comfortable. With care and integrity we will help
build a playback system in your home
that is uniquely satisfying.

BENDI - BRYSTON - CONRAD-JOHNSON
DUNNENES - GRACE - HEGEMAN - KEF
LINN DISC PLAYBACK (turntable -armature - cartridge) - LINN ISOBARIK - MISSION -
MCCULLOUGH - NAID AUDIO ORACLE - PSE - PYRAMID-METRONOME
REGA PLANAR - ROGERS - SHAHINIAN
OBELISK - SNELL - SUPEX - THEL - VPI

EARS NOVA
749 middle neck road, great neck, new york 11024 (516) 466-5674

FOR SALE

REGAL REGA RESEARCH
We are pleased to offer the complete line of Rega Research
products: Planar 2, Planar 3, Planar 3 Arm and R-100 Car-
tridge. Free shipping. Oxford Audio Consultants, P.O. Box

WE SHIP ANYWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES.
The M & K Satellite-Volkswoofer System

Believable sound.
Believable price...

M & K's RealTime Records
M & K's Satellite-Volkswoofer System was designed to have the very high efficiency required to give amplifiers the 'head room' to handle the sharp peaks present in direct-to-disc recordings and to handle the extremely high sound pressure levels which these peaks require.

M & K is proud to be part of the solution.
Bert Whyte

In my last Video Scenes column, I covered many of the developments at the SCES. As I noted, there was a great deal of audio activity, which was only to be expected as the video revolution gathered momentum. Caught up in the hurly-burly of a show in which you are subjected to a virtual barrage of impressions and information on audio and video equipment, it is easy to be overwhelmed by “major” developments, and relegate lesser but interesting items to the group of things to be considered later at a less hectic time.

Sharp’s Model VC-7400 VHS video cassette recorder falls into this category. Actually, with this model Sharp may have established a precedent in VCRs that parallels a development which was of considerable significance in audio cassettes. To the best of my knowledge, this unit is the first machine to provide a front-loading video cassette facility. You may recall that all audio cassette recorders initially used top loading for their cassettes, as do present VCR units. When front loading was introduced for audio cassette recorders, this feature proliferated so rapidly that today there are very few which still use top loading. In the VC-7400, the front-loading feature automatically loads the video cassette and closes the access door. If the access door is left in the open position for more than 15 seconds, it will close automatically. Sharp claims the front-loading feature helps keep dust from collecting on the video heads (there is probably some truth in this), saves space, and provides more attractive styling. Irrespective of the dust-inhibiting aspect, there is no denying that with front loading the recorder can be placed on shelves impossible to use with top-loading VCRs. And presumably on open shelves, other equipment could be stacked on the unobstructed flat top of the machine. It will be interesting to see if front loading in VCR units becomes as popular as it has on audio cassette recorders. The Sharp VC-7400 also has a number of other interesting features, such as touch-button electronic varactor tuning for all 82 VHF/UHF channels, with switchable fine tuning and illuminated channel indicators. All major tape transport controls are solenoid operated. Another innovative feature is a series of five LED indicators which display the number of minutes of unplayed or unre corded tape remaining on a video cassette. The unit also has a 24-hour programmer/timer, and it permits either two hours standard play on a T-120 VHS cassette or six hours in the extended play mode. This Sharp VCR certainly has some nice features and, at the relatively low price of $899.95, would seem to be quite a bargain.

Another sort of “sleeper” video cassette recorder at the SCES was the new Akai VP-7350 Activideo portable VCR. This unit has most of the features and embellishments which are now virtually standard on top-quality VHS VCRs. Such things as two- and six-hour play capability, variable speed playback, freeze frame, and four-times normal speed scanning. In addition there are some nearly unique special features. The system has “IPS” — instant program location search — a fast-forward mechanism which will stop at the beginning of any video sequence or program by recognizing the absence of a video signal just before the program segments. The VCR has a companion tuner, the VU-7350, which can record as many as six events over a seven-day period over any channel. The 15-pound portable VCR utilizes rechargeable nickel cadmium batteries and has remote control features for home use. The really unusual feature on this Akai VCR is that it permits stereo recording on two audio channels with Dolby B noise reduction. With this unit’s sound dubbing feature, you can record or playback in bilingual fashion for commentary or for language teaching. As you may know, there is a proposal before the FCC to ultimately permit stereo broadcasting on TV channels. It is already underway in Japan, and insiders are guessing there will be a decision in favor of this proposal within two years. While their timetable may be off, there seems to be little doubt that we eventually will have stereo TV broadcasts, and those people who have acquired one of these Akai VCR units will be ready to swing into action forthwith.

In my last Video Scenes, I ventured the opinion that until we have a video color camera with the small size, simplicity and ease of handling of the old Brownie Cine Kodak which got 8-mm home movies off the ground, camera
The ALLISON:ONE® Room Matched® loudspeaker system was introduced in 1974. It was the first direct-radiator system ever designed to use room-boundary reflections constructively, so that flat acoustic power could be radiated into a listening room throughout the full frequency range.

Now, more than five years after, we are pleased to see systems based on this concept being marketed by AR, Design Acoustics, and Snell (if we've omitted anyone, our apologies). To all such we say, "Welcome aboard." The more of us there are, the better.

But imitation does not mean replication. Only Allison® loudspeaker systems are manufactured under U.S. Patent No. 3,983,333, which teaches the most effective and least costly ways to make Room Matched loudspeakers. Only Allison systems have convex-diaphragm tweeters and midrange drivers, which combine high output capability and unmatched dispersion. And only Allison systems are available in models designed for use with one, two, or three intersecting room boundaries.

Information on the complete line, including specifications, a list of authorized dealers, and details of our Full Warranty for Five Years, is available on request.

For literature and information call (800) 225-4791 [in MA (617) 237-2670]
or send coupon.

ALLISON ACoustics
Seven Tech Circle | Natick, MA 01760, U.S.A.

Name
Address
City State Zip

Sharp's Model VC-7400 VHS video cassette recorder.

video cassettes weigh 1.78 ounces, provide 30 minutes of recording time, and will sell for $8.95. The quarter-inch cassette was made possible by the development of a micro-helical head system jointly developed by engineers of Funai Electric Trading Co. of Osaka, Japan, and Technicolor. The video head drum has two monocrystal ferrite heads, an inscribed tape path on the drum to ensure tape alignment, and a rotary transformer to reduce mechanical wear in the head coupling circuit. The head helically scans FM modulation to NTSC standards. Resolution is stated as 240 lines. Video signal to noise is rated at 43 dB (quite good) but audio S/N is only 40 dB, and methinks they should consult with Dr. Dolby.

The system plays continuously through any TV receiver using house current or for 80 minutes from the nickel cadmium battery, which will recharge in one hour. When recording with the camera, 40 minutes is possible before battery recharge is necessary. Spare charged batteries can easily and quickly be changed to continue recording or playing. The recorder can
The only half-speed deck anywhere. And that's only half the story.

The new Nakamichi 680 2-Speed Discrete Head Cassette Deck is a success story from the moment you turn it on and enjoy the unique convenience of three hours of recording and playback from a C-90 cassette. The sound you'll hear at half speed rivals many decks at normal speed. To deliver superb sound as the tape glides by at $\frac{15}{16}$ inches per second meant that Nakamichi had to outdo itself at $1\frac{1}{8}$ ips. So when you want the optimum, twist the knob back to $1\frac{1}{8}$ ips and you'll hear unheard of fidelity. It's no wonder that Nakamichi is the company to bring you this remarkable cassette deck. The essential component of everything we do—from the smallest detail to the most impressive technological breakthrough—is a constant commitment to excellence in the fine art of recorded sound. For the full story on the new 680 write to Nakamichi U.S.A. Corp., 1101 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, California 90401.

---

Assure correct Record-Head Azimuth Alignment, which is critical at half speed, with a simple adjustment.

Eliminate the curious phenomenon of spontaneous erasure peculiar to the realm of half speed.

Find the selection you want through a Random Access Music Memory that counts the silent spaces.

See peaks and average levels on high-resolution linear displays, far more accurate than conventional bar-graph indicators.

Get the best performance possible out of ferric, chrome-equivalent and metal tapes.

Monitor off the tape while you're recording onto it.

Pick up the highs through a playback head with an unprecedented 0.6 micron gap.

Go from normal speed to half speed at the twist of a knob.

The new Nakamichi 680 2-Speed Discrete Head Cassette Deck
Isn't it time?

Astatic announces Moving Flux MF™

The newly patented* Astatic Moving Flux MF™ cartridge is a dramatic breakthrough in phono cartridge design, offering a new transducing system which combines the best features of the moving coil and moving magnet cartridge systems. It retains the superior quality of the moving coil, with the high output (4mV and better) efficiency and low inductance and load impedance of the moving magnet, plus the advantage of a user replaceable stylus.

Innovative Astatic Moving Flux MF™ cartridges come in four models: MF 100, MF 200, MF 300, MF 400. Available premounted in headshells.

*U.S. Patents 4,072,823 and 4,123,067

Technicolor's portable VHS video cassette recorder, Model 212.

be used with any standard TV camera, and Technicolor intends to have its own compact lightweight camera in the near future. A TV tuner will also be forthcoming for off-the-air recording. This Technicolor VCR can record to or from another videotape recorder without regard to tape size. In spite of the small size of this VCR, it furnishes such refinements as freeze frame and variable speed play from slow motion to 1.8 times normal speed. At the restaurant where the press conference was held, a woman was recording the assembled press people with a standard Hitachi color camera and the Technicolor VCR slung over her shoulder. When the mini video cassette was played back over a standard 19-in. color TV set, the color balance was excellent and quality of detail and resolution was comparable to that obtained from extended play half-inch video cassettes.

To state the obvious, this Technicolor mini VCR is not the ultimate answer to a universal "home-movie" type of system, as envisioned in the Sony Video Mate, but it is quite good, with very exciting potential in many areas. It will also be "here and now" available, by the time you read this, for $995.00 and may well be the forerunner of Technicolor's own effort to develop a Brown-je video camera.

FLASH—FLASH—FLASH

RCA has announced plans to add stereo circuitry by 1982 in its SelectaVision capacitance video-disc system. SelectaVision will first be made available to consumers during the first quarter of next year without stereo capability, at a cost that will probably be under $500. The stereo function is expected to be offered for an optional charge above the prevailing retail price. RCA has not revealed an intention to include random-access or stop-frame features, although its system will permit visual search (to allow both forward and reverse scanning of a program) and rapid access (location of a desired segment through a digital time indicator).

At press time, Pioneer was introducing its laser-read optical video-disc system in selected electronics specialty stores, department stores, and catalog-showroom chains in 10 additional cities: Boston; St. Louis; Phoenix; Jackson, Miss.; Washington, D.C.; Baltimore; Richmond, Va.; Wilmington, Del.; Denver, and Houston. Pioneer's system was initially offered last June in Madison, Wisc.; Syracuse, N.Y.; Dallas, and Minneapolis.
The Sound of the Pros.
For the Pro at Home.

We've been perfecting professional sound reproduction for almost half a century. From the famous Voice-of-the-Theater™ to our studio monitors and large floor-standing models, Altec Lansing is continuing a tradition of creating significant advancements in speaker technology. And now we've taken the most recent professional sound innovations and put them into our new speakers for the house, our models 4, 6 and 8. As a result, you can hear what has made Altec Lansing a long time favorite in studios, theaters and on sound stages from coast to coast: Crisp, clear sound realism.

**Professional features made for the home.**

Here are some of the acoustic innovations featured by our new speakers:

- The Altec Tangerine®, a revolutionary radial phase plug that brings out all the high frequencies blocked by standard circumferential phase plugs. It works with our new LZT (Lead Zirconate Titanate) ultra high-frequency compression driver that replaces magnets and voice coils with a state-of-the-art semiconductor for super-clean sound.

- Another important professional feature is our Mantaray™ constant directivity horn that expands your listening "sweet spot" well off to the sides of the speakers.

- We've also developed a different approach to a cross-over network design that minimizes distortion and improves high-frequency response. In addition, each of our new models is equipped with an Automatic Power Control to protect the speaker from power overloads without shutting off the sound.

- There's also a new look to our new home speaker line. We use rare Endriana wood from the South Pacific for our speaker cabinetry which highlights an unusually rich woodgrain and exhibits extraordinary acoustic properties.

- Of course, there's a lot more to our speaker designs than these new enhancements. The sum total of many years spent in speaker research and development is incorporated in our home models.

**Sound experience in a Free brochure.**

If you'd like to learn more about all the professional features we've built into our new line, write for our free brochure "A New Generation of Speaker Systems for the Home." Better yet, visit your nearest Altec Lansing listening room and find out how we adapted our professional sound quality to the environment of your home. For the name of your local dealer, call toll-free (800) 528-6050, Ext. 730; in Arizona (800) 352-0458. Or write: Altec Lansing International, 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, CA 92803.
Seven years ago, in the November, 1973 issue of Audio, I reported on an unusual preamplifier I had seen at the 45th AES Convention in Los Angeles, the LNP-2 from Mark Levinson Audio Systems. The LNP-2 had performance specifications which considerably exceeded those of any preamplifier then on the market and was constructed to a Rolls Royce standard of quality previously restricted to aerospace equipment, a fact reflected in its then-outlandish price of $1,750!

I met Mark Levinson at that convention and found him to be one of the most dedicated, uncompromising audio purists I had ever encountered. However, Mark is first and foremost a musician. He plays the trumpet, flugelhorn, contrabass and guitar, and his musical interests include jazz and classical music. Although he does not have formal training as an audio engineer, Mark has gained a great deal of engineering knowledge through a sort of osmotic association with some very bright engineers, and a zealous, though informal, study of audio technology.

As I mentioned to Mark at the time, his dedication to high quality, and his almost cavalier disregard of the cost of attaining that quality, were "not the way to riches." Mark had produced the LNP-2 in a laboratory in his home, with a staff of five eager young audio technicians. I'm sure most of his limited capital was tied up in his pair of LNP-2 prototypes. Currently, Horatio Alger stories are not much in favor, but it is rather nice to know that a better mousetrap could then be built and ultimately reward its manufacturer. Not long after Mark demonstrated his LNP-2 at the 45th AES Convention, he received orders for it from some broadcasters (of all people!) and a few well-heeled audiophiles in this country. To his delight, five preamps were also ordered by some Japanese companies. Subsequent orders came with encouraging frequency from this country and many parts of the world, and Mark Levinson Audio Systems became a going concern.

Recently, Mark Levinson Audio Systems moved into a spacious new manufacturing facility in an industrial park in Hamden, Conn. A few months ago Mark invited me to tour the new plant and promised a behind-the-scenes look at his laboratory and production procedures. While most audiophiles know about the reputation of Levinson products, they really don't know very much about the company or the way it makes audio equipment. In fact, to many audiophiles, Mark Levinson is a rather remote figure. All this has come about because, to the best of my knowledge, Mark's firm has neither exhibited at any audio fair or hi-fi show nor engaged in other activities which would have made its products more familiar to audiophiles. Mark does have a demonstration suite in a Chicago hotel every year during the Summer CES, where he gets together with his dealers from this country and abroad as well as domestic and foreign members of the audio press. However, his suite in Chicago has no official connection with the CES. And, of course, the CES is not officially open to the audio consumer. Another point is that Mark Levinson equipment is never reviewed in the audio "buff books" around the world for the simple reason that no equipment is ever sent to these publications. The only way the audiophile "underground" magazines manage to review Levinson equipment is by borrowing the gear from individual owners. Nor is advertising in audio publications a source of information on Levinson equipment, since Mark rarely advertises. While all these practices are contrary to those that generally prevail throughout the audio industry, Mark does not feel that he should pursue conventional marketing practices and merchandising techniques because of the particular nature of his business.

Levinson's Line

I was surprised to learn that Mark's staff now numbers over 80 people, and as his staff has grown, so has his product list. The LNP-2 preamplifier has long since shed its original op-amp modules for ones of Levinson's own design, and the unit has been updated in other areas. In fact, before long the LNP-2 will be the recipient of the advanced technology embodied in the new ML-7 preamp. A special recording version of the LNP-2 is now becoming popular for certain types of digital recording. This LNP-2 is set up to accept a pair of B&K 4133 condenser instrumentation microphones. The response...
JBL's new SFG.
A geometry lesson worth listening to.

SFG, or Symmetrical Field Geometry, represents a significant design improvement in the science of building loudspeakers. The first low-frequency ferrite magnetic structure good enough to bear the name JBL, SFG not only out-performs conventional ferrite structures, but also the Alnico structures we've used for more than 30 years. In doing so, SFG produces the lowest measured second harmonic distortion levels to date.

Most loudspeaker companies use ferrite magnets. But until SFG, we simply were not satisfied with using ferrite in low-frequency drivers. We had always been able to obtain far better results with Alnico, a compound of aluminum, nickel and cobalt. But the rising cost and growing scarcity of cobalt caused us to take another look at ferrite. While doing so, JBL engineers identified the unacceptably high distortion levels in the competitive ferrite designs we tested and found they were caused not so much by the nature of the material, but by the design of the magnetic structure!

A modest technical explanation of SFG follows:
In conventional ferrite designs, the structure creates a non-symmetrical magnetic field above and below the voice coil gap. This uneven magnetic field causes large amounts of second harmonic distortion at low frequencies. That's where SFG comes in. By reducing the diameter of the pole piece and by making the top plate and the pole piece an integral part of the design, SFG creates a symmetrical magnetic field to substantially reduce second harmonic distortion at low frequencies.

SFG also solves another form of distortion—a flux change resulting from the interaction of the voice coil and conventional magnetic structures. The JBL solution, a unique Flux Stabilizing Ring, is yet another tribute to the ingenuity of JBL engineers. It maintains a constant level of magnetic energy in the voice coil gap, reducing second and third harmonic distortion to less than 0.1%.

Our tests showed we'd reached our goal: A low-frequency ferrite magnetic structure with distortion levels typically far below 0.5%, over the full operating range of the speaker.

But, as always, the real test is in the listening. So, here's your assignment: Go to your nearest Authorized JBL Dealer and listen to the difference SFG makes.

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.,
8500 Balboa Blvd.,
Northridge, CA 91329

---

**JBL First with the pros.**
of these mikes is flat from 2 Hz to 40 kHz, and they are capable of handling 165 dB SPL!

The ML-1 preamplifier, a slim-line purist model, devoid of any meters, tone controls or other “convenience” devices, evolved from an earlier design. It is also modular, with epoxy-en-capsulated phono and line amplifiers, and features plug-in RIAA phono modules of different gains to accommodate various phono cartridges (including moving-coil types). Extremely low noise and distortion and long-term reliability have made the ML-1 a much desired preamplifier. Here again, the new technology of the ML-7 preamp will affect the ML-1, but in this case it will mean a gradual reduction in the number of ML-1s produced until it is supplanted altogether by the ML-7.

The ML-2 is Mark Levinson’s near-legendary Class-A power amplifier, probably the item most familiar to audiophiles. A mono design, the ML-2 is pure Class A, with no recourse to dynamic biasing or similar circuitry. A mono amp, the ML-2 delivers 45 watts into 8 ohms over the full audio bandwidth, 85 watts Class A into a 4-ohm load, and the same power right down to 2 ohms. If you bridge a pair of ML-2s into 8 ohms you will get 160 watts of Class-A power with virtually unmeasurable THD, IM, and TIM.

In spite of the low model number, the ML-3 power amplifier is one of Mark Levinson’s newer products. It is the pride and joy of Tom Colangelo, a gifted young engineer who is vice president in charge of engineering. The ML-3 is a Class AB amplifier and a real brute physically (120 pounds) and electronically. This stereo amp puts out 200 watts per channel into 8 ohms and clips at 290 watts, but this by no means indicates how powerful the amplifier really is. It will pass 60-volt pulses, with a phenomenal current output of over 30 amperes. Even the most inefficient air-suspension loudspeakers will play very loudly with this kind of amperage available. Into 4 ohms the ML-3 puts out 500 watts per channel; into 3 ohms, a full 120-volt line and with any kind of complex load, it delivers a staggering 800 watts per channel!! All this with extremely low distortion, with no crossover or notch distortion, and with such extensive heat-sinking that no fan is necessary. Even with sustained very low frequency organ pedals, the amplifier is just slightly warm to the touch. Part of the ML-3’s tremendous power comes from its extremely “stiff,” super-regulated power supply. Each channel has its own toroidal power transformer custom-made in England. Custom-made, computer-grade electrolytic capacitors are so big they look like 105-mm artillery shells, and they furnish a whopping 72,000 µF per channel. The ML-3 uses twenty 250-watt bipolar power transistors per channel, plus two driver and two predriver transistors per channel. This driver/predriver setup affords at least several amperes of high drive current to avoid phase shift. The entire amplifier is push-pull, input to output. There are no single-ended stages anywhere. Here is a stunt with the ML-3 that certainly has professional implications: Line up four 8-ohm JBL or Altec studio monitor type speakers in parallel per channel, fire up this low-impedance nightmare, and the ML-3 will deliver a kilowatt to each channel!!

The ML-5 is the Studer/Levinson tape recorder, a standard Studer A-80 quarter-inch two-channel (half inch two channel may soon be an option) tape recorder modified by replacing five plug-in cards of electronics. One power-supply, two play, and two record cards are furnished with proprietary low-noise, low-distortion Levinson electronics. Equalization is NAB and CCIR at 15 ips, and AES at 30 ips. Tweaked to the nth degree for...
1939...FIRST DIRECT-DRIVE TURNTABLE SYSTEM.
1951...FIRST MOVING-COIL CARTRIDGE.
1972...FIRST DIGITAL (PCM) RECORDING.

The year is 1951. Harry Truman is President. An amazing new device called television entertains millions. And in Japan the leading manufacturer of professional sound equipment—Denon—develops the first high-performance moving-coil cartridge.

Denon's engineers discover that an extremely lightweight stylus assembly, made without a heavy magnet attached to its stem, gives this new kind of phono cartridge the ability to reproduce music with a subtlety of detail that escapes conventional cartridges.

Denon offers the cartridge first to professional broadcasting organizations, and then later to small numbers of sophisticated home listeners. Among this discerning few, the moving-coil legend is born: there is no finer way to play a record.

In recent years, the moving-coil legend has grown to the point that many manufacturers build their entire product lines around the moving-coil principle. But only one company has had 29 years to refine and improve the moving-coil concept. The same company that developed direct-drive turntables 41 years ago. The same company that invented the world's first commercial digital recorder eight years ago. Denon.

1980...DENON DL-300 SERIES PHONO CARTRIDGES.

The Denon DL-300 Series, the latest in the long line of superior Denon moving-coil designs. With the lowest stylus tip mass of any stereo cartridges in history, achieved through the use of Denon's patented dual-section cantilever and cross-shaped coil, they depict nuance and a sense of depth in music with unsurpassed sonic accuracy. The Denon DL-301 and DL-303 with long-area-contact stylus profiles and dual-section aluminum alloy cantilevers. Or the ultimate in record-playback performance, the Denon DL-305, with an ultra-low-mass Amorphous Boron cantilever.

Denon's DL-300 Series cartridges for 1980: three new musical instruments from the company where innovation is a tradition.

Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card
Ampex 456 tape, the Studer/Levinson affords a dynamic range of 83 dB at 15 ips. and 85 dB at 30 ips. The current price of this unit is $14,000, and Mark has sold over 100 of them — with one client having ordered more than 30.

The ML-6 is a super-purist version of the ML-1, consisting of separate mono preamps and separate power supplies. Internally wired with pure silver wire, with virtually no controls, this is a specialized unit for the phonograph record enthusiast.

The ML-7 is the new preamp I reported on in my CES roundup. It is an entirely new generation of preamplifiers, with totally new circuit topology that is the distillation of all of Tom Co-langelo’s and Mark Levinson’s knowledge in this field. Nothing has been spared in the way of parts cost, fabrication technique, or test procedure. Intended as Mark Levinson’s definitive statement on preamplifiers, the first production models should be available soon.

Assembly Line

The Levinson plant is an efficiently run place. All incoming parts are tested and graded for tolerances. Daniel Schaer, the manager of the engineering department, has set up an effective stream flow for production. In-house production of p.c. board artwork and specialized parts fabrication speed up work considerably. But because the company is in a perennial back-order position and all units are literally handmade, speed is a relative matter. And nothing can really be rushed, what with the many quality-control checks. For example, the plant has a new wave soldering machine which solders all points on a p.c. board in one pass. Usually the machine is used to speed up production, but in this case it is prized for its even solder-flow temperature and uniformity of results. Once all the modules of a given component have been fabricated, they are sent to the testing laboratory where batteries of instruments check all pertinent parameters. Then it’s back to the line for assembly, to the lab for testing, again to the line for final touches (cosmetic and otherwise), and on to racks where the equipment is “burned in” for several days. Then back to the lab for final quality assurance, and, at long last, on to the packing and shipping department.

Oddly enough, when I first met Mark in 1973, his firm and many others in the audio industry were suffering from an acute parts shortage. The same is true now, but with the added problem of the ravages of inflation. Lead time on some parts may be many months, but Mark absolutely refuses to use cheaper parts which may be more readily available. He just grits his teeth and waits. Similarly, he showed me two parts: One had cost $2.00 six months ago and now costs $6.00, and the other cost $3.00 a year ago and was now $10.00. Mark absorbs what he can, but inevitably all this must be reflected in higher prices.

Other strange things happen in Mark’s area of business. In the middle 70s he had as many as 40 dealers in his area. He later found some simply did not understand the philosophy behind his equipment. Primarily, they were too awed and intimidated by the prices! Now Mark is down to 12 dealers, and his business has quadrupled. He does a substantial portion of his business abroad, principally in Japan, Hong Kong and Germany. Mark also gets special orders. Jazz/pop star Chick Corea ordered a $100,000 sound-reinforcement and recording system, which included 10 LNP-2 preamps (several the special recording version), 10 ML-2 power amplifiers, numbers of B&K and Schoeps microphones, and specialized equipment to balance a 13-piece orchestra.

Mark Levinson’s credo is professionalism, and his products and way of doing business reflect this attitude. Obviously, Mark’s equipment is not for everyone, but then neither is Chateau Lafite Rothschild! However, it's nice to know such things exist.
THIS AD IS A COLLECTOR'S ITEM

AUDIO Magazine has compiled a listing of the most prestigious names in recording and engineering. Our Direct-To-You mail service will rush these high technology discs to you.

NAUTILUS RECORDINGS
Direct-to-Disc—$15.95
NR1 First In Line
Digital-to-Disc—$15.95
NR2 Aspen Gold
KR7 To Our West
Half Speed Mastered—$14.35
NR3 Dreamboat Annie
NR5 Captain And Me
NR7 Tim West
NR9 Tip Of The Weisberg
NR11 Heart
NR12 Double Business
NR14 Cars
NR15 Pieces Of Eight

TELARC DIGITAL RECORDS — $17.95
TEL-5038 Fennell Holst, each Tchaikovsky: Firebird
TEL-10041 Stravinsky, Firebird Tchaikovsky: 1E12
TEL-10042 Moussorgsky: Pictures in an Exhibition,
TEL-10045 Bohr, Holst, The Cleveland Orchestra
TEL-10047 Tchaikovsky: SymNo 4 Makala, Cleveland Orchestra
TEL-10048 Carmen Suite, Peer Gynt Suite
TEL-10049 Bech
TEL-10050 Arnaud, Vaughn, each
TEL-10051 Saive, Saums, Sym No. 3 "Organ"

DISCWASHER — $15.00
DR-004-D The Good Life
DR-007-D Secret Love
SDG-301 Should I Owe Mabel Ravel
SDG-304 Schenker's Ade
SDG-313 John Williams: The Empire Strikes Back
VC-1000.20 Digital Ocean
CX-7007 Tchaikovsky: Tchaikovsky
CX-7022 Mozart: Symphonies
CX-7174 Vallejo: The Four Sessions
CX-7183 Tchaikovsky Sym: No 6 in B Minor

CRYSTAL CLEAR RECORDS — $17.98
CCS-6004 Flamenco Direct (Vol 1)
CCS-6005 Flamenco Direct (Vol 2)
CCS-7010 Sonic Fireworks (Vol 1)
CCS-7011 Sonic Fireworks (Vol 2)
CCS-8002 Space Organ
CCS-8007 New Direction
CCS-9011 Live and Direct
CCS-9007 Mountain Rock
CCS-9002 Direct To Disc (45rpm)

DIRECT DISCS BY DIRECT MAIL

Name
Address
City State Zip

Mail to:
AUDIO COLLECTION
RECORDS DIRECT BY MAIL / CBS PUBLICATIONS
P.O. BOX 49, MADISON HEIGHTS, MI 48071

Pay by Check, MO or Charge Card
Please add applicable State Tax to payment
Cost of Record(s)
Sales Tax
Postage & Handling* Total Enclosed
Include Card #
Signature

*Postage & Handling: $2.00 one record
$3.25 4 to 6 records
$2.50 2 to 3 records
$4.00 over 6 records

Allow 3 to 5 weeks for delivery
Shipments may arrive separately

Postage is $2.00 one record $3.25 4 to 6 records $2.50 2 to 3 records
$4.00 over 6 records

Allow 3 to 5 weeks for delivery
Shipments may arrive separately
Record Care, Part 1: 
Aqueous Cleaning vs. Organic Solvents

Electron microscopy (Figure 1) shows the principal cause of record wear: small particles of microdust, deposited from the air by gravity, are ground along the record groove by the stylus. Surface noise goes up. Sound quality goes down.

In some record care products, organic solvents are used rather than water. Organic solvents such as ozone-gobbling chlorofluorocarbons, petroleum distillates (hexane, heptane) and alcohol concentrates are indeed speedy extractors and delivery solvents. They evaporate fast. Some organic solvents can dissolve vinyl stabilizers. Organic solvents may leave a "slick" looking record by treating the disc with other compounds carried in the solvent mix. In doing so, record contamination may also be dried back onto the disc in a nice even layer. Dust is often "held" to the record surface by "treatment."

Figure 2 shows a drop of the aqueous Discwasher D4 Fluid, literally lifting dust and contamination out of record grooves. The extraordinarily complex D4 Fluid uses water pure enough for kidney dialysis, along with eleven chemically engineered additives that still results in lower dry-weight residue than most tap water. This formula is amazingly high in cleaning activity, uniquely safe for vinyl and vinyl additives, and preferentially "carries" contamination into the new Discwasher D4 pad.

Electron micrograph (Figure 3) shows a record cleaned with the Discwasher D4 System. High technology record care leaves only a clean surface.